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Design Theory of Junction Transistors
By J. M. EARLY

(Manuscript received September 8, 1953)

The small signal ac transmission characteristics of junction transistors 
are derived from 'physical structure and bias conditions. Effects of minority 
carrier flow and of depletion layer capacitances are analyzed for a one 
dimensional model. The ohmic spreading resistance of the base region of a 
three dimensional model is then approximated. Short circuit admittances 
representing minority carrier flow, depletion layer capacitances, and ohmic 
base resistance elements are then combined into an equivalent circuit. Theo
retical calculations are compared to observations for two typical designs.

1 .0  IN T R O D U C T IO N

1.1 General

Junction transistors have been in commercial production for nearly 
a  year. A detailed understanding of their behavior is necessary both for 
the increasingly exacting requirements of modern circuit engineering 
and for the wise design of improved types. Design theory, by relating 
function to  structure, can serve both these needs.

The principal object of this paper is to  develop in logical fashion a 
design theory for junction transistors. The product of the development 
is an equivalent circuit, founded on device physics, which predicts the 
circuit characteristics of junction devices in a simple and intelligible 
fashion. Although attention is concentrated on small signal transmission 
performance, some large signal aspects are also examined.
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1.2 Method and Assumptions

The usefulness of the junction transistor derives primarily from the 
flow of holes or electrons across two closely-spaced p-n  junctions, one 
of which is biased in the forward or conducting direction while the other 
is biased in the reverse or non-conducting direction. Development of 
design theory begins quite properly with analysis of this mechanism, 
which is considered, for simplicity, as a problem in the flow of holes and 
electrons in one dimension, a t right angles to the p-n junctions. In  the 
analysis, it is assumed th a t these carriers are controlled largely by the 
voltages applied to the junctions and th a t they move principally by 
diffusion. The dependence of the diffusion currents on the junction volt
ages is reduced to a set of two term inal-pair short-circuit admittances, 
which form the initial and most im portant segment of the equivalent 
circuit model for the junction transistor.

Practical transistors have not only the very useful translating mecha
nism mentioned above, bu t also passive capacitances across the charge 
depletion layers which separate the p and n  regions a t each junction. 
These capacitances limit the useful frequency range of transistors and 
m ust lie considered in any practical theory. In  the synthesis of the 
equivalent circuit, these capacitances are placed in parallel with the 
short-circuit input and output adm ittances which represent the flow of 
diffusing holes and electrons.

A further limitation on performance is imposed by the ohmic or body 
spreading resistance of the base region. The base current of the transistor, 
in flowing from the region between the em itter and collector to  the base 
contact, develops a base contact to em itter voltage which seriously 
limits the frequency response. Calculation of these effects requires the 
assumption of flow paths for the base current. The circuit elements rep
resenting base spreading resistance effects appear in series in the base 
leg of the equivalent circuit.

1.8 Existing Design Theory

W. Shockley’s classic paper* announcing the junction transistor also 
initiated the design theory. Diffusion effects for dc and low frequencies 
were analyzed, and formulae for depletion layer capacitances were de
veloped. The mechanism of the frequency cutoff of the current trans
mission (alpha) was reported in a subsequent articlef, and the effects of

* W. Shockley, The Theory of p-n  Junctions in Semiconductors and p -n  Junc
tion Transistors, B .S.T .J., 28, p. 435.

f tY. Shockley, M. Sparks, and O. K . Teal, The p -n  Junction Transistors, 
Phys. R ev., 83, p. 151, July, 1951.
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ohmic resistance of the base region were discussed briefly. Still more 
recently, the dependence of base thickness on collector voltage was used 
to  explain output and feedback effects*. The present paper is both a 
consolidation and an extension of the earlier works and borrows freely 
from them. The diffusion current analysis of Appendix A is patterned 
after Shockley’s.

1 Jt Scope

The design theory developed here is not complete, even for small 
signal ac transmission. In  particular, effects of large carrier emission 
densities are not considered, nor are the effects of non-parallel junction 
arrangements. Despite these omissions, it  is hoped th a t the theory 
developed will be both  useful and instructive to those engineers charged 
with transistor device and transistor circuit design.

2.0 M E T H O D S  A N D  A S S U M P T IO N S  '

2.1 General

In  developing the design theory, it is convenient to break the transistor 
down into several internal electronic functions and to  consider their 
dependence on structure and materials individually. These functions 
are then fitted together and used to predict the terminal electrical char
acteristics. W ith this approach, it seems proper to describe separately 
the methods and assumptions used in analyzing each of the functions.

2.2 List of Symbols

The symbols listed here are used in the body of the paper. A separate 
list for Appendix A appears a t the end of th a t section.

E m itter and collector currents are assumed to flow inward a t the 
corresponding terminals, in accord with the convention usually used for 
transistors.

a = gradient of (Nd-Na), usually given in atom s/cm 4.

ace = short-circuit forward current transfer constant for theoretical 
one-dimensional transistor.

Cc =  collector to base capacitance with em itter open-circuit ac.

Cst, Csc = hole storage or diffusion capacitances a t em itter and col
lector. These capacitances are directly related to the current trans

* J. M. Early, Effect of Space-Charge Layer Widening in Junction Transistors, 
I.R .E ., Proc., 40, pp. 1401-1406, N ov., 1952.
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mission cutoff frequency and m ay be used as an  alternative charac
terization of th a t quantity.

Ctc, Ctc =  theoretical depletion layer capacitances of em itter and col
lector.

D, Dp , D n = diffusion constants for m inority carriers, usually given in 
cm2/sec.

f a = D/irWu =  current transmission or alpha cutoff frequency.

9ec, gee, gee, Çec =  low-frequency conductance components of y ’s given 
below.

h’s = set of two term inal-pair param eters, defined by Guillemin, Com
munication Networks, 2, p. 137, John Wiley and Sons.

fin =  short circuit input impedance.

hn  =  short circuit forward current transfer ratio.

/112 =  open circuit feedback voltage ratio.

hn  =  open circuit output adm ittance.

h  — average or dc base current.

Ipe, Inc, Ipc, Inc =  hole and electron components of average or dc em itter 
and collector currents.

Ipeo =  em itter reverse current when collector is also reverse biased.

J e =  em itter current density in am peres/cm 2.

k = Boltzm ann’s constant.

kT /q  — average therm al energy per carrier, approximately 0.026 elec
tron-volts a t  25°C.

L, L p , L n =  diffusion length or average distance a m inority carrier will 
diffuse before recombining; average distance diffused in one life
time (r).

N A, N d =  concentration of acceptor and donor atom s in semi-con
ductor, usually in atom s/cm 3.

n — concentration of electrons/cm*.

ru =  electron concentration which would exist in the semi-conductor 
a t therm al equilibrium if donor and acceptor concentrations were 
zero.

n p =  therm al equilibrium concentration of electrons in p-region.

p =  hole concentration/cm 3.
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Pi =  hole concentration which would exist in the semi-conductor a t 
thermal equilibrium if donor and acceptor concentrations were zero.

p„ =  therm al equilibrium concentration of holes in n-region.

q =  electronic charge, 1.6 X 10~ls coulombs.
q /k T  =  see kT /q .

n ', n \ ,  n-i =  ohmic spreading resistances of base region, specifically, 
the effective base to em itter feedback resistances for diffusion cur
rents and for collector capacitance currents.

r i , ro, r3 =  geometrical radii in transistor of Fig. 2(b).

T  =  tem perature in °K.

Vc =  average or dc collector to base voltage.

VJ — electrostatic potential across collector depletion region.

V, = electrostatic potential across em itter depletion layer a t  therma 
eciuilibrium (no biases applied).

vc =  small signal ac collector to base voltage.

w, w0 = base region thickness.

u>i, Vh , Ww =  base region thicknesses in transistor of Fig. 2(b). 

x m =  thickness of collector depletion region.

IJce, Ucc, Vec, IJcc =  thcoi'etical short circuit input, forward transfer, feed
back, and output adm ittances for one-dimensional transistor.

a, «o =  short-circuit em itter to collector current transfer ratio and its 
low-frequency value.

a*, a0* =  collector junction current multiplication ratio and its low- 
frequency value.

d, do =  current transport ratio across base region and its low-frequency 
value.

7 , yo =  current emission ratio a t em itter and its low-frequency value. 

€o =  dielectric constant of vacuum, 8.854 X 10~14 farad/cm . 

k = relative dielectric constant, t/eo . 

p, pi, =  resistivity, base region resistivity.

&ncj &pc = conductivities produced by electrons and holes in collector 
region.

r, r„ , t p  =  lifetimes of m inority carriers.
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me =  constant of feedback generator used to characterize modulation 
of dc base spreading resistance.

w =  2irf =  angular frequency in radians.

=  2irfa = 2D/wii~ =  alpha or current transmission cutoff frequency 
in radians.

2.3 Minority Carrier Admittances

An adm ittance representation of m inority carrier diffusion is a way of 
writing the dependence of the diffusion currents on the junction poten
tials. To obtain this dependence analytically, the m inority carrier den
sities on both sides of each of the two depletion layers (emitter and 
collector) are assumed to be exponential functions of the junction volt
ages. This exponential dependence is a result of the normal thermal dis
tribution of hole and electron energies. The carrier diffusion currents 
are computed directly from the gradients of the minority carrier den
sities a t the depletion layer surfaces. Since the gradients of the carrier 
densities are affected by m any conditions besides the junction voltages, 
additional assumptions are necessary. Their nature and pertinence may 
be seen from consideration of the normal operation of a junction 
transistor.

The three principal regions of a junction transistor, the emitter, the 
base or control, and the collector, are indicated in Fig. 1. These regions 
are separated by transition regions in which the conductivity type 
changes either gradually or abruptly  from p-type to n-type. Roughly 
coincident with these transition regions are the em itter and collector 
depletion layers across which the em itter and collector voltages appear

EMITTER BASE COLLECTOR

r i

11
¡i 
» «

P i1 1 111 1. .!
I  Ii i

EM ITTER COLLECTOR
DEPLETIO N DEPLETION

LAYER LAYER

Fig. 1 — p -n -p  transistor.
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when the unit is biased. In normal operation for the p-n-p transistor 
shown, the em itter is biased positive with respect to the base so th a t a 
current of holes is injected into the base from the emitter. The collector 
is biased negative with respect to the base so th a t the holes diffusing 
across the base from the em itter are collected whenever they reach the 
edge of the collector depletion layer.

In  the analysis each of the three major regions is assumed to have a 
uniform resistivity, p; a diffusion constant for m inority carriers, D, 
which is a measure of the speed with which injected carriers will diffuse; 
and a lifetime for m inority carriers, t. This lifetime is the average time 
which a m inority carrier remains free before recombining with a m ajority 
carrier. The m inority carrier density in each region is assumed to have a 
therm al equilibrium value in the absence of applied potentials. The 
density is increased or decreased exponentially from this value by the 
applied potentials. The base layer is assumed to have a thickness, w, 
which is dependent on the collector voltage V c . An increase of collector 
voltage increases the collector depletion region thickness, x m, thus de
creasing the base thickness. The rate a t  which base thickness changes 
with collector voltage is determined by the nature of the transition 
from base to collector. For gradual transitions, the rate of the transition 
is im portant, while for abrupt or step transitions the rate of change of 
base thickness with collector voltage is determined by the base region 
and collector region resistivities.

Determ ination of the diffusion currents from m inority carrier density 
gradients requires determ ination of minority carrier densities everywhere 
in the three principal regions of Fig. 1. These are obtained by solving a 
continuity equation for carrier flow in each region, subject to the applied 
junction potentials and other assumptions described above. I t  m ust be 
pointed out that, in normal operation, there m ay be a significant flow' 
of electrons to the em itter and from the collector in the p-n-p transis
tor of Fig. 1. Small signal ac diffusion currents are determined by as
suming small signal variations of the junction voltages and discarding 
all b u t first-order ac terms from the diffusion currents.

Results of the analysis are given in Section 3.0, and the analysis 
appears in Appendix A.

2.4 Depletion Layer Capacitances

In  a p-n junction with no bias potential applied, there is a tendency 
for holes to diffuse into the n-region and for electrons to  diffuse into the 
p-region. This creates a slight unbalance of charge in the tvro regions



and the resulting electrostatic potential keeps each type of carrier in 
its own region. The potential appears across a thin layer separating the 
two regions. In  this depletion layer, the hole density is lower than  in the 
p-region and the electron density is lower than in the n-region, and there 
is a net charge density. Acceptor and donor atoms are not neutralized 
by mobile charge as they are in the p- and n-regions, bu t instead serve 
to  term inate the field of the electrostatic potential. Application of ex
ternal potential across the junction changes the electrostatic potential, 
and by exposing more or fewer fixed (donor and acceptor in equal num 
ber) charges widens or narrows the depletion layer.

The passive capacitance of this region is simply th a t of a parallel 
plate condenser having a plate spacing equal to  the layer thickness. 
Calculation of this capacitance is explained in Section 3.0, following 
the discussion of the m inority carrier diffusion admittances.

2.5 Base Spreading Resistance*

Im plicit in the one-dimensional analyses described above is the as
sumption th a t the base region is everywhere a t the same potential. 
Actually, since the em itter and collector currents are not equal, current 
m ust flow through the base region parallel to the junctions. Because the 
base region has finite, rather than  zero resistivity, this current produces 
transverse voltage drop in the base region.

I t  is assumed th a t the m ost im portant effect of these voltage drops is 
the feedback produced between the base contact and the em itter junc
tion. In  consequence, each of the ohmic base resistances studied is de
fined as the quotient of an  average voltage between base contact and 
em itter junction divided by the current producing it. The need for 
defining more than  one feedback base spreading resistance results from 
the fact th a t the base current has two principal ac components. One of 
these is the difference between the em itter and collector m inority carrier 
diffusion currents. The other is the collector depletion layer capacitance 
current. The feedback effects of these two currents on the em itter junc
tion are the same only when the flow paths of the two currents through 
the base region are the same. Consequently, the representation of base 
resistance effects is somewhat more complicated in transistors where the 
flow paths differ than  in those where they are identical or nearly so.

* The m ajority carrier resistance of the base region for base current flow 
parallel to the junctions. The word “spreading” was suggested by the base con
tact geometry of Fig. 2(a) and readily distinguishes this resistance from the 
“ base resistance” of the familiar tee network, which was long believed to be 
identical w ith it. It is not. See Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
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Fig. 2(a) shows a structure for which the flow paths to the base con
tac t are substantially the same for all components of the base current. 
Both the collector capacitance current and the diffusion loss base 
current enter the base region substantially uniformly over the entire 
area and follow the same path  to the base contact. In  Fig. 2(b) these two 
currents have quite different flowpaths and the associated feedback 
resistances are likewise very different. The general method of calcula
tion is, however, the same in both cases.

Another im portant effect is associated with modulation of the dc 
voltage drop in the base region. The base current ordinarily has a dc 
as well as an ac component, and a dc voltage drop occurs between the 
base contact and the em itter junction. Since the base region thickness 
changes when collector voltage changes, the dc resistance of the base 
region is modulated by the collector voltage, producing a modulation 
of the dc voltage between base contact and emitter.* This effect is most 
easily represented by an ac voltage generator in series with the base

EMITTER

RING BASE 
CONTACT

P I n I p

SECTION A -A '

n

Ti

SECTION A - A '

SECTION B -B '

(a) (b)
Pig. 2 — p -n -p  transistor structures.

* This effect was first pointed out by J. N . Shive.
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contact: The voltage is computed as the product of the dc base current 
and the modulation of the dc base resistance. This modulation can be 
calculated from the base region resistivity and the dependence of base 
thickness on collector potential.

2.5 Summary of Methods

In  developing the design theory, simple physical assumptions are 
made concerning the behavior of the charge carriers in the semicon
ductor. The transistor is studied as a one-dimensional problem and the 
per unit area electrical characteristics of the one dimensional structure 
are computed. The effects of current flow within the base region parallel 
to the junctions are then calculated for a three-dimensional model. 
Finally, the equivalent circuit representations of these electronic func
tions are combined in structural fashion to give the term inal electrical 
characteristics of the junction transistor triode.

I t  should be noted th a t the base region thickness between em itter and 
collector is assumed uniform, and th a t design theory has not been ex
tended here to cover the case of non-uniform thickness. Likewise, edge 
effects a t the em itter and surface effects in general are neglected. 
These omissions were made for m athematical simplicity and are neces
sary omissions in a one-dimensional analysis. The place of surface leakage 
among the electronic functions is discussed a t the end of Section 4.0. 
Analysis of the effects of sharp discontinuities in base layer thickness 
requires new solutions to the continuity equation but gradual changes 
in thickness can be accounted for by averaging over the active area of 
the transistor the short circuit adm ittances which are the subject of the 
next section.

3.0 O N E -D IM E N S IO N A L  T R A N S IS T O R

3.1 General

This section, deals with the small signal transmission electronics of 
the structure of Fig. 1. I t  is assumed th a t the em itter is biased to provide 
a flow of carriers into the base and th a t the collector is reverse biased 
sufficiently so th a t no m ajority carriers can diffuse out of the collector 
region into the base region (a reverse voltage of 0.5 volts is more than  
enough to prevent this). The four adm ittances associated with m inority 
carrier flow and the two depletion layer capacitances are indicated in 
Fig. 3. In each case, the design expressions are given first in their most 
exact form and are progressively simplified. For convenience in dis
cussion and comparison, current densities per un it area rather than
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currents are used and the adm ittances and barrier capacitances are 
w ritten on a per square centimeter basis. I t  will be noted th a t transverse 
voltage drops resulting from base spreading resistance are ignored in 
developing the expressions of this section.

A number of physical mechanisms are involved in the adm ittances 
for m inority carrier flow. The forward current across the em itter junction 
rises as an exponential of the em itter to base region voltage. This is the 
result of the therm al energy distribution of m inority carriers and is com
mon to all thermionic emission. A natural effect of this exponential de
pendence is th a t a given change in the voltage results in a fixed per cent 
change in the current, thus producing an ac adm ittance which is pro
portional to the average or dc em itter current. For several reasons not 
all of the current which flows through the em itter junction is collected. 
F irst, some of the em itter current consists of electrons diffusing into the 
em itter body and of displacement current through the em itter depletion 
layer capacitance. These effects are expressed in the emission factor or 7 , 
which is the ratio of the hole current injected into the base region to 
the to tal em itter current. Further, some of the injected holes recombine 
in the base layer. Those which are collected suffer a transit delay which 
results in a phase difference between em itter and collector currents. These 
two effects are summed up in the forward current transport factor or d, 
which is the ratio of the minority carrier current reaching the collector 
to th a t injected by the emitter. Finally, the current of holes entering 
the collector from the base gives rise to a much smaller flow of electrons 
from the collector to the base, thus producing a collector multiplication 
factor or a*, which is the ratio of to tal carrier current crossing the col
lector junction to the hole current entering it- from the base.

Although the most im portant minority carrier flow originates a t the 
em itter, this flow is altered by changes in collector reverse voltage. As 
the collector reverse potential is increased, the base region becomes
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narrower because of widening of the collector depletion layer. This re
duction in base thickness permits more em itter current to flow for a 
fixed em itter to base voltage, so th a t both em itter and collector currents 
are increased, thus producing output and feedback adm ittances. How
ever, since large changes in collector potential are required to produce 
small changes in base thickness, relatively small changes in the junction 
currents are produced and the adm ittances are far smaller than  those 
associated with change of em itter potential.

3.2 Diffusion Current Admittances

The short circuit two term inal-pair adm ittances associated with the 
diffusion of minority carriers in the structure of Fig. 1 are

(1 +  iaiTp)11'2 tanh  Wo/ (D ptp)112y = J _  
y"  kT (/pe I  peo)

yo. kT {.I pe I  peo)

ta n h  [(1 -f- iu T p )m wa/{DpTp) 1/2J

+  d„e (1 +  iwTne)11' 

(1 +  iu T p )11' ta n h  W o/(DpTp)llz

sinh [(1 -f- iwTp)ll2Wo/(DpTp)112]

= _ d w   (1 +  tUTp)'12_____________  J

Jcc dV c {DpTpVI2 sinh [(1 +  iuTp)ll2wo/(DpTp)1/2] p

=  (1 +  iuTp)UZ____________  j
Jcc dV c {DpTp}^ tanh  [(1 +  z W ^ W O V p ) 1'21 pc 1 +  ^  G DC

in which Ipe , I ni. , and I pc are average hole and electron currents a t the 
em itter and collector junctions and I pco is the em itter reverse current 
measured w ith both junctions reverse biased. w0 is the (time) average 
base region thickness and V c is the average collector voltage. The de
pletion layer capacitances which shunt the input and output diffusion 
adm ittances, yee and ycc, are discussed in Section 3.3.

Some general features of the adm ittances m ay be noted a t  once. The 
expressions are similar to those for a section of lossy transmission line, 
bu t differ significantly in the ordering of the m agnitudes of the terms. 
Each of the adm ittances is proportional to a dc current, and in fact, 
since Ipc is ordinarily ninety per cent or more of I pc, approximately the 
same dc current. This effect, which results from the exponential depend
ence of em itter current on em itter potential, can be related to  the 
transmission line analogy by the argum ent th a t the increase in minority 
carrier density in the base region which accompanies increase of dc 
current lowers the characteristic impedance of the transmission line.
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Finally, the last two terms, the feedback and output admittances, are 
smaller than  the first two by approximately

The symmetry of the terms can be seen by removing the dissymme
tries. The term (1 +  iwTne) in yee results from diffusion of electrons 
into the em itter from the base and is the emission loss term  which 
makes y  less than  unity. The factor (1 +  onc/<rpc) which appears in yCf 
and ycc is the collector m ultiplication factor a* which results from the 
flow of electrons out of the collector body. If y  and a* are assumed to be 
unity, the adm ittances assume a more symmetrical form. In th a t case 
y ce/y te =  Vec/Vcc =  — 8, the base transport factor, and the forward 
and reverse current transmission ratios are identical. This can be seen 
more clearly if the hyperbolic expressions are replaced by the first two 
terms of their polynomial expansions, yielding

is the low frequency value of the base transport factor. A lumped param 
eter equivalent circuit for these simplified adm ittances is shown in de
tail in Fig. 4(a).

the frequency variation of all four adm ittances. This frequency depend
ence, which has been commonly measured as the alpha cutoff frequency

kT  dw
qw0 dV c

which is usually 10 3 or less, bu t the four form a rather symmetrical set.

y -  -  y -  ( i +  to /a « .)

y ce = — ßoOee
1 +  io)/3œa

ßoQ cc
1 -f- iw /3ioa

1/cc J -f- tO)/ÔO)a

where

I t  is apparent here tha t a single param eter, coa =  2Dp/w 0\  specifies
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or three db pointf of the current transmission amplitude, appears in 
the adm ittances in the form of storage capacitance or as transfer delay. 
These result from m inority carrier storage in the base region and are of 
the same nature as hole storage capacitances in semi-conductor diodes.

If desired, further simplication can be obtained by eliminating the 
effective power loss in the storage capacitances as shown in Fig. 4(b). 
In  this arrangement, as in the more rigorous forms preceding it, the 
forward transfer adm ittance y „  is a little smaller than the input adm it
tance tjee and the feedback adm ittance ycc is not quite as large as the 
output adm ittance ycc ■ This makes the circuit delta — ijceijcc)
greater than zero so th a t the structure is inherently stable when y  
and a* are unity.

3.3 Depletion Layer Capacitances

Even in the absence of applied potentials, there exists a t useful p-n  
junctions a depletion layer in which the density of mobile carriers is low,

t R. L. Pritchard has pointed out that this three db point is 22 per cent larger 
than wo as defined here. See R. L. Pritchard, Frequency Variations of Current- 
Aniplification Factor for Junction Transistors, Proc. I.R .E ., 40, p. 1476, N ov., 
1952.
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and across which there is a small electrostatic potential. The potential 
difference across the region exists primarily because of the difference in 
energy levels between the conduction band in which the mobile electrons 
exist and the valence bond band in which the mobile holes move. The 
potential difference depends on the densities of holes and electrons in 
the p  and n  regions, bu t it cannot exceed the energy gap or difference 
in band levels, so long as the junction is a t  equilibrium.

If a reverse voltage is applied to a junction, the applied voltage ap
pears principally across the depletion region, where it strengthens the 
electric field by widening the barrier region so as to bring more fixed 
donor and acceptor charges into the field. I t  is obvious th a t the depletion 
region has a capacitance, since an  electric field exists across it. This 
capacitance decreases with increase of reverse voltage, since the capaci
tance is charged not by bringing mobile carriers to fixed electrodes bu t 
rather by widening the region to include new fixed charges from the 
semiconductor regions on each side.

Both em itter and collector capacitances m ay be calculated easily 
for the principal cases of published engineering interest, the graded 
transition and the abrup t or step transition. For graded transitions, the 
depletion layer is in a region of linearly changing fixed charge density 
(zero a t  the center of the layer). The step junction has the barrier layer 
almost entirely in either a p  or an  n  region of uniform fixed charged 
density since the fixed charged density in the other region is usually so 
large th a t the field effectively term inates a t its surface.

The general expression for barrier capacitance is

where x„, is barrier thickness and the other symbols have conventional 
meanings. In the case of graded junctions, this becomes

where (Nd-Na) is the fixed charge density in the low charge density region, 
ordinarily the base region in transistors. The potential Vc is the electro
static potential across the depletion layer and under bias conditions is

O' =

where a is the rate of change of fixed charge density in charges per cmJ 
per cm. For step junctions, the relation is
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the sum of the equilibrium barrier potential and whatever part of an 
applied external potential is not lost in IR  drops in the p  and n  regions. 
For reverse bias conditions, the sum of the equilibrium potential and 
the entire applied potential is almost always a satisfactory approxima
tion, bu t for equilibrium and forward bias conditions, the barrier po
tential may be computed more easily from the minority carrier den
sities immediately adjacent to the depletion layer.

The equilibrium barrier potential m ay be calculated by

Tr I 1 . ? li PiV, ~  —  In   ------
q n p pn

in which n n , pp and n,-, pi are, respectively, equilibrium and intrinsic 
carrier densities in the two regions. The total depletion region potential 
for a forward biased em itter junction m ay be calculated by the same 
expression but the hole density in the base region side of the em itter 
depletion layer is not the equilibrium value p„ b u t rather

w0J e
qDP

which is simply a modified form of the equation for diffusion current. 
Because of the large difference in the voltages across the barriers, em itter 
depletion region capacitance per unit area is ordinarily 2-20 times larger 
than the collector depletion region capacitance per un it area. I t  should 
not be assumed th a t em itter depletion region capacitance is the more 
im portant. I t  contributes but a small fraction of the em itter adm ittance, 
while the collector depletion layer capacitance contributes greatly to 
collector adm ittance.

3.4 Summary

A one-dimensional study of the small signal transmission properties of 
the junction transistor shows two term inal-pair short circuit adm ittances 
which are closely proportional to  the dc bias currents. The input and 
output adm ittances of this set are shunted by depletion layer capaci
tances which are essentially passive circuit elements. A m ajor feature 
of the diffusion current adm ittances is the presence of a single frequency 
determining factor, the alpha cutoff frequency. Comparison of the dif
fusion or storage capacitances with the depletion region capacitances 
shows th a t the collector depletion region capacitance is usually much 
larger than  its storage capacitance, while a t  the em itter the reverse is 
true. This results from the fact th a t the output and feedback m inority
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carrier adm ittances are m any orders of magnitude smaller than the 
input and forward transfer terms. The output and feedback adm ittances 
decrease with increase of collector reverse voltage in much the same way 
th a t collector capacitance decreases, while the input and forward trans
fer adm ittances are bu t little affected.

This simple picture of the junction transistor is incomplete in th a t it 
ignores the im portant effects of majority carrier resistance in the base 
region. These effects are discussed in the next section.

4.0 E F F E C T S  O F  B A S E  R E G IO N  R E S IS T A N C E

4.1 General

The resistance of the base region to the flow of currents parallel to 
the em itter and collector junctions is im portant prim arily because of 
voltage developed between the base contact and the em itter junction. 
Necessarily associated with this is power dissipation which is usually, 
however, of less importance than the feedback effect of the voltage.

The prim ary factors in determination of base region feedback voltages 
are the materials and geometry of the base region and the flow paths for 
the transverse currents moving through the base region to  the base 
contact. Reduction of the base region resistance effects to equivalent 
circuit elements permits them to be incorporated in the equivalent cir
cuit obtained in the previous section. This circuit is then an essentially 
complete model for the electronic mechanisms or functions in junction 
transistor triodes.

4.2 Base Region Currents

Two of the three principal components of the base current have nearly 
identical origin and flow paths, while the third component differs in 
origin and m ay differ greatly in flow paths to the base contact. The dc 
component of the base current arises principally from recombination of 
injected holes in the portion of the base between em itter and collector,* 
as does also the ac component associated with the diffusion adm ittances. 
The ac component of base current required to  charge the collector barrier 
capacitance, however, is introduced into the base uniformly over the 
surface of the collector. The ac component required to charge the em itter 
capacitance is both small and similar in flow paths to the first compo
nents discussed.

* In some transistors, much of the recombination occurs on the exposed surface 
of the base region. This surface recombination may be replaced by a reduction of 
volume lifetime for a one-dimensional analysis. This is not exact, but is a fair 
approximation.
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For the structure of Fig. 2(a), all current components are introduced 
into the base layer relatively uniformly over its area. The dc component 
and the (1 — a) or diffusion component originate within the layer vol
ume, while the collector capacitance current is introduced from the 
collector side of the layer, but this difference is of little consequence. The 
transverse current density is largest a t  the base contact and diminishes 
monotonically to zero a t  the layer edge opposite the contact. The feed
back voltage to the em itter junction consequently rises m ost rapidly 
close to the contact and becomes nearly constant as the opposite side 
of the base region is reached.

For the structure of Fig. 2(b), significant differences in flow paths are 
apparent. The transverse current densities are zero a t  the center of the 
unit and rise out to  the edge of the em itter. Here the’dc and (1 — a) com
ponents of current density begin to decrease because of the increasing 
cross-section of the base region, while the collector capacitance compo
nents continues to increase because of the additional contribution from 
the larger collector area. All components decrease in density beyond the 
collector circumference. I t  is apparent th a t two feedback resistances 
are required to describe the separate electronic functions in this case.

4-3 Effective Feedback Resistances

The resistance effects of importance are not the series resistances to 
the flow of the various current components through the base region to 
the base contact, bu t rather the feedback resistances defined by the 
quotient of the average base contact to em itter junction voltage by the 
current component producing the voltage. The calculations necessary to 
determine such resistances are detailed in Appendix II.

For the structure of Fig. 2(a), a single equivalent resistance given by

nÍ = /
Pb \  Pb

w )  w

is sufficient. Both (1 — a) and Cc current components pass through this 
resistance en route to the base terminal. In  the structure of Fig. 2(b), 
the (1 — a) or diffusion current component has an  effective feedback 
resistance off

r'b! ^  Pb A  (- _ L _  t n ( n / r i )  +  - A —  A i ( r 3/ r 2)
_8irWi 2ttW2 ZirWi

while the collector capacitance component of base current has associated

t This value of r is an upper bound, since the assumptions are pessim istic.
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with i t  a resistance

,271-102

+  1 -  -j—J l /  J 4:77102,

For the proportions shown, the ratio of r'bl to ?'i, is approximately 1.5 to
one. Reasonable variations in the proportions can make this ratio as 
small as unity  or as large as five.

A common feature in these resistances is the presence of the base 
region thickness w in the denominator. Since low values of base spreading 
resistance are desirable, this requirement opposes directly the primary 
requirement for a high alpha cutoff frequency — a thin base layer.

4-4 Base Resistance Modulation Feedback

As was mentioned previously, the de voltage drop between the base 
contact and the em itter junction is modulated by the widening and 
narrowing of the collector depletion layer which alternately increases 
and decreases the dc base resistance. The resulting ac voltage m ay be 
represented by a voltage generator in series with the base resistance, as

where h  is the dc base current, V c is the dc collector voltage, vc is the ac 
collector voltage, and nbcvc is the feedback voltage.

For the structure of Fig. 2(a), the expression given earlier for rb' m ay 
be differentiated to obtain the drb / dw. The calculation of dw /dV c has been 
indicated in Section 3.0. The resulting expression for nbc is approximately

D eterm ination of this feedback effect for the structure of Big. 2(b) 
is more difficult. Only those portions of the base region adjacent to the 
collector barrier are affected by the barrier widening, so th a t only the 
first two terms in the expression for rb , given above enter into the cal
culation. The value of jube is

This feedback term cannot be reduced to an  expression containing rb' ,
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in the same simple way possible for the structure of Fig. 2(a), since the 
base resistance between the collector circumference and the base contact 
is not changed by collector depletion region thickness changes.

The details of the base contact m ay change the magnitude of this 
feedback greatly. In  particular, poor placement of a bonded base contact 
may sometimes result in very large values of nbc. A point of general 
interest is th a t the sign of the feedback is determined directly by the 
direction of base current flow, while the phase is otherwise exactly th a t 
of the collector voltage.

4.5 Equivalent Circuit with Base Resistance Effects

The base resistance effects discussed above can be combined with the 
adm ittance circuits obtained in the one-dimensional study of Section 3.0 
to give equivalent circuits for the three-dimensional structures of Fig. 2. 
The resulting representations, shown in Fig. 5, reflect the geometry of 
these structures since the base resistance elements are shown in a branch 
through which the base current m ust flow to reach the base terminal. 
All of the effects can be seen to  give feedback, which is to  say, coupling 
from the output circuit of the collector to the input loop of the emitter. 
This leads to  complication of the electrical characteristics of the trans
istor, whose characteristics would otherwise be given by the electronic 
functions developed in the previous section.

Fig. 5(a) is an equivalent circuit which represents the small signal 
transmission properties of the structure of Fig. 2(a). I t  should be noted 
th a t a single base resistance is needed, through which all of the base 
current passes. The effects of surface leakage are indicated by the ad
m ittance Yi from collector term inal to base resistance. The indicated 
uncertainty of placement of this leakage effect with respect to rb reflects 
the fact th a t the feedback resulting from the leakage depends on the 
position of the leakage with respect to the base contact.

The structure of Fig. 2(b) is represented by the circuit of Fig. 5(b). 
The separate base resistances rbl and rb, m irror the physical fact th a t the 
collector region is, on the average, closer to the base contact than  is the 
em itter region. Leakage effects m ay be added to this circuit in the same 
m anner as before.

Although the circuits of Fig. 5 represent primarily small signal ac 
transmission functions in the transistor, very similar representations 
m ay be employed for large signal functions. The principal changes occur 
in the diffusion adm ittances, which should be replaced by the diffusion 
currents w ritten as functions of the barrier voltages, and in the capaei-
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Fig. 5 — Equivalent circuits for junction transistors.

tances, whose variation with barrier potential m ust now be considered 
explicitly.

5.0 D E S IG N  C A L C U L A T IO N S

5.1 General

The understanding of junction transistors is now sufficiently ad
vanced th a t this type of device is designable — the engineer m ay work 
from requirements to choice of structure and material. The limitations 
on designability are now primarily lack of adequate control over m anu
facturing variables together with the inherent characteristics of the
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semi-conductor materials available to the designer. The desiguability 
of the major small signal transmission param eters of junction devices 
is illustrated below by a comparison of calculated and measured charac
teristics of both grown and fused junction devices.

The characteristics calculated are the theoretical short circuit con
ductances and current transmission ratios (alphas), the current tran s
mission three db cutoff frequencies, the collector capacitances, the base 
region spreading resistances, and the low-frequency values of the “h” 
param eters. The latter are computed because of their ease of measure
ment and interpretation and are compared with measured values.

5.2 n-p-n Drawn Junction Transistor

The properties assigned to this un it are believed to be reasonable, 
bu t a close check on m any of them  is very difficult. Base region thickness 
was chosen as a reasonable value for current practice. The physical 
structure is th a t of Fig. 2(a), with the bar cross-section a square 20 
mils on a side. I t  should be noted th a t the assumptions made are con
sistent; e.g., the grading of the collector junction is consistent with 
the collector and base region resistivities.

The physical param eters of interest are:
Vc Collector voltage, 4.5 volts
I e E m itter current, — 1 ma
w Base thickness (not including depletion layers), 3.6 X 10-3 cm or 

1.41 mil
pb Base resistivity, 1 ohm-cm
n  Electron lifetime in base, 10 p. sec
p„ E m itter resistivity, 0.01 ohm-cm
Te Hole lifetime in em itter, 0.45 p sec
pc Collector resistivity, 1.7 ohm-cm
Te Hole lifetime in collector, 30 p. sec
a Concentration gradient in junctions, 3 X 1018 atom s/cm '1 
*4 Junction areas, 0.0025 cm"

The param eters of this un it are then

10“3
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a t 25°C a* & 1 I 1 fjK
. 2 iTncJ

=  1 +  0.0003 ~  1.0003

70°C ao* a i  1.03

25°C acc =  to /W  =  0.992 X 0.993 X 1.0003 =  0.985 

70°C ace =  1.015

vt dv) x m 6 X 10 . ,, , n-g ]
N o'i  3V , -  o r ,  -  ~ T x W  ~  L8 x  10 cm /yol‘

’7  ., ^  cosh iv>/Ln) 
w  V cd

-  —  5  7”  =  O-O2« X !-6 X 10”5 X 0.039 

=  4.5 jumhos

The param eters which determine frequency response are

f  Tin 90 o I c
/«  =  o~ =  — , =  - , oc  v  =  2‘4° mcPs27t 7tr)- x (3.d X 10 8)~

Cr ^  2400 w f d / cm2 for collector

Ct — 6500 m ifd/cm 2 for em itter
so th a t

CTc = 6 juju/d 

Ct, — 16 jujufd

The electron storage capacitances of the em itter and collector diffusion 
adm ittances of this n-p-n transistor are:

a„ = J z -  = ■ . °;°3 9 =  1690 JUJUfd
l.ocoa 1.5 X 2.4o X  2tt X  106

Csc =  J ? -  =  0.2 w fd
1 .OCOa

I t  is obvious th a t diffusion effects are most im portant a t the emitter, 
while depletion layer capacitance is im portant a t  the collector.

The ohmic base spreading resistance of this un it is given (probably 
within a factor of two) by
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The low-frequencies values of the hybrid (“h”) param eters m ay be 
calculated from the conductances, etc.. given above, but more direct 
methods are available and are used. The expressions required for both 
types of computation are given, however.

h21 ~  — aCc ^  —0.985

^12 ( iIcc /dec ) +  h llT b  +  M&c

k T  d w  .  ,  __4
—   Vrr — 1.10 X 10

q w  d v c

t, QccQee Qecffce r-. ~ « 1™22 --- — tfccU tfec&ceJ
Qee

g, =  *22 =  -  [2(1 -  do) +  (1 -  To)] =  0.11 pmho 
W  d V c

hn  — +  (1 — a„)r&'
Qee

^  26 +  (0.015)278 ^  30.5 ohms

These param eter values are in the range commonly encountered in 
drawn crystal units of good quality. I t  is obvious tha t this unit may be 
unstable a t high temperatures, since the current transmission factor 
(alpha) is greater than  unity at 70°C. The rise in alpha is the result of 
the very large increase in the hole density in the collector which accom
panies the tem perature rise.

In  terms of the conventional tee network of r e, r», rc, and a, two points 
are interesting. First, the collector resistance rc ~  l / / i2? ^  9 megohms 
m ay seem very high. Actually, the lower values so commonly encountered 
are primarily the result of high leakage conductance, rather than  a large 
electronic conductance. Second, the tee network base resistance 
r6 ~  hn/hr> ca 1000 ohms is nearly four times the high frequency feed
back base resistance of 278 ohms.

5.8 p-n-p Fused Junction Transistor

The physical structure assumed for this un it is th a t of Fig. 2(b). 
The ring base contact is of particular importance. The material and 
structure are chosen to facilitate comparison with a specific develop
m ent model for which a large am ount of data is available. The em itter 
diam eter is 15 mils and the collector diam eter 30 mils. The base contact 
ring diam eter is 40 mils.
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The physical parameters of interest are:
Vr. Collector voltage, —4.5 volts
/ ,  E m itter current, 1 ma
wn Wafer thickness, 3.5 mils
u>2 Collector to surface thickness, 2.1 mils
W\ Collector to  em itter thickness (not including depletion layers),

3.6 X ItT3 cm or 1.4J mil 
pi, Base resistivity, 1.5 ohm cm
Tf, Iiole lifetime in base region, 20 p. sec
Pe, pr E m itter and Collector resistivities unknown but very low, prob

ably 0.001 ohm cm 
r„  Tc Electron lifetime in em itter and collector unknown but very low, 

probably 0.1 p sec 
A , E m itter area, 0.00114 cm2
A c Collector area, 0.00456 cm2
The transmission parameters are then

gee = 0.039 mho

y0 probably >  0.995

do =  0.993

a* ^  1.0000

acc >  0.988

dw Xm 2.6 X 10 non \x m -s / u
3 V ,  -  2 K  ~  ~ 2~ X  4 .5  '  2'89  X  “  C m /V 0lt

gcc ~  8.15 pmhos

The param eters which determine frequency response are:

. l)p 44 . Qf a =  =  =  ———— — — =  1.08 mcps
¿TT TTWl x (3 .0  X  10 J)-

CT =  5,000 ppfd/crn for collector 

CT — 20,000 ppfd/cm2 for em itter

so th a t

Ctc =  22.8 ppjd

CTe =  22.8 ppfd
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The effective hole storage capacitances of the em itter and collector are:

Cse =  3840 nnfd 

C,c =  0.8 fifxjd 

By the equations given in Section 3.0

n'l = 55 ohms 

i'b 2 =  35 ohms 

The low frequency values of the “h” param eters are 

/¡21 ^  — 0.988 

hu ~  2.09 X 10~4 

ho., ~  0.17 fimho 

hu ^  26 +  (0.012)55 ~  26.7

These theoretical values are compared with observed values in Table I. 
The m ajor discrepancy in hix is charged to surface recombination of in
jected holes, which was ignored in the calculation. I t  should be noted 
th a t h-n becomes 0.45 X 10 mho if the calculated value is corrected 
by the ratio 0.032/.012, which is the ratio of the measured and calcu
lated (1 — a ) ’s or (1 +  hoi)’s. The difference between computed and 
measured hu is the sum of a number of effects. F irst, the actual (1 — a ) 
is greater than the computed value. Next, the junction tem perature was 
probably greater than the assumed 25°C. Finally, the carrier injection 
level is high enough to modify the em itter diode properties in this 
direction.

The difference between calculated and observed current transmission 
cutoff is greater than appears from the data, since the theoretical three 
db response frequency is about 22 per cent higher than  the “alpha

T a b l e  I

Calculated Measured

hn -  0.988 -0 .968
ha 0.17 X 10"s mho 0.48 X 10~5 mho
h\2 2.09 X 10-1 1.85 X 10->
hn 26.7 ohm 33 ohm
Ce 22.8 MM/rf 24.7 nnfd
fa 1.08 mcps 0.95 mcps
n  i 55 ohm 55 ohm
T b ' i 35 ohm 63 ohm
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cutoff” frequency calculated here. The difference is believed to be the 
result of the fact th a t holes em itted around the em itter periphery have 
much longer tran sit paths than  do those em itted into the region directly 
between the electrodes and consequently reduce significantly the cur
rent cutoff frequency.

The serious discrepancy in rb'2 is probably the result of the rb\  cal
culation being very pessimistic because of neglect of peripheral emission 
effects and of and w» being somewhat smaller than the assumed values. 
Again it  can be seen th a t the equivalent tee base resistance n  =  hn/Jh2 
is 375 ohms, nearly seven times the high frequency resistance of 55 ohms.

5.4 Qualitative Comparison

As might be expected, the qualitative agreement between theory and 
observation is better than the quantitative. For example, Cc , h2t , and 
hi2 vary approximately as (F c')~1/2 in fused junction units. Alpha cutoff 
frequency increases as collector reverse bias is increased—a natural 
result of the narrowing of the base region. The qualitative discrepancies 
th a t are found are usually associated with large experimental deviations 
from the assumptions of the analysis.

5.5 Review of Design Calculations

Numerical analysis of both drawn junction and fused junction tran 
sistors has shown rather good agreement of theory and experiment. 
I t  is necessary, however, to modify some of the results empirically 
because of lack of full understanding of some effects, such as leakage 
and surface recombination.

Q ualitative agreement of measurements and theory is, of course, 
much better than the quantitative correlation. For example, the de
pendence of all of the param eters on em itter current and collector voltage 
is almost exactly th a t expected from theory. Some of the dependence 
on em itter currents involves high carrier injection level theory which 
has been om itted from this study.

6.0 SU M M A R Y

6.1 Transmission Theory
Design theory of the small signal transmission param eters of junc

tion transistors is relatively complete.
A one-dimensional analysis of minority carrier diffusion currents in 

terms of short circuit adm ittances has been combined with a similar 
analysis of depletion layer capacitances and an  approximate three
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dimensional analysis of ohmic base region spreading resistance. The 
resulting equivalent circuit has characteristics in good agreement with 
experimental observations. In particular, collector capacitance, ohmic 
base region spreading resistance and the current transmission three db 
cutoff frequency m ay be computed with fair accuracy. The low fre
quency values of the common base hybrid param eters m ay also be cal
culated, bu t neglect of surface recombination and surface leakage re
sults in serious errors in the short circuit current transmission factor hn 
and the open circuit collector conductance hT2 . The deviations of these 
two param eters from calculated values are, however, both reasonable 
and m utually consistent. The ohmic base layer spreading resistance, 
which is the only base resistance of importance at high frequencies, is very 
often much smaller than  the low frequency base resistance appearing in 
an equivalent tee network.

Qualitative agreement of theory and measurement is excellent. The 
variation of all parameters with em itter current and collector voltage 
is within a few per cent th a t predicted from theory.

6.2 State of the Art

Since this paper was deliberately limited in scope, it is pertinent 
both to review its objectives and to  point out significant omissions. The 
principal objective sought was presentation of small signal transmission 
design theory. No attem pt was made to  give a simple explanation of 
the junction transistor, relating both its large signal and its transm is
sion characteristics to simple physical assumptions. While the design 
theory presented consolidates in one place some already published in
formation, much remains to  be done in assembling and integrating such 
knowledge from its present widely scattered locations.

In  addition there exists a more detailed understanding of junction 
transistor characteristics than can be found in the literature. For ex
ample, units are found occasionally with negative hn . This is a result 
of an easily modulated high resistance between base region and base 
contact (high pt*«,). Publication of such information can reduce by a few 
db the am ount of head-scratching done by production engineers.

Other phenomena for which explanations have been developed are 
surface recombination and high carrier injection level effects. Despite 
this, much work remains to  be done.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

The general point of view taken here has been much influenced by 
discussions with J. A. M orton. Comments and criticisms by R. M. 
Ryder have been particularly helpful in the preparation of this material.
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A p p e n d ix  A

1.0 G E N E R A L

This study is an extension of Shockley’s analysis of the junction tran 
sistor to include high-frequency effects and the voltage dependence of 
base-layer thickness. Shockley’s paper* and the later paper by Shockley, 
Sparks, and T ealf contain the following of interest here:

(a) analysis of the dc steady state of a junction transistor*;
(b) analysis of the low-frequency small-signal param eters re , a ,  C * f ; 

and
(c) analysis of frequency dependence of the transport factor j8f.
In addition to repeating the above, this study gives these new results:
(a) analysis of steady-state small-signal ac operation [dc biases pres

ent] ; and
(b) the small-signal ac short-circuit adm ittances y ce, yce, yco, and

IJcc ■

1.1. A S S U M P T IO N S  

Semiconductor.

The p-n-p type structure assumed is shown in Fig. 6. The emitter, 
base, and collector regions m ay each be characterized by a resistivity 
and a m inority carrier diffusion length. The emitter, collector, and base 
contacts have no effect on the currents which flow a t the junctions. 
Injected carriers pass through the base layer by diffusion and through

EM ITTER B A SE COLLECTOR

X  *-

X =  0  ] y =  0

x  = w0+w,e1-a’t  
Fig. 6 — p -n -p  junction transistor.

* W. Shockley, The Theory of p -n  Junctions in  Semiconductors and p -n  Junc
tion Transistors, B .S .T .J., 28, p. 435.

t  W. Shockley, M. Sparks, and G. K . Teal, The p -n  Junction Transistors, Phys. 
R ev., 83, p. 151, July, 1951.
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the barrier layers* by drift. Base-layer thickness w depends on collector 
potential V c through variation of the collector barrier thickness x m . 
Variations of em itter barrier thickness are unim portant. The junctions 
are parallel.

Currents and Potentials

The currents and potentials studied are those a t  the collector and 
em itter barriers. Unless otherwise specified, “potential” implies dif
ference in m ajority carrier Fermi levels, i.e., externally applied potential, 
ra ther than  difference in electrostatic potential. The collector reverse 
potential is assumed to be m any multiples of kT/q(e.g. > 0.5 volts), 
so th a t the classical p-n diode reverse conductance m ay be neglected. 
A t 0.5 volt, this is of the order of 10 "  mhos. I t  decreases in magnitude 
one decade per sixty millivolts of bias potential.

Base Resistance

M ajority  carrier resistance in the base layer is not considered here.

Other Assumptions

Surface effects are excluded from consideration. In  addition, several 
m athem atical approximations of little physical consequence appear in 
the text as needed.

1.2 M E T H O D

The procedure employed is substantially  th a t used by Shockley with 
some additions. First, m inority carrier concentrations on both sides of 
each barrier are related to the barrier potentials.

The dc m inority carrier distribution in each of the three transistor 
regions is then computed from these boundary conditions with the aid 
of the continuity equation.

Next, small-signal ac perturbations of the barrier potentials and of 
the m inority carrier densities a t the barriers are used in the same way 
to  find ac distributions of the m inority carriers. The effects of voltage 
dependence of base-layer thickness are found by means of a small- 
signal ac perturbation of the position of the collector side of the base 
layer. The resulting ac distribution of m inority carriers is computed as 
before.

Finally, dc and ac currents a t em itter and collector barriers are com-
* I.e., charge depletion layers.
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puted from the gradients of the minority carrier densities a t the barriers.
In  the ac analysis, the forward rotating time function e ut is used. In 

general, the first-order solution for small signals is obtained by assum
ing th a t the disturbance associated with e'“‘ is small, by neglecting its 
powers and harmonics, and by using first-order expansions, e.g.,

a t +  _  
e L L , L

The ac magnitudes such as iv i , pci , nci , represent complex phasors of 
the form ae1*. A list of symbols is given in Section 1.5.

1.3 ANALYSIS

In  the base layer a t x  =  0,

+  i u  I q V . / k TPcie = p ne fla)

a t  x =  w0

p = Pco+pde'“1 = p„eq' clkT (lb)

in which V t =  F eo +  Veie""1
iwtVc = Vco 4* Vcie 

and Vd «  V to and V cl «  V c0 so tha t

PcO Pt\Gq P d  ^  P c 0 j-yp V d
1C I

P c  a ~  P n e qV ‘ o lL p c l  ~  Pco -p p  V c l

Pco, Pc0, Fc0, and F do are average values while pci , pci , V t, , and V ci 
are ac phasors.

The continuity equation for holes for one-dimensional flow is:

n f p  ( v ^ p ) _ e j ,  m
"H z '-  \  t  /  SI

in which r  is hole lifetime. A solution to equation (8-18) is:

p = Pn +  AeI,L +  B c rlL +  Ce“ IL+M +  De~sxlL+ia‘ (3)

where L  = y / D r  and s =  (1 +  ?W )'".

Application of the boundary values of equation (la) and (lb) to
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equation (3) gives hole density in the base layer: 

p0(t,x) =  p„ + (PcO —  P n )  ~  (PcO ~  P n ) e
;—W oIL'

2 sinh (wo/L)

Pco —  p n)  —  ( p e 0 —  P n ) e V°IL

x/L

2 'sinh (wo/L)
—x/L

+
P c i  —  P c  ie

— 8 W o l L "

2 sinh (swo/L)
s w q I  L ~

(4)
8x1 L + iu t

s x / L + i u tP c i  -  PelG  

2 sinh (swo/L).

Since up to this point w has been assumed constant [w =  Wo], equation 
(4) does not include effects of voltage dependence of base layer thick
ness. To introduce these, a new set of boundary conditions is used: 
a t  x  =  0 ,

(5a) 

(5b)
and at x  =  up, +  Wi e " , 

in which Wi ^  w0 and is a phasor.

p =  Peo +  Pe ie"

p  =  pco  +  P c ie  ‘

div „
VH -  ^  V .

I t  can be seen th a t conditions are as before except th a t the collector 
side of the base layer swings about position wc a t  angular frequency id . 

A solution of equation (31) with conditions (5a) and (5b) is given by

Pi(t,x) = Po(t,x) +  p{t,x) (6)

in which po(t,x) is given by equation (4) and p(t,x) is the perturbation 
associated with W ie '“ ‘.

If equations (5a) and (5b) are rewritten in terms of p{t,x), they be
come, using first order expansions:

p(t,o) = 0 (7a)

pit,Wo +  icic1"1) =  [(pc0 — p n) csch (w0/L )

— ipco — Pn) coth (Wo/L)] — e’"‘ ('7b ')

Since p(t,x) is an ac solution of the continuity equation (2), it has
the form:

p(t,x) = E e XIL+iwt +  Fe~’x,L+iut (8)
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Use of equations (7a) and (7b) leads to: 

p(t,x) =  [(71,0 -  p n )  csch (wo/L)
sinh (sw„/L)

(Pco — p ,)  coth (iu0/L)] ~  e'“‘ JU

(9)

The complete solution for hole density in the base layer is: 

(Pco — Vn) — {pco — p,)e~w'>'hPi(t,x),x) = pn + 2 sinh (wo/L)

(Pco — Pn) — (pco — Pn)e°°IL
2 sinh (wo/L)

-x /L

+
Pel — PelC—swq/L“

2 sinh (swq/ L )
8WqI  L ~

8 x 1  L  +  i a t

(10)

V d  l ^ e l G  ^ — 8x1 L + i u t

2 sinh (sw a/L)\

Wi ^ t sinh (sx/L)
L  sinh (swo/L)

[(pc0 — Pn) csch (Wo/L)

-  (.Pel) -  Pn) coth (w0/L ))

The hole-current density in the base layer is found from equation 
(10) by the use of the equation for diffusion current

n  dV
m

( i d

which yields 

Dp
Ip = -Q  y  ( (Pco -  Pn) -,

cosh (x/L )
sinh (wo/L) ( p e  0 —  P n )

cosh [(a: — w0)/L] . cosh (sx/L)
+  spd — ~nrx e

sinh (wo/L) sinh (swo/L)

cosh [(sx — sw0)/L] iui . , Wi imt cosh (sx/L)
V̂ '1 sinh (swo/L) € L  sinh (swo/L)

[(p,0 — Pn) csch (w0/L )  — (Peis — Pn) coth (w0/L)]

Ilole-current densities a t em itter and collector may be found by 
substitution of x =  0 and x =  w„ respectively. The first two terms in 
equation (12) give dc current components* which m ay be attribu ted  to

* With some labor, these terms may be converted to Shockley’s equation (5.6).
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collector and em itter potentials in th a t order, while the last three are 
ac terms resulting from collector potential, em itter potential, and base 
layer thickness variation respectively.

The hole-current densities m ay be related to the ac potentials by use 
by use of the approximations given a t the beginning of paragraph 1.3 .

P m  «  p < o  p p  V e i  P a  ~  Pco p p  V n

and the relation

dw T,
” ■ “  O V.

However, the average collector potential F c0 is negative and m any times 
kT /q  so th a t pco —  0 and pci — 0. The ac em itter hole-current density 
is therefore

I p e i e = <!- j p  ( v el p p  spc0 coth (sw0/ L )

— p p  gy- s csch (sw0/L )[(p el — p n) csch (w0/L )  ^13a^

— (fco — pn) coth (w0/L)])e 'ut

If  pco >  p n , equations (13a) and (13b) becomes very closely

q s tanh  (wQ/L )  T/ dw sFm ~| . .
pe0 k T  tanh  (swo/L) pc° dV c L  sinh (sw o/L )j ’ ^I Pn  =

In  equation (13b), I pcQ and I pco are average em itter and collector 
hole-current densities. The entire coefficients of Vel and Vcl in equation 
(13b) are the input and the feedback short-circuit adm ittances associ
ated with hole flow in the transistor.

Similarly, forward transfer and output short-circuit adm ittances as
sociated with hole flow m ay be found from equation (12) by stubstitu- 
tion of x = w0 and use of the approximation p\ ~  pi — p n , i.e., pi y> 
p n . In  calculating collector current, the sign of equation (12) m ust be 
reversed, since equation (12) gives current flow in the ^-direction while 
collector current is assumed to flow in the negative .r-direction. The 
adm ittances are given in the summary a t the end.

Next, there are adm ittances associated with electron flow in the 
p-n-p transistor. Flow of electrons from base to em itter gives rise to an 
input adm ittance term, while electrons flowing from collector to  base 
give rise to ou tput and forward transfer adm ittance terms. An outline
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of the derivation of these terms follows. The terms are given in the 
summary.

For electrons in the em itter:

a t x  =  0,

n t =  n e o +  n e ic’ui =  n peqV'lki

a t x = — oo,

n„ = n p

in which, again, V e = V c0 +  F^e1"1 and first-order expansions are used. 
x  = — co, n„ =  np , is chosen as a boundary condition in order to elimi
nate effects of the em itter contact. Solution of the continuity equation 
results in :

n 0e(t,x) =  n p +  (ttoe — n p) ex,L +  n 0le~sx,L+'“‘ (14)

in which the r  is s =  (1 +  iu r )112 now implies electron lifetime in the 
em itter body. Electron diffusion current a t  the em itter is computed by 
means of the equation corresponding to equation (11), giving

h e  =  (1y  n ((ne0 — n p) +  lieiG'“‘ (15)
J-Jn

The ac adm ittance associated with the last term  appears in the sum
mary, Section 1.4.

The ac electron current from the collector is not a  diffusion current, 
bu t rather a drift current resulting from the hole current flowing in the 
collector body. Since the ac electron current is directly proportional to 
the ac hole current in the collector, the result is an  effective m ultiplica
tion of the ou tput and forward transfer adm ittances associated with 
hole current in the collector body.*

For electrons in the collector the boundary conditions are:

a t y = 0,

n  =  nPeq' clkT =  0 (16a)

a t y  =  co,

n = np (16b)

The condition n  =  0 a t the edge of the barrier region results from V c
* Space-charge layer widening effects are neglected since they are usually very

small and are difficult to analyze.



being negative and m any times kT /q . The distribution of electrons in 
the collector is governed by conditions (16a) and (16b) and the modified 
continuity equation* developed by W. van Roosbroeck. -

dll 71 Tip . pnEa dll . -r*. d 71 im \— — ----------------1----    y
dt t  Mo dy dy-

in which Ea is the electric field which would be associated with the total 
current if n =  n p . M 0 =  (pP +  bn0) /(p P +  np) and Da =  (pp - f  np) /
(Pp/D,, +  np/Dp).

If 7i is assumed to  be given by n(t,x) =  n0(y) +  /q (y)e'ut and E  is 
assumed to be

Ea{l,x) =  Eo +  EysM = PcEo +  PpJ Pcieiut

in which I co is average collector current and I pci is the ac hole current of 
the collector, equation (17) m ay be reduced to two equations

I. /  TIq 71 p\  , PnEo dTlo . d 7lo / 1 0 ^
0 ” '(  ~ ^ r )  + w .  w  + W c ’
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MnEl d/ia _  1 +  iùiT n PnEp d/ii d \  (18b)
MoDo dy Dot D iiM» dy dy2

The solution of equation (18a) under condtiions (16a) and (16b) is

«o =  ttp(l — e”12") (19)
where

m = — — I /  (  Mn-Eo V  . 1
2 Dp Mo Y  \2DoMoJ +  D0r

Inspection of equation (19) shows th a t

P  = - 7 m i p̂ y (20)
dy

I t  is then apparent th a t m ust be of the form

ni =  n pe”‘2Vf(y )  (21)

Substitution of equation (2) and equation (21) into (18b) leads to

$ /  . (  . Mn^o \  d/ iw r HpWl2lJ'n('2
W  V 2 +  MoDo) dy ~  Dof  =  W  (22)

A general solution of equation (22) is

K y)  =  +  Beriv +  C e 2V (23)
— icoiM o

W. van Roosbroeck; private communication.
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1 /  , r, . f2 =  —^ I i«2 +  77-^7-2 \  D0M( l /
1 /- m2 +
2 \  DqM 0

. wo 
+  Bo

Tt m ay be shown th a t the boundary conditions on f(y )  are: 

a t y = 0, /  =  0 ; a t  y = x>, f  =  0 .

Application of these values to equation (23) results in

f(y) = n»m **El [1 -  c il'} (24)
ICOlrl o

in which r2 is obtained using the negative square root.
The electron density in the collector is now given by

n =  n p( 1 -  em2V) +  n ^ f x [1 -  er̂ ]em"-yeiu‘ (25)
lioiVl o

The electron current is given by

mow i id>t / coy rof/\ mowm2<? * +  e  Vi-  (ra2 — m2e — r2e )e
0

-  n vqD„

At the collector junction, the ac component reduces to

(26)

_  n pqD„iinmir?.E\ . .
 ̂ »cl • a.r

too i l l  o

Now, since I?i =  PpJpd , the collector multiplication factor
(Jt pc\ “1“ I ncl

is

* i i W'pQ&ntlnffl' 2̂*2 foo \a  =  1 +  -----: TT-----  (28a)tCOill 0

* . | ^nc D„m&i /o o l.a  =  1 +    — —  (28b)
O'pc 'I'iOlrJ. 0

The effect of collector multiplication as given in equations (28a) and 
(28b) is included in the general adm ittance expressions given later.

Finally, no mention has been made of the adm ittances associated 
with barrier capacitances. Since the currents which charge these are 
m ajority carrier currents, there are no input-output interactions except
those associated with m ajority carrier resistance of the base layer [an
effect not analyzed in this study]. These capacitances add directly to 
input and output adm ittances. Shockley* gives methods for calculating 
these capacitances.

* Loc. cit., vol. 28, page 435.
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1 A  SUM M ARY'

In  paragraph 1.3, derivations were given or outlined for each of the 
four small-signal short-circuit adm ittances associated with the hole flow, 
electron flow, and barrier capacitances in junction transistors. The terms 
appear in th a t order in the expressions which follow.

JJcc —

l/ce —

coth (spw0/Lp) +  qn„DnSnc/Ln̂ ~  c‘''c',,kv
L P (29)

+icoC Te

■ PnDpSp csch (spw0/Lo)] J L  e ,v">lkT (1  +  ^ p )  (30)
J  k J  \  a pc zcoivio /

_    du) ______ Sp_______  QPnPp r, qV'olkr _
Jec dV c Lp sinh (spWo/Lp) L p U (31)

csch (w0/Lp) +  coth (wo/Lp)]

L p

(32)

, ,  _  (  d j V  ______________________   q P n D p  r / q V ' 0l k T  _  .  \

J,c \ d V c L p tanh  (spw0/Lp) L p lV ’ ’

csch (wo/Lp) +  coth (w0/ L p)] +  io>CTt)  (1  +  <TncP\ nin-^-
/  \  CTpctWlUo

in which all symbols are defined in Section 1.5. I t  should be noted th a t 
collector multiplication operates on the current to the barrier capacitance 
since the latter current is a hole current in the collector body.

The term dw /dV c is the same for both p-n-p and n-p-n structures. 
I t  is: for step junctions

dVl ~  2V C i j

and for graded junctions

d w  =  _  * “  m i
dV c <5Ve (34)

Vc in equations (33) and (34) means dc electrostatic potential dif
ference across the collector barrier.

Equations (29) through (32) m ay be m anipulated into m any forms. 
One of these sets which m ay be employed as a starting  point for the 
approximate forms given in the body of this chapter is:

v  =  -2- yee k.r
T Sp tanh  (wo/Lp) ,
* pe0 “7 \ 7 Jr I 'tan h  (SpWo/Lp

+  iwCrt (35)
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V«

q j  sp tanh  (w0/ L p) 
' k f  pc0 sinh (SpWo/Lp)

dw sp
d V c L p sinh (SpWo/Lp) 

-  dw s„

1 +
& vc

pc 0

dV c L p tanh (spw0/ L p) 1 pcO iioC pr 1 +
Cncl*

O'pcJ

(36)

(37)

(38)

The change in signs which occurs in going from equations (31) and
(32) to  equations (37) and (38) takes place because the current re
placed by Ipc had the opposite assigned positive sense.

1.5 S Y M B O L S U S E D  I N  T H E  A P P E N D IX

Cc , Ctc =  collector barrier capacitance.
Civ =  em itter barrier capacitance.
Dn , Dp =  diffusion constants for electrons and holes 
Do = (pP +  n p)/(p p/D n +  n p/D p )
L a = ip =  electric field associated with current a t  therm al equilibrium 

carrier densities.
E i , Eo = ac and dc components of E a

total, average, and ac em itter and col-I  nc , / n«0 , 7 nfl , Inc  , IncO ,
lector electron currents 

Ip«, Ipeo, Ipd , Ipc , Ipco, Ipd  =  to tal, average, and ac em itter and col
lector hole currents 

kT /q  =  thermal energy of carriers =  0.026 electron-volt 
L p , Lp, =  diffusion lengths for holes and electrons

PnLo PnLo V  
2D0M j

-4- ■=- decay constant for average elec-
D otm  2 D 0Mo

tron density in the collector 
M o  =  (P p ~  i>nP) /{ v P =  n p)
rip , n „  =  therm al equilibrium electron densities in p and n  regions 
neo , Ha =  dc and ac components of electron density a t  em itter junction 
p„, pp =  therm al equilibrium hole densities in n and p  regions 
Pin, pa , Pco, Pci =  dc and ac components of hole density a t  em itter 

and collector junctions 
q = electronic charge, 1.6 X 10~19 coulombs 
rc = ac em itter resistance

n , r-2
1
2  r " 2  +

P nE 0
D o M t f / 1 (  VnBo

.2 \  2 +  D o M o / j
+

lo>

D0
* The factor a* =  (1 +  a c/VPc) is current dependent. At small average collector 

currents, it is (1 +  er,,c/ 2ffpc) and rises to (1 +  <r»c/<rPc) at high current densities.
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S =  (1  +  i c o r )

T  = tem perature in degrees Kelvin (absolute temperature)
V „ , Kco, V ei, V c , Vco, Vr\ =  total, average, and ac em itter and col - 

lector potentials.
Vc =  average collector potential
w, Wo, Wi = total, average, and ac variation of base-layer thickness
x  =  distance from em itter barrier
x m — thickness of collector barrier layer
y =  distance from collector side of collector barrier layer
!Jec, Uce, yec, Ucc = short-circuit ac adm ittances
a =  current amplication factor
13 =  base-layer transport factor
pc — resistivity of collector region
Ppc =  resistivity for holes in collector region
<Tpc, , onc =  conductivities for holes and electrons in collector region
r  =  minority carrier lifetime
Pn =  electron mobility
pp =  hole mobility
oj =  angular frequency in radians

A p p e n d i x  B

B A S E  L A Y E R  S P R E A D IN G  R E S IS T A N C E

Significance

The bulk resistance of the base layer or base layer spreading resistance 
(rb') is im portant because base current passing through rb' produces a 
base contact to em itter junction negative feedback voltage tW . Re
duction of n ’ is an  im portant objective in improvement of junction 
units.

Types

Since feedback voltage to the em itter junction is produced by two 
separately measurable base current components having very different 
flow paths, two separately measurable base layer spreading resistances 
(n/i and rb'2) m ay be defined.

The current (1 -a)ic originates in the base layer between the em itter 
and collector junctions and flows radially through the base layer to the 
base contact producing a feedback voltage a t  the em itter; rb\  is defined 
as the ratio of this feedback voltage to the current.

The collector capacitance current juC rvr enters the base layer uni-
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formly over the entire area of the collector junction resulting in a feed
back voltage a t the em itter; n'?. is defined as the ratio of this feedback 
voltage to this current.

Calculations

The resistances ?Vi and rb\  for the transistor of Fig. 2(b) m ay be com
puted with the help of three formulas which give the feedback voltages 
for the three geometrical problems involved in this transistor. Each 
expression gives the voltage V developed a t  electrode C by a current I 
entering through electrode A and leaving through electrode B. The 
formulas are in terms of sheet resistance pb/w  (resistance per square in 
ohms) and the radii involved.

The simplest situation and its formula are shown in Fig. 7(a). Elec
trodes A and C are the same and expression gives the resistance of an 
annular ring to  radial current flow.

Fig. 7(b) also shows an annular ring, but the current I is introduced 
uniformly over one of the flat surfaces, while the voltage V is measured 
from outside edge to inside edge.

Fig. 7(c) shows current introduced uniformly over the surface of a 
disc, while voltage V is the average voltage developed along the surface 
of the disc. I t  should be clear th a t electrodes A and C do not conduct 
parallel to the disc surface (i.e., they are not equipotentials).

v = w ^ l n (r=A)1

(a)

]B

B

Fig. 7 — Feedback voltage for three geometries.

Example

The rbs for the transistor of Fig. ‘2(b) will be calculated.
A. n 'i — The current I =  (l-ct)i’,. is assumed to originate uniformly
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in the region between em itter and collector in Fig. 2(b). I t  flows radially 
outward to the base contact.

7 = 7 8“  U M )  +  2~; U M )  ln U /n )  +  ~  U M )  In (r3/ r 2)

r', =  7 / 7  = Pt.
S ttW i

+ — In -  +  In 
2 iu¿>2 ri r2

B. n 'i  — Inspection of Fig. 7 shows th a t the collector capacitance 
current originating opposite the em itter junction (Ii) has the same flow 
path as the (1 -a)i,: current. The remainder of the collector current which 
enters the base from the collector outside the em itter (I2) likewise flows 
radially out to the base contact. The to ta l feedback voltage developed 
between em itter junction and base contact is

7  =  h r i  +  h T~ U M )  +  J -  U M )  In (r3r2)

rb2 =
V

l i  +  Is

1
2 ttWs

In
Ti

2 tt

+  -

+

2 TW* 

1

In l rJ  
n

+
4lTTW2

C. Num erical Results 
For pi, =  1.5 ohm-cm 

Wi =  0.5 mil 
•ia2 = 1.0 mil 
w3 =  2.0 mil

r2/ n  =  2 
r3/V2 = 2

147 ohms 
96 ohms



Transistor Oscillator for Use in 
M ultifrequency Pulsing 

Current Supply
By F. E. BLOUNT

(Manuscript received June 30, 1953)

This ■paper covers the design and performance of an oscillator using a 
transistor, in  the multifrequency pulsing of digital information over telephone 
transmission media. The frequencies used are in  the range from 700 to 1700 
cycles per second.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

A large proportion of the telephone calls made require connections to 
be set up in more than one central office. Where common control systems 
are used, this requires th a t  information needed by the second central 
office be transm itted  to it  from the first central office which in tu rn  has 
received its inform ation from the calling subscriber. The “language” 
used in some cases for transm itting the information is in the form of 
short pulses of alternating current. Each pulse consists of a combination 
of two of six available frequencies. Twelve combinations of the six fre
quencies make up the to tal “vocabulary” . Ten are required for digits 
and two for special signals sent a t  the beginning and end of pulsing. This 
is known as multifrequency, M F, pulsing. The device which controls the 
pulses is called an M F sender. The device which receives the M F  pulses 
and translates the inform ation received for use by other equipm ent is 
called an  M F  receiver.

An operator m ay also use m ultifrequency pulsing when transm itting  
inform ation by  m eans of a key set to  a d istan t office. Control of the fre
quencies used is obtained by contacts on the key depressed. Twelve keys 
are used.

The previous source of ac was a circuit capable of supplying both  op
erator positions and senders. This equipm ent is however quite expensive. 
If only a few senders in an office require the M F  current the cost per
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sender becomes very large. I t  was for this reason th a t transistor oscilla
tors were developed for use as individual current supplies.

An individual sender will handle a large num ber of calls during a day 
bu t the aggregate time during which the m ultifrequency current is re
quired is normally less than  two hours. The ability of transistors to op
erate the instan t th a t power is applied is therefore a distinct advantage 
in saving power. The low voltage tha t is required for their operation and 
the long life expectancy are further advantages.

The m ethod used is illustrated in Fig. 1. To transm it a pulse the ou t
put windings of two oscillators are connected in series through two 
410-ohm resistors and the parallel combination of a 580-ohm resistor and 
windings on a transform er. The other windings 011 the transform er are 
connected to  the trunk  conductors. At the d istan t office the t runk is 
term inated by a similar transformer. The outpu t of this transform er is 
connected to an amplifier, filter circuits and detectors in an M F receiver. 
Relays associated with the detectors convert the ac signal into a dc 
signal for the register circuit.

The 580-ohm resistor across the transform er winding serves as a te r
m ination for the trunk  between pulses. This resistor in combination with 
the two 410-ohm resistors in the oscillator circuits serve as the trunk  
term ination during pulsing.

R E Q U IR E M E N T S  F O R  O S C IL L A T O R

This oscillator was designed to be used in place of an existing piece of 
equipment. I t  therefore m ust have the properties of the existing equip
ment on which the design of equipments tha t are associated with it 
have been predicated.

The requirements are th en :
1. Operate a t 700, 900, 1100, 1300, 1500 or 1700 cycles per second d=

1 per cent.
2. Furnish ac signals a t a level of —3 dbm ±  1 db a t the input to the 

trunk.
3. The level difference a t all frequencies m ust be no greater than  1 db.
4. A ttain normal output level between the time the sender is seized 

and the time the first pulse is sent. This time is approximately one half 
second.

5. M eet all requirements with dc input voltage limits of 45-50 volts.
G. M eet all requirements with am bient tem peratures of + 40°F  to

+ 1 35°F.
7. Have level of second harmonic a minimum of 35 db below the 

fundamental.



8. Provide an output impedance sufficiently low tha t the differences 
in impedance of the associated oscillator will not appreciably affect either 
ou tput level or frequency.

9. M eet frequency requirements when working into trunks th a t have 
impedances with phase angles of + 15° to —45°.

10. Be unaffected by transient disturbances on trunk conductors 
coupled to  the oscillator. These disturbances are caused by lightinng 
or troubles on closely associated power lines.

D IS C U S S IO N

There are m any ways of making a transistor oscillator. One of the 
simplest and most stable of these uses an LC circuit for controlling the 
frequency. Additional windings inductively coupled to the tuned circuit 
inductance provides the necessary feedback to  the transistor and the 
connection to the load. This is the type of circuit adopted for this ap
plication. A schematic of the circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The transistor 
controls power supplied to the oscillatory circuit during only one half 
the operating cycle. The amplitude of the ac voltage produced across 
winding 1-2 is almost equal to the dc voltage applied to  the collector.

The transistor acts as an  amplifier or it m ay be considered as a nega
tive resistance. Control of the transistor is obtained by current flowing 
in the em itter th a t is in phase with the collector voltage. To build up 
oscillations, the power pu t into the circuit m ust be greater than  th a t 
expended. Stability is obtained when the power put in equals the power 
expended.

1316 THE BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL, NOVEMBER 1953

Fig. 2 — Oscillator circuit for M F signaling showing approximate values for 
voltages.
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In  the following sections the functions of a resonant circuit are first 
discussed. Then, the characteristics of a point contact transistor th a t 
make it suitable for use in an oscillator are considered. This is followed 
by a discussion of the behavior of the two when combined to form an 
oscillator with consideration given to the effect various factors have on 
performance.

RESONANT CIRCUIT

A resonant circuit has several properties of interest when one considers 
it as part of an oscillator. These a re :

1. The input impedance of a parallel circuit consisting of an inductance, 
L, and a capacitance, C, has the property of a resistance a t approxi
m ately frequency,1

when Q is high, Z  =  RQ1 = R n the equivalent resistance a t resonance.
2. The decrement of a parallel resonant circuit when disconnected

When the effective resistance R  becomes zero the decrement likewise be
comes zero.

In  the oscillatory circuit considered the decrement is made zero by the 
use of a negative resistance equal to the effective positive resistance of 
the turned circuit. Additional loads on the turned circuit are accom
m odated in the same way.

If the negative resistance in the simple circuit considered becomes 
greater than  the equivalent resistance of the tuned circuit and its 
loads, power will be supplied by the tuned circuit a t a rate th a t will 
m aintain equality between the power pu t into the circuit and the power 
taken out. As a corollary to  this, if the negative resistance is less than 
the positive resistance, the voltage will increase across the circuit. For

/o  =  CO0/27T.

T hat is, input impedance,

where R  =  effective resistance of the inductor and

from sources of power or loads is:‘

numerical decrement in cur
ren t or voltage per cycle =  1 — é~ï L f o . (1)
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the oscillator this would be:

numerical increment in cur
ren t or voltage per cycle =  e ' Ql -  I. (2 )

The subscript on Q is used to denote the condition where R  is negative. 
The equation is obtained from the following relationships.

Im — peak value of current flowing in resonant circuit.
The relationship of energy stored to rate of change of energy stored 

is a convenient relationship for computing the value of Q1 in this partic
ular case.

The ability of a transistor to satisfy the requirements of the resonant 
circuit for sustaining oscillation as well as building oscillation will be 
discussed later.

Energy which is large in comparison to  the power taken by the load 
is stored in the tuned circuit in order to  minimize:

(a) The effect on oscillator frequency of small changes in load current 
phase angle with trunks of different types, connected.

(b) The effect on oscillator frequency of different values of inductance 
in the ou tput windings of the associated oscillator circuit.

(c) The effect of surges on the transistor th a t are transm itted over the 
connected trunk  to the oscillator.

(d) The harmonics produced by the method of supplying power to 
the tuned circuit. This includes the use of an incorrect feedback ad just
ment.

The Q for the transformers varied from GO to 85. The stored energy 
was then  60 to 85 times the energy dissipated per radian a t  the oscilla- 
ing frequency for the particular transformer. By adjustm ent of the ratio 
of the turns between windings 1-2 and 1-3 a dissipation in the tuned 
circuits of from 6 to 10 milliwatts was obtained.

In the six-frequency supply three different coil designs are used. One 
design is used for the two lower frequencies, a second for the two inter

oiolj L  1/2 I mL
R  ft /co o  l /2 I l ,R /u a 

Energy stored in resonant circuit
(3)

R ate of change of energy stored

a 2 £■/ o (from equation 1) =  e
R - ( - « )  — (— 2 t / q L )  jr _

: 2 t / o  =  e  ( 2 L / o Q l )  =  e Q l  , ( 4 )
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m ediate frequencies and a th ird  for the last two frequencies. D a ta  on 
these coils are given in Appendix I.

The frequency of oscillation for each coil is determined by the capaci
tance used with it and is given approximately by the formula:

/o

Sufficient inductance is used in these coils so th a t mica condensers can 
be economically used with them. Mica condensers are used because of 
their low tem perature coefficient.

Leakage reactance and capacitance between windings make the circuit 
resonant a t more than  one frequency. To minimize the current fed back 
to the em itter under such parasitic conditions, the 4-8 winding was 
placed next to the core with term inal 8 next to  terminal 1. This placed 
an ac ground next to the end of the winding connected to  the em itter. 
As a further precaution against parasitic oscillations the resistance be
tween em itter and transform er is kept high.

T R A N S IS T O R  O P E R A T IO N

I t  is customary to consider the transistor as an amplifier working 
into a load represented by the tuned circuit. However since the current 
in the collector and th a t in the em itter are intim ately related during th a t 
part of the cycle when power gain is obtained, the collector circuit can 
be considered equally well as a negative resistance of a value established 
by the feedback used and the em itter circuit simply as a load. A t best 
either method is only an approximation due to the nonlinearity of the 
transistor characteristics for large signals. Representation of the transis
tor as a resistance puts the requirements in terms of values readily ob
tained from the static characteristics of a transistor. This form of trea t
m ent is therefore used.

The regions in which positive or negative resistance is obtained is il
lustrated in Fig. 3. The characteristics shown are those for an ideal tran
sistor. T h at is, the ratio of an incremental change in collector current to 
an incremental change in em itter current, a, with a constant collector 
voltage is a uniform value in region 2. Also, th a t in regions 1 and 3 the 
slope of the lines in each region is constant. T hat this is not very different 
from th a t obtained from some transistors can be seen by comparison 
with the actual characteristics shown in Fig. 4.

The division line between regions 1 and 2 represents the magnitude of 
the dc voltage applied between collector and base, Vc-V b . On the left 
hand side of Fig. 3 the phase relationship and magnitude of ac voltage



applied to the collector and the em itter current are shown. The condition 
which limit the ac voltage on the collector to this value will be discussed 
later.

In region 1 the net voltage on the em itter to base circuit is negative 
and it has no ellect on the current which flows in the collector. The cur
rent which flows in the collector will therefore depend purely on the re
verse resistance of the collector acting as a diode and the voltage applied 
between collector and base. This is a positive resistance bu t it is not 
always linear. Since the only voltage active in this region is th a t obtained 
from the tank  circuit, this resistance acts as a load on the tank  circuit.

In  region 2 the voltage applied to the em itter circuit is positive and 
the current th a t flows as a result of this voltage exercises control over 
the collector current. The external resistance th a t is used in the em itter 
circuit is sufficiently high so th a t the small changes th a t occur in the 
em itter input resistance as the em itter current is varied are insignificant. 
The current th a t flows in the em itter circuit can therefore be considered 
vary linearly with the ac voltage. Since for each incremental change in 
collector voltage a proportional change in em itter current will be ob
tained, a plot of this relationship for a given ratio of em itter to collector 
ac voltage will result in a straight line. The slope will be determined by 
the am ount of feedback (emitter voltage). Since a decrease in the abso
lute voltage on the collector results in an increase in collector current, 
the line has a negative slope. I t  therefore represents a negative resistance.

In  region 3 the em itter current exercises very little control over the 
collector current.

A negative resistance represented by —R2  is therefore obtained from 0 
to  x  of the ac wave. If  a second transistor were added of identical charac-

REGION 3
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Fig. 3. — Idealized transistor characteristics w ith operating regions for oscilla
tor indicated.
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teristics so connected (push-pull circuit) th a t a negative resistance would 
be obtained from x to 2x of the ac wave, the effect of a negative resistance 
of constant value would be obtained. In order to reduce the transistors 
to the term s of a two-pole device having a negative resistance the posi
tive resistances represented by the em itter circuits and regions 1 of the 
transistors would also have to be included.

I t  is more convenient however to combine all elements th a t produce 
a loss when using the static characteristics of a transistor to  determine 
if the transistor will satisfy the circuit requirements for oscillation. This 
method is therefore used when considering the circuit operation.

There is one im portant difference between the characteristics of a 
transistor and the ideal characteristics shown. T hat is, for very small 
values of em itter current bias and a constant E c, the ratio A le/A le , or, 
a, drops rapidly from three or more to approxim ately one as the em itter 
current approaches zero. To eliminate this change in the dynamic nega
tive resistance for very low voltage changes on the collector, a small 
dc current is supplied in the em itter circuit. The need for this will be 
discussed later.

C IR C U IT  O P E R A T IO N

The negative resistance of the transistor is effectively connected in 
parallel with the resistances representing the various elements th a t make 
up the to tal loss by transformer action. The requirements for oscillation 
are therefore m et when — R2 for a complete cycle is less than the positive 
resistance representing all losses. If the length of time th a t — R2 is ef
fective is only one half cycle the value of — R2 m ust of course be cut in 
half.* Since a single transistor could meet the requirement for —R2 only 
one was used in the working circuit as is shown in Fig. 2.

The transistor adopted for this use was the 1729 type, now in produc
tion, which has been given the RTM A  designation 2N25. The 1729 type 
was used because its characteristics are least affected by changes in 
tem perature, and in addition the allowable power dissipation was ap
proximately twice th a t of other comparable transistors.

The various factors th a t when combined make up the load and their 
normal variation are given in Table I. All losses are in terms of power 
into the 1-2 winding.

The corresponding value of load resistance is,

r, _ ( V c - V b -  F „ )21000 
2 X  2 X W  i

* See Appendix II.
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T a b le  I

Source of Loss
Tower in Milliwatts

Min. Avg. Max.

Sustaining stored energy in resonant c ircu it................ 6.0 8.0 10.0
Output load ................................................................................
Region 1 of collector operation.........................................
boss in em itter........................................................................
Margin for stab ility  of adjustm ent...................................

4.5
2.8
4.0

12.0

4.5  
7.0
8 .5  

12.0

4.5
14.0 
13.4
12.0

T otal, IF ,................................................................................. 29.3 40.0 53.9

This would be 1920-ohms, 1400-ohms and 1045-ohms respectively. For 
purpose of illustration the average value is plotted on the characteristics 
of an average transistor in Fig. 4 along with —R'2 for the transistor. I t  is 
evident from this th a t — R2 is lower in value hence the circuit will os
cillate and build up to the required voltage. M inor corrections in the 
em itter current would normally be required in order to meet test require
ments. The potentiometer th a t is shown in Fig. 2 provides the means 
for adjustm ent.

The oscillogram shown in Fig. 5 illustrates the condition described 
above. The characteristics of the transistor used are shown in Fig. 4. The 
oscillogram is a multiple exposure from which 721, — R2 and RS (see 
Fig. 3) for several values of feedback m ay be obtained. The normal 
condition of adjustm ent is illustrated in Fig. 6 with normal load. Four 
times normal load is a test condition.

W hen the extra load th a t is applied during test is removed the output 
voltage should go up since power input exceeds the power expended.

COLLECTOR CURRENT, I c ,  IN MILLIAMPERES

Fig. 4 — Characteristics of representative 1729 type transistor with negative 
resistance values plotted for the average condition given in table. A load line is 
also shown for the average condition. In plotting — R 2  a line is drawn from / ,  =  0,

1 414 X 2E c =  16 to point corresponding to maximum I ,  . Maximum I ,  = IF, X —~p--------
at E c = 1.5 volts. IF. is loss in emitter circuit given in table .
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TR ANSIS TOR 
1 7 2 9  TY PE 

E 1459  M

Figs. 5 ¡uid 6 —• Oscillograms showing the relationship of collector current to 
collector voltage during a complete cycle for several operating conditions. Fig. 
5 (left) is a multiple exposure made to illustrate the ability to oscillate at a lower 
output level with decreased feedback. This is due to the much higher alpha ob
tained with low em itter currents. Fig. 6 is for normal operating conditions.

This increase in voltage is however very small since the losses will increase 
as the square of the voltage and the ra te a t which energy is supplied to 
the circuit will decrease. The decrease in ra te is due to the change from 
a negative resistance to  a  positive resistance in region 3. This causes the 
average negative resistance for the complete cycle to have a higher value.

Feedback which is far greater than  is required can in some cases cause 
the peak value of the ac voltage to exceed the dc voltage. Power is drawn 
from the energy stored in the tank  circuit when this occurs. This effec
tively limits any further increase in output voltage.

A change will also be introduced in the em itter circuit due to opera
tion in region 3. T h at is, the voltage feedback introduced in the em itter 
circuit by  collector current flowing in the common base resistance is re
versed in phase in region 3.3 This is due to a reduction in collector current 
when the voltage applied to the em itter circuit is still rising. This feed
back is sufficient in m any cases to  cancel the increase in em itter voltage. 
The em itter current in such a transistor will therefore remain nearly 
constant in this region. In region 2 however the feedback is in such a 
direction as to aid the flow of em itter current. The result is th a t the 
voltage drop across the em itter resistance is approximately canceled by 
the voltage across the base resistance. Due to this relationship the tran 
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sistor m ay appear to have zero resistance in the em itter to base circuit 
or a small positive or negative resistance.

I t  is evident from the foregoing th a t the ability of a transistor to fulfill 
the requirements for oscillation is therefore dependent upon both the 
average a  along the load line and, R 1, resistance in region 1. The rela
tionship of these two factors is shown in Fig. 7. Dots on this chart repre
sent the 1729 type transistors tested th a t m et the requirements for the 
2N25 transistor. The am bient tem perature was +135°F . I t  is inadvis
able to use transistors having a resistance of much less than  4000-ohms 
in region 1 since both the average dissipation rate and the peak dissipa
tion rate would exceed allowable limits for continuous operation. This 
will tend to cause the transistor characteristics to change a t a more 
rapid rate.

The effect of different values of feedback on the output of the oscillator 
is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 also shows the variation in ou tput obtained 
with several different values of load resistance. This was done to illus
tra te  the use of increased load in determining the proper point for ad 
justing the feedback resistance. The proper adjustm ent is the minimum 
feedback with which the output changes only approxim ately 1 db in 
going from normal load to four times normal load. This degree of margin
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Fig. S — Effect of load and value of feedback resistance on the level of the output.

permits some deterioration in transistor characteristics before the change 
in ou tput is sufficient to require readjustm ents.

Variation in the absolute level of ou tput due to variations in Vc0 (see 
Fig. 3) between transistors and to differences in coils is taken care of by 
the use of taps on the ou tput windings.

Harmonics of the fundam ental frequency are created by the non- 
linearity of the transistor characteristics. These harmonics are accentu
ated by  excessive feedback. The level of the harmonics for a representa
tive transistor are shown in Fig. 9.

The effect of variations in feedback on the frequency is shown in Fig. 
10. The shift is thought to be due to several factors all small. One is the 
lack of perfect coupling between the transform er windings. Another is

e x t e r n a l  f e e o b a c k  r e s i s t a n c e  i n o h m s  

Fig. 9 — FfTect of feedback on harmonics with normal load.
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E X T E R N A L FEEDBAC K RESISTANCE IN OHMS

Fig. 10 — Effect of feedback on frequency.

the leakage reactance of the input winding. As the time ra te of change 
in current is increased by increased feedback these factors become in
creasingly greater although never very large. Fewer tu rns are required 
on the coils used for operation a t the higher frequencies hence these 
effects are reduced.

The output level of the oscillator will vary almost directly with the 
variations in the dc voltage since the am plitude of ac voltage across 
collector to base is almost equal to the dc voltage applied. Hence, a varia
tion of approxim ately 0.9 db will be obtained in the output when the 
central office battery  is reduced from 50 volts to  45 volts due to  power 
failure conditions.

The over-all output variation from all causes is shown in Fig. 11. This 
is based on data  obtained using the transistors having the distruibtion 
in characteristics shown in Fig. 7.

Decreases in the value of R1 with tem perature is normally compen
sated by  a corresponding increase in a. However small positive or nega
tive voltage changes th a t alter the level of ou tput do occur in the cut-off 
voltage. This is minimized by keeping the dc voltage as high as permissi
ble and still m eet the 200 m illiwatt dissipation limit for the 2N 25 
transistor.

- 2  DBM LE V E L

- 4  DBM  L E V E L

Fig. 11 — Output level with effect of various factors that may alter the level 
indicated.
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The effect of the various factors mentioned before on the frequency of 
operation are shown in Fig. 12. Since several of the factors causing a shift 
in frequency were in the negative direction only, the adjustm ent limits 
were set correspondingly higher. The over-all frequency variations could 
be reduced by reducing adjustm ent tolerances.

The starting  condition is im portant in this type of circuit since energy 
must be introduced into the oscillatory circuit before the dynamic char
acteristics of the circuit become effective. This means th a t the build up 
time is dependent upon the am ount of energy introduced into the system 
a t the start. In  this application energy is introduced by the current which 
flows when the dc voltage is applied to the collector circuit. The value of 
this current is largely dependent upon the collector to base dc resistance

1.01 f —   J

* (7 0 0 ,9 0 0 ,1 1 0 0 , 1300, 1500 OR 1700-0)

Fig. 12 —■ Frequency of output w ith effect of various factors that may alter 
the frequency indicated.

which is in tu rn  affected by the am bient tem perature. This resistance is 
between approxim ately 4,000 and 20,000 ohms.

The oscillograms shown in Fig. 13 illustrate this effect. Both are for 
the same circuit operating under normal conditions of adjustm ent. Qi 
for this condition is approxim ately 18. Oscillogram (a) is for the applica
tion of voltage in the normal fashion to the voltage divider circuit. The 
closure occurs a t the point oscillation starts. Oscillogram (b) shows the 
build up obtained when no impulse is applied to s ta rt oscillation except 
for minor irregularities in the dc voltage applied. S tarting is prevented 
in this case by a short circuit on 4-5 widing th a t was removed approxi
m ately 2 ms after the s ta rt of the trace. The amplitude of oscillation is so 
low however for the first few cycles th a t the s ta rt is difficult to distin
guish. The build up time for (a) is approximately 27 milliseconds and for 
(b) it is approximately 37 milliseconds. The exponential build up of ampli
tude is modified greatly by the rapid change in the transistor’s a as 
the voltage approaches the cutoff region.

I t  should be noted also th a t oscillation would not have started  under
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Fig. 13 — Build-up of oscillation in resonant circuit. Normal operating conditions.

the condition for oscillogram (b) with some transistors if the small em itter 
bias current had not been provided.

T R A N S IE N T  E F F E C T S

The trunk  conductors are balanced with respect to  ground. Voltages 
set up in these conductors due to  electrostatic or magnetic coupling to 
the source of the interference will cause longitudinal currents to flow. 
An electrostatic shield in the transformer, shown in Fig. 1, effectively 
prevents such longitudinal currents from reaching the oscillator circuit.

+ R
A W

- R
-AAAr-

Fig. 14 — Equivalent resonant circuit.
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If however the voltage becomes sufficient to breakdown one of the pro
tector blocks th a t are connected between each trunk  conductor and 
ground, a voltage comparable to the breakdown potential of the pro
tector blocks (400 to 600 volts) would then be impressed across the out
pu t windings of the transformer. The usual cause of this condition is 
lightning. However, neither artificially simulated lightning nor transi
ents of longer duration were capable of raising the voltage on the tank 
circuit to  the point where a transistor was damaged. This is due both to

+

R o t
o

R  (SER IE S) +  0  -
SUM ( - R )  +  ( + R )  IS NE C  SUM ( - R )  +  ( + R )  IS POS 

Fig. 15 — Relationship of shunt to series resistance.

the high energy level of the tank  circuit and the isolation furnished be
tween repeating coil and oscillator by the series resistors.

s u m m a r y :

The transistor oscillator adequately fulfills the requirements for a 
source of current for multifrequency pulsing over telephone transmission 
circuits. Adjustm ents are provided so th a t the requirements for frequency 
stability, harmonic level and output level can be m et with transistors 
having a wide range of characteristics. Sufficient margin is provided by
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design and by.initial adjustm ent so th a t an appreciable change in transis
tor characteristics can be tolerated before readjustm ent is required.

A C K N O W L E D G M E N T

The transform er used in the oscillator was designed by H . E. Yaiden 
and A. M . King. The transistor used was developed by R. J. K ircher 
and N . J. H erbert. D. J. Houck assisted in testing the circuit.
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A p p e n d i x  I

Transformers moly-permalloy dust core 1.57 O.D.

700- and 900-cycle operation

Winding (1-2) = 500 turns Q at 700-cycles, (30
Winding (4-5) = 107 turns Q at 900-cyeles, 68
Winding (4-6) = 115 turns
Winding (4-7) = 123 turns
Winding (4-8) = 220 turns
Winding (1-3) = approximately 5560 (adjusted to meet inductance require

ments of 5.2H ±  1 per cent)

1100- and 1300-cijcle operation

Winding (1-2) = 372 turns Q at 1100-cycles, 73
Winding (4-5) = 80 turns Q at 1300-cycles, 75
Winding (4-6) =  86 turns
Winding (4-7) = 92 turns
Winding (4-8) = 164 turns
Winding (1-3) = approximately 4080 (adjusted to meet inductance require

ments of 2.8H ±  1 per cent)

1500- and 1700-cycle operation

Winding (1-2) = 305 turns Q at 1500-cycles, 82
Winding (4-5) = 66 turns Q at 1700-cycles, 85
Winding (4-6) = 71 turns
Winding (4-7) = 75 turns
Winding (4-S) = 135 turns
Winding (1-3) = approximately 3360 (adjusted to meet inductance require

ments of 1.9H ±  1 per cent)
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A p p e n d i x  I I

The equivalent circuit for the oscillator is shown in Fig. 14. For stable 
operation from equation (1), since / 0 =  1/i,

The negative resistance, ( — 72), m ust therefore be equal to  the positive 
resistance (+12). If however ( — 72) is active for only half the time, 
( —72) m ust lie equal in magnitude to 2(+72) in order to  satisfy the 
requirements for equality. This assumes th a t boundary effects are 
negligible. This assumption wras borne out by experiment.

The equivalent resistance of the resonant circuit is

A plot of th is relationship when positive and negative resistances are 
combined, is shown in Fig. 15.

In  the actual circuit the negative resistance is connected across the 
1-2 winding. The 1-3 winding is in the resonant circuit. The equivalent 
resistance (7?0a-2) of the resonant circuit across winding 1-2, is de
termined as follows:

(+B)t (-B) I
1 -  e~ 2L =  e~ 2L -  1.

where

k — (oifjj)1.

_  (turns, winding 1-2)2
Ĉo(1-2) i o\9 0(turns, winding 1-3)2





Ferrites in Microwave Applications
By J. H. ROW EN

(Manuscript received May 26, 1953)

Since Hogan’s* ex-position of the extreme usefulness of the microwave 
Faraday effect numerous other laboratories have begun investigating propa
gation through ferrites and have made significant contributions to the art. 
In  view of the tremendous interest which is being accorded this work this 
paper has been prepared to summarize some of the observations and develop
ments to date. The plane wave theory is reviewed briefly with special atten
tion being given to the mechanisms by which power is  absorbed by the ferrite. 
The plane wave theory is then modified to describe various waveguide effects. 
Finally experimental procedures and results are presented to illustrate the 
theory and to provide general information regarding the design of devices 
employing these effects.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

The ferromagnetic Faraday effect occurs a t microwave frequencies 
as a direct result of the dispersion in permeability which is associated 
with ferromagnetic resonance. The resonance can be explained most 
simply by stating th a t the to tal magnetization vector of a magnetized 
ferromagnetic material has associated with it  an angular momentum 
arising from the angular momenta of all of the spinning electrons con
tributing to the magnetization. Because of this angular momentum 
(which is directed along the same axis as is the magnetic moment bu t in 
the opposite direction) the magnetization vector behaves as a top or 
gyroscope. If i t  is displaced from its equilibrium position in a steady 
magnetic field it will not rotate directly into alignment with the field 
but will precess about the dc field direction a t a frequency determined 
by the strength of theyle field. In  the absence of damping this preces
sion would continue indefinitely, bu t damping losses are such th a t the 
precession will damp out in approximately 1(TS sec.

* C. L. Hogan, The Ferromagnetic Faraday Effect at Microwave Frequencies 
and Its Applications — The Microwave Gyrator, B .S .T .J., 31, pp. 1-31, Jan., 
1952.
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If an alternating field is applied a t right angles to the dc field the 
magnetization will be driven in precession and when the driving fre
quency coincides with the natural resonance frequency as determined 
by the strength of the dc field a large am ount of power will be absorbed 
from the driving field. Off resonance the power absorption is small, but 
the effective permeability seen by the driving field will go through a 
dispersion such as is exhibited by all resonant systems. W ith this model 
in mind we can proceed to discuss the phenomenon of ferromagnetic 
resonance and the ferromagnetic Faraday effect.

I N F I N IT E  M E D IU M  L O N G IT U D IN A L  F IE L D

Polder1 has shown th a t because of the gyroscopic nature of the mag
netization a tensor permeability is required to  relate the magnetic flux 
density and field intensity vectors in a ferromagnetic medium. A t low 
frequencies the off-diagonal components of this tensor are negligible, 
and the tensor reduces to the ordinary scalar permeability. A t frequencies 
above about 100 me. these off-diagonal components can become signifi
cant depending upon the magnetic state of the material. When this 
tensor permeability is introduced into Maxwell’s equations and a wave 
equation is derived for propagation in the direction of the applied mag
netic field we find th a t the normal mode solutions to the wave equation 
are two circularly polarized waves rotating in opposite directions. A 
solution in terms of linear polarizations is, of course, possible; bu t the 
result is more readily interpreted in terms of the circularly polarized 
waves. Furtherm ore, the propagation constant for either circular wave 
contains a simple scalar permeability, instead of the tensor required to 
describe the medium in general.

Polder’s tensor permeability gives the following relations between 
b and h  when there is a static magnetic field along the positive z axis*.

are complex relative diagonal and off-diagonal components of the tensor 
permeability.

bx Mo/di* jßoshy
by jßl>xhX 4“ ßoßlly
bz — fXfíhz

(1)

The quantities

H =  jit' -  jn "  

K — K Jk"

(2)
(3)

1 D. Polder, Philosophical M ag., 40, p. 09, Jan. 1049.
* Lower case letters are used for RF magnetic quantities.
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Equations giving p and k in terms of the applied magnetic field and 
the fundamental atomic constants are given by Iiogan.2 These equations 
show th a t both n and k have a  resonance a t a value of effective internal 
field given by y I I  =  2jt/. If I I  is in ampere turns per m eter and / in mega
cycles the gyromagnetic ratio is y/2ir = 3.51 X 10-2.

A plane wave travelling in the z direction in an infinite medium de
scribed by equations (1) can be resolved into two counter-rotating cir
cularly polarized plane waves having propagation constants as follows:

r+  =  i«\/jMiRo y/i(p. — k) r_  =  jo>y/p0e0 V e(/i +  «) (4)
where the subscripts ±  refer to positive and negative circularly polarized 
waves.* The terms inside parentheses are effective scalar permeabilities 
completely describing the medium for a circularly polarized wave. Cal
culated values of these effective permeabilities are plotted as functions 
of applied field in Fig. 1 for a ferrite operating a t three frequencies.

f= 8 X I0 9

f = l2 X ! 0 9

f  = 2 4 X I0 9

; I j v.
0 1000 2000 3000 4 0 0 0  5000 6 00 0  7000 6 0 0 0  9 00 0  10,000

EFFECTIVE MAGNETIC FIELD IN OERSTEDS

F ig .  1 — Calculated effective permeabilities for positive and negative circularly 
polarized plane waves computed for three different wave frequencies.

2 C. L. Hogan, Revs. Mod. Phys., 25, Jan., 1953.
* A positive circularly polarized wave is one which rotates in the direction of 

the positive current producing the dc magnetic field.
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From these curves we m ay calculate the rotation per un it path length, 
the absorption of the positive component, the net insertion loss and the 
ellipticity of the resultant wave.

The rotation per un it length is given by

j  =  i(jS_ -  j8+) (5)

where j3± are the imaginary parts of the propagation constants, r ±. Let 
us consider the special case in which the dielectric loss is zero. For con
venience we define the complex effective permeabilities seen by the 
circularly polarized waves as follows:

M+ =  M —  K =  M+ —  JM+

M - =  M +  « =  M - —  JM - 

The propagation constants m ay then be w ritten:

T +  =  y  |  [ V |  M+ I —  M+ +  M  M+ | +  /x+]

r   _________
r _  =  coVjiioeo y  |  [ V i  m - I —  V  —  i V |  m_ I +  V I  •

I t  is of particular interest to  consider w hat happens to /3+ when p+ 
becomes zero or negative. If we rewrite the expression for 0+:

(6)

p+ = ~ c V i  ■ ' M v  +  Mi2) +  V  (8)

we see that, when p+' is zero or negative, (3+ depends prim arily on the 
magnitude of p" , for wherever p" is negligible, j3+ is zero. Furtherm ore, 
we see th a t the attenuation constant, a+, given b y :

=  ;  V  ;  V v y  +  p f  - 7 ;  ( 9 )

becomes dependent prim arily upon p+' when p+' becomes negative so 
th a t we observe a significant attenuation long before p+" becomes large. 
In  Fig. 2 are shown the rotation of the plane of polarization of the linearly 
polarized wave and the absorption of the positive circularly polarized 
component of the wave. The dielectric constant of the ferrite was as
sumed to  be 9.0, a typical value for m any ferrites.

From these curves it is evident th a t the wave will be elliptically po
larized whenever the effective field is large enough to make p+' zero or
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O 1000 2000 3000 4 0 0 0  5000 6000 70C0 8000 9000 10,000
EFFECTIVE MAGNETIC FIELD IN OERSTEDS

F ig . 2 — Rotation of the linearly polarized plane wave and absorption of posi
tive circularly polarized component versus effective static field computed from 
data of Fig. 1.

negative, the am ount of ellipticity depending in p art upon the distance 
the wave has traveled in the ferrite medium.

P L A N E  W A V E , T R A N S V E R S E  F IE L D

If a wave is propagated in either the x  or y  direction when the dc 
field is in the z direction then the wave equation has two orthogonal 
solutions representing linearly polarized waves. One of these is polarized 
with the electric vector parallel to  the applied dc field and the other has 
the magnetic vector parallel to  the applied dc field. W hen the magnetic
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vector of the wave is parallel to the m agnetization the torque on the elec
trons is zero and the wave sees an isotropic dielectric medium with 
relative permeability equal to unity. However, when the electric vector 
is parallel to the magnetization the magnetic vector is a t  right angles to 
i t  and can set the electrons into precession.

Consider a wave propagating in the x  direction in an infinite medium 
magnetized in the z direction. Let this wave be polarized so th a t it has 
components E z and hv. When this wave enters the magnetized medium, 
hy exerts a torque on the magnetization vector M  causing it to precess 
about the z axis. This results in both an mv and an  m x component of 
alternating magnetization. There is, however, no component of b in 
the x  direction because of internal demagnetizing fields arising from an 
effective volume distribution of magnetic charge as shown in Fig. 3. 
Such a volume distribution of magnetic charge arising from the periodic 
reversal in phase of the driving magnetic field is propagated through the 
medium a t the velocity

c

An instantaneous picture of this distribution is shown in Fig. 3. The 
magnetic poles set- up a magnetic field in the x  direction throughout the 
m aterial. This field is commonly called a demagnetizing field and for

N N N S S S S S N N N
N n  N n  s s  s  s  s  s  s n  n  m n
N S N N
N N N N S S S j S S s  N N N n

n  n  n  s  S s  s  s  n  n  n

n * n n  s s s s s s s  n n  n  n

N N S S S  N N

n n n n n s s s s  s s s s s n n n n n

N n N s  S 5  s  3  n n N

N N N n  s s s s s s s  N N B N
N m e s * NN S S S s  m N
N 5 S S N N

N N  S S S S  N N
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Fig. 3 — Effective volume distribution of magnetic poles arising from phase 
reversals in transversely magnetized infinite medium.
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this particular case it can easily be shown th a t a t every point in the 
material this field is given by*

hx — —mx

and by definition

bx = naQh wix) — 0

In  one sense this wave is no longer a plane wave as it has a com
ponent of h  in the direction of propagation. However, the electric field, 
E , and the magnetic flux density, b, are unchanged and remain the same 
as in a normal plane wave.

The solution to the wave equation for the foregoing case yields a 
propagation constant

r  =  ju V iw o  / j / ~  *a)c d o )

in which the effective relative permeability of the medium is

The real and imaginary parts of this expression are plotted in Fig. 4 for 
three frequencies.

These curves have the same general shape as those for the positive 
circular component of the wave propagated along the dc field direction, 
bu t here they apply to the entire linearly polarized wave. Again we have 
the possibility of zero or negative permeability. In  the region just above 
resonance the real part of the permeability takes on large values and 
maintains these even after the absorption curve is nearly zero. This 
suggests th a t it  is possible to  adjust the permeability to equal the 
dielectric constant of the m aterial so th a t the medium matches free 
space perfectly. The medium then can be used as a switch by changing 
the field from the point where neS =  0 to  the point where neS = e.f

In  the region between zero applied field and saturation where the curve 
levels off, the effective permeability changes almost linearly. In  the

* We follow Stratton in making .1/ an //-lik e  quantity rather than S-like. 
t In a waveguide #ieft must be adjusted to satisfy the condition that
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3.
«

' =1 
a.

EFFECTIVE MAGNETIC FIELD IN OERSTEDS

F i g .  4 — Effective permeability seen by a plane wave in a transversely mag
netized infinite medium. Real part above and imaginary part below.

absence of dielectric loss the propagation constant of the wave is given 
by:

=  co-s/Îoëo Ve = cvVVô "V  a/Mcff (12)

Thus a variable phase delay is obtained by controlling the magnitude 
of the applied field. This delay is not necessarily accompanied by a change 
in attenuation so th a t an ideal phase shifter can be made using this 
effect. There are numerous other applications which can be made of the 
longitudinal and transverse applied field phenomena. M any of these will 
be discussed later in this article.

L O S S M E C H A N IS M S  I N  F E R R IT E S  A T  M IC R O W A V E  F R E Q U E N C IE S

Neglecting dielectric losses, the plane wave theory predicts almost no 
loss a t all for a negative circularly polarized wave and a single absorption 
line for a positive C.P. wave. In  practice a more complicated behavior 
is observed, and to facilitate the discussion we show in Fig. 5 typical 
loss characteristics superposed upon the theoretical loss curve of Fig. 1. 
We will enumerate the main points of interest before proceeding with the 
discussion. The specific differences in behavior are:
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Curve A. Broad resonance absorption line.
Curve B. A loss which disappears when the material is magnetized, 

called “ Low Field Loss” .
Curve C. Loss which goes to  zero for one component and rises for the 

other.
Curve D. A loss which appears to be independent of magnetic field 

over a wide range and can be related to the dielectric loss tangent of the 
material, hence called dielectric loss.

Curve E. Higher order modes causing erratic variations in loss.
Curve F. Double peaks due to “Cavity Resonances” .
Qualitative and sem iquantitative explanations have been developed 

to explain all of these phenomena. Some of them follow, from a simple 
extension of the plane wave theory and the rest are based upon con
siderations of the special case of a partially fdled waveguide.

Curve A , Fig. 5

Associated with the precessional resonance there is a damping term  
by which power is dissipated in the lattice. The exact nature of this 
damping term is not fully understood, and measured line widths are 
always greater than  those predicted by present theory. Nevertheless 
we have a t our disposal empirical damping constants which can be used 
to predict resonance absorption losses as was done in the calculation of 
the curves of Figs. 1 and 4.

These apply, however, only to small ellipsoidal samples which are 
ground from single crystal ferrites. In  polycrystalline ferrites the ab
sorption line is generally broader for three reasons, namely; crystalline 
anisotropy, strain anisotropy and varying internal demagnetizing fields 
due to the variety  of shapes of the constituent crystallites.

M any ferrites have a high crystalline anisotropy which behaves in

-C IR C U L A R  PO LARIZATION +CIRCULAR POLARIZATION
MAGNETIC FIELO

F ig . 5 — Typical loss characteristics encountered in the measurement of vari
ous ferrite samples in cylindrical waveguides with longitudinal static field.
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N N N N N N

NO F IELD  APPLIED W ITH F IE LD  APPLIED

F ig . 6 — A typical domain wall pattern showing the movement of the wall in 
response to the application of an external magnetic field.

m any ways like an internal field tending to keep the magnetization of 
the constituent crystallites along one of the axes of easy magnetization. 
In  most ferrites there are four such axes and since the magnetization can 
be in either direction along any one of these, there are eight directions of 
easy magnetization. When a field is applied the effective internal field 
is roughly the vector sum of the applied field and the anisotropy field 
associated with the nearest axis. In  a polycrystalline ferrite composed of 
m any randomly oriented crystallites i t  is evident, therefore, th a t the 
internal field varies from point to point in the body so th a t the resonance 
absorption line is broadened by an am ount proportional to the m ag
nitude of the anisotropy field. A similar broadening can arise from 
m agnetostriction due to fields arising from varying strains throughout 
the polycrystalline ferrite, and non-uniform internal demagnetizing fields 
due to the shape of the constituent particles or crystallites can likewise 
broaden the resonance line. Since a broad resonance line results in el- 
lipticity of the transm itted wave it is desirable to  use a ferrite having low 
anisotropy.

Curve B , Fig. 5

Frequently a loss is observed a t low fields as indicated in Fig. 5 by 
Curve B. Neglecting waveguide effects this hump is sym m etricaf so 
th a t it evidently depends on a phenomenon which affects both circular 
components equally. I t  is generally agreed th a t it depends upon the 
existence of domain walls within the m aterial since it usually disappears 
as soon as the body is magnetized. However, there is some question as 
to the specific mechanism involved.

3 Fox and Weiss, R evs. Mod. Phys., 25, p. 262, Jan., 1953.
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A ferromagnetic crystal consists entirely of regions called domains 
which are completely magnetized along one of the directions of easy 
magnetization. In  general the direction of magnetization of these do
mains is varied in an orderly manner as shown in Fig. 6 so th a t the 
energy of the crystal as a whole is a minimum. In  the region between 
adjacent domains there is a (usually) narrow wall in which the mag
netization goes through a gradual change in direction from that of one 
domain to th a t of the other. When an external field is applied the mag
netization of the crystal is increased by the growth of some domains a t 
the expense of their neighbors. When the crystal is saturated substan
tially all of the walls have disappeared and the material behaves as a 
single large domain.

There are currently two proposed mechanisms by which these domain 
walls could cause a loss a t low fields. Becker and Doring4 have shown 
th a t there can be associated with the motion of a domain wall either 
relaxation or resonance frequencies. G alt6 has measured relaxations in a 
single crystal of magnetite a t 3,000 cps and in a single crystal of nickel 
ferrite a t approximately 2.5 me and has presented a rather convincing 
argum ent th a t these are due to domain wall motion. In  general the 
relaxation frequency would be expected to occur far below the micro
wave frequencies, bu t resonances could conceivably occur a t micro
wave frequencies and could be quite broad. Until recently no other theory 
had been advanced which would explain the losses so often observed at 
low fields, and these were, therefore, attributed to a high frequency 
domain wall resonance.

There is a more satisfactory explanation which has recently been 
stated in different ways by Rado6 and by Smit and Polder.' Rado has 
observed a resonance absorption in the microwave region with zero 
applied field and has shown from tem perature dependence th a t the fre
quency of this resonance depends upon the saturation magnetization and 
the crystalline anisotropy of the ferrite. Smit and Polder have presented 
a model by which we can see how both of these quantities can enter to 
produce a loss a t low fields.' We consider an ellipsoidal crystallite as 
shown in Fig. 7. The domain structure shown is one which could exist in 
some crystallites in a polycrystalline ferrite.

The magnetization in domains numbered 1 will respond to right cir
cular polarization and the others to left circular. In  other words a wave 
rotating clockwise is positive circularly polarized in domains one while a

* Becker and Doring, Ferrom agnetism us, Sringer, Berlin, 1939.
6 J. K. Galt, Phys. R ev ., 85, Feb. 15, 1952.
6 G. T . Rado, R. W. Wright, et al., Phys. R ev., Nov. 1952.
7 D . Polder and J. Smit, Revs. Mod. Phys., 25, pp. 89-90, Jan. 1953.
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wave rotating coun'erclockwise is positive circularly polarized in domains 
numbered 2. In  the absence of any other effects the resonance fre
quency of all of these domains would be determined by the anisotropy 
field. However, if we excite both circular polarizations simultaneously 
and if the relative phase of the two circular polarizations is as shown in 
Fig. 7(a) poles will be set up a t the domain walls as indicated in the 
figure. The demagnetizing fields associated with these will cause the 
resonance for both circular components to occur a t a frequency given by:

/  =  =  yM z (13)

On the other hand, if the phase of the two circular polarizations is as 
shown in Fig. 7(b), no poles will be set up on the walls and the re
sonance will be determined primarily by the anisotropy field.

/  =  yH tit ^  y l h „¡a (14)

These two examples of the relative phase of the circular waves cor
respond to linear polarizations in the x  and y directions respectively.

This simplified derivation gives the maximum and minimum fre
quencies a t  which resonances can occur. In  a m aterial containing a large 
number of randomly shaped and randomly oriented crystallites, res
onances can occur a t all frequencies between these limits. M ost ferrites 
have values of il /s between 80,000 and 240,000 and anisotropy fields 
which probably range from 8000 to 80,000 amp. tu rns/m eter with per-

(a)
POLES ON WALL 

fL IN E A R  P O L A R IZ A T IO N ! 
I IN X  DIRECTION j

(b )

NO POLES ON W ALL 

fL IN E A R  P O LAR IZ ATIO N  1 
( IN y  DIRECTION J

F ig . 7 — -Model used by Smit and Polder to illustrate their theory for the “low- 
field loss.”
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haps a few which are higher still. Therefore, we have as typical fre
quencies

/ i  =  y/Zanis == 300 to 3,000 me (15)

and

/ 2 =  yM , =  3,000 to 9,000 me. (16)

I t  is evident th a t a t 9,000 me only th a t loss associated with M , will 
contribute to the “Low Field Loss” and since the mechanism depends 
upon the existence of domain walls it will disappear when the m aterial 
is saturated in agreement with our observations.

Curve C, Fig. 5

Some ferrites exhibit a low-held loss which disappears a t saturation 
for only the negative component and increases for the positive com
ponent. This is thought to  be due to an effective anisotropy field in the 
material. In  order for such behavior to be present a t 9,000 me, however, 
the internal held m ust be of the order of 240,000 ampere turns per meter. 
While such a value of crystalline anisotropy might be found in cobalt or 
other high anisotropy ferrites it appears to be somewhat too high for a 
nickel-zinc ferrite such as th a t in which this characteristic was first ob
served. However, high internal fields could result from demagnetizing 
effects similar to those discussed under item B bu t differing in th a t the 
poles are set up on nonmagnetic grain boundaries instead of domain 
walls. These, of course, would persist when the body is saturated, but 
there would be loss for only one circular component inasmuch as all of 
the crystallites are then magnetized in the same direction. Such a loss 
characteristic can be quite useful where one wishes to absorb one circular 
component selectively without the necessity for applying a large dc field.

Curve D, Fig. 5

Dielectric losses are present in all of the ferrites which have been made 
to date, although in some materials this loss is very low. Low dc con
ductivity in itself is not a sufficient criterion of the dielectric properties 
of a m aterial as some ferrites appear to consist of conducting regions 
surrounded by an insulating matrix, and these have fairly high loss 
tangents a t microwave frequencies.

The m ajor mechanism of dielectric loss involves the exchange of 
electrons between ions in the crystal lattice. I t  has been found th a t the 
presence of ions of the same metal in different valence states on the same



lattice site gives rise to high conductivity and hence high dielectric loss. 
Conversely, when a ferrite is carefully prepai'ed so th a t all of the con
stituents are present in exactly stoichiometric porportion, and when the 
possibility of multiple valence states is eliminated the conductivity is 
very low. To illustrate this point a series of measurements is reported in 
which the iron content of the ferrites was carefully varied about stoichiom
etry in a nickel-zinc ferrite. These measurments are discussed a t a 
later point in this paper.

A ferrite is made by reacting a mixture of metallic oxides a t a  tem pera
tures below the melting point of these oxides. As the oxides react a new 
crystal structure is evolved in which the metallic ions occupy positions 
in the interstices of a close-packed oxygen lattice. There is a very well 
authenticated theory due to Neel8 explaining the way in which the spin 
orientations of the ions are distributed in the two types of lattice site 
which exist in the Spinel oxygen lattice. Whenever metal ions in more 
than  one valence state occupy the same type of site, e.g., the octahedral 
position, there is a possibility for the easy transfer of an electron from 
one to the other since the crystal structure is unchanged by the trans
fer.8 In  the case of nickel ferrite which has the composition N i0 F e203 an 
excess of iron will tend to replace some nickel atoms by entering the 
lattice in the divalent state. Since the remainder of the iron is trivalent, 
comparatively high conductivity is observed. The problem of producing 
ferrites with extremely low dielectric losses appears to be fairly well 
understood and is progressing satisfactorily. By choosing the proper set 
of metal ions to  insure the absence of multiple valence states and by 
m aintaining the proper oxygen stoichiometry one m ay be able to  achieve 
loss tangent« as low as 0.001. The subject of dielectric losses is well 
covered in the literature.3' 10

Curves E, F and G, Fig. 5

The loss mechanisms indicated in Fig. 5 by Curves E  and F  all arise 
from the particular behavior of ferrites in waveguides as differentiated 
from the plane wave theory.

For example, the erratic behavior indicated by Curve E  has been 
shown to be due to  the presence of higher order modes in the ferrite 
region in a waveguide, and the subsidiary hump on the absorption Curve 
F  has been shown to be a “ cavity resonance” which is strongly dependent

8 L. N eel, Physica, 16, pp. 350-53, 1950, and Zeit. Anorg. Chem., 262, pp. 175- 
184, 1950.

9 E. J. W. Verwcy and J. II. DeBoer, Rec. des Travaus Chemiqucs des Pays- 
Bas, 65, pp. 531-54, 1936.

10 E. J. W. Verwey et al., Phillips Res. Reps., 5, pp. 173-187, 1950.
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upon the diameter of the ferrite cylinder and upon the guide wavelengths 
bu t no t upon the length of the cylinder.

Other waveguide effects causing anomalous loss behavior, such as 
shown by curve G, have been discussed by Fox and Weiss11 and will 
be treated  by them  in greater detail in a forthcoming publication.

In  order to  discuss these effects more fully we m ust examine the modi
fications of the plane wave theory which m ust be made to  explain the 
behavior of a ferrite in a waveguide.

W A V E G U ID E  T H E O R Y , L O N G IT U D IN A L  F IE L D

W hen a piece of ferrite is placed in a waveguide and magnetized it is 
necessary to modify the foregoing plane wave theory to describe the 
behavior of a wave passing through the ferrite. Because of the anisotropic 
nature of the magnetized ferrite it is necessary to obtain a solution to the 
specific problem of the waveguide containing the ferrite. When the mag
netization of the ferrite precesses about the applied dc field it  sets up 
components of h  which do not exist in any of the classical modes, and 
unless one can deal with small perturbations the solution becomes quite 
involved.

The modes which can exist in the ferrite will often resemble the clas
sical modes so th a t for convenience we will refer to  them  as modified 
T E  or TM  modes. Suhl and W alker12 have obtained solutions for the 
case of a  cylindrical waveguide completely filled with a magnetized 
ferrite, and they have shown th a t the modified dominant T E U mode 
behaves much like the plane wave in the region of small fields bu t th a t 
the behavior of the TM  modes cannot be approximated by a simple 
extension of the plane wave theory. A waveguide large enough to sup
port the dom inant mode when filled with air will, when filled with ferrite, 
support three or four higher order modes including some of the modified 
TM  modes. In  this case, it is possible to have several present a t  the same 
time with the result th a t observations of rotation, loss and ellipticity 
are almost impossible to interpret. Accordingly, we should reduce the 
size of the waveguide in the ferrite-filled region, and this involves the 
creation of discontinuities in the waveguide. This is not always necessary, 
however, because higher order modes will not always be set up in the 
ferrite even though the waveguide is large enough to propagate them. 
If  care is taken to avoid geometries which favor a given mode the prob

11 A. G. Fox and M. T. Weiss, Revs. Mod. Phys., 25, p. 262, Jan., 1953.
12 A preliminary report of this work has been published in the form of a Letter 

to the Editor by II. Suhl and L. R. Walker in Phys. R ev., 86, p. 122, 1052. A more 
detailed account is scheduled for publication in the J. Appl. Phys.
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ability of its occurrence will be greatly reduced. In  particular it has been 
found th a t a flat-ended cylinder completely filling the waveguide can be 
introduced into the full-sized waveguide without mode complications, 
bu t Fox and Weiss13 have shown th a t putting conical tapers on the ends 
will favor the establishm ent of the modified T M n  mode. In  most ap 
plications of the Faraday effect the ferrite element is in the form of a 
very thin pencil a t  the center of the waveguide so th a t the mode problem 
is greatly simplified, bu t in order to obtain quantitative fundamental 
information about ferrites themselves it is often necessary to work with 
a completely filled waveguide. In such cases considerable care m ust be 
taken to insure the validity of the measurements.

One method of making impedance measurements which has been used 
successfully by II. Suhl is to cut a shallow longitudinal slot in the cylinder 
of ferrite and to make standing wave measurements directly in the 
medium. Because the slotted section is filled with ferrite the size of the 
waveguide can be reduced to insure the presence of a single mode. This 
is restricted to unmagnetized materials as rotation of the plane of polari
zation would result in radiation by the slot.

Another suggested procedure is to make a transform er from full-size 
rectangular waveguide to circular waveguide of diameter equal to d /V e 
where d is the diameter of a dominant-mode air filled pipe and e is the 
relative dielectric constant of the ferrite. This transform er can be treated 
as a four terminal impedance transformer and its network impedances 
can be determined by measurement. Impedances measured in the air 
filled guide will have to be transformed through this network to obtain 
the true impedances of the ferrite-filled guide, but this can be done if 
the need for the measurements w arrants such effort.

An exact solution of the partially filled waveguide is considerably more 
difficult to obtain than  the solution for a completely filled waveguide. 
Y et this geometry is the one usually used in most practical applications 
of the Faraday effect. In  the absence of an exact solution one m ust 
develop simple physical explanations based upon plane wave theory 
plus intuition for numerous observed phenomena. A theory for the 
partially  filled longitudinally magnetized waveguide can easily be de
veloped from two simple observations. First, we consider the circular 
components of the wave separately and observe th a t each sees an effec
tive scalar permeability which is a weighted average of the permeability 
of the pencil for that component and th a t of the surrounding medium, 
and second we postulate th a t a small enough pencil will not act as a 
dielectric rod waveguide and will merely create a small perturbation of

13 A. G. Fox and M. T. Weiss, R evs. Mod. Phys., 25, p. 262, Jan., 1953.
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the original mode. W hen the above assumptions are valid the plane wave 
theory can be extended easily to explain loaded waveguide behavior. In  
the plane wave case it was shown th a t a negative effective permeability 
results in attenuation of the positive circularly polarized wave. Quite a 
different result is observed in waveguides containing very small cylinders 
of ferrite. I t  appears th a t  if the cylinder is small enough not to act as a 
dielectric waveguide then the negative permeability inside the rod simply 
is averaged with the perm eability of the surrounding region so th a t the 
rotation curve (which depends upon the difference between the square 
roots of the permeabilities seen by the two circular components of the 
wave) follows the dispersion curve of the permeability of the positive 
circularly polarized wave, even following the pattern  of the permeability 
when it is negative.

In  Fig. 8 are shown measured curves of the rotation of the wave and 
the absorption of the positive circularly polarized component of the 
wave as functions of applied dc field for comparison with Figs. 1 and 2. 
To amplify our argum ents we point out th a t  the propagation constant 
in a waveguide containing a very small pencil of ferrite is of the form:

2

î-o
(17)

where (ic is the propagation constant of the em pty guide 
f i is the radius of the ferrite cylinder 
r0 is the radius of the waveguide 
e is the dielectric constant of the ferrite 

and are the effective complex permeabilities (y. ±  lc)
A is a constant =  3.2 

We see th a t the expression within the brackets is finite for all values of 
y± except n+ = — 1 +  jO. Accordingly if the damping param eter (or 
line width) is large enough to insure th a t can never take on this value, 
there will always be a cylinder radius, r ', for which the perturbation term 
is small relative to /3C. However, the cylinder diam eter does not have to 
be very large before the above argum ents fail and the rotation and loss 
behavior become quite different.

The cutoff wavelength of the T E n mode in round guide is

Xc =  0.1708 d

where d is the diam eter in centimeters of the waveguide and ¡x and e are 
the effective relative permeability and dielectric constant of the medium 
contained therein. When a cylinder of ferrite is placed a t the center of
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FIELD CURRENT IN OERSTEDS

F i g . 8  — Rotation of the plane of polarization and absorption of the positive 
component as functions of applied dc field for a wave propagating through a 
waveguide containing a very small cylinder of ferrite. The inflection of 2,400 
oersteds is due to a “cavity  resonance” as discussed later.

the waveguide the cutoff wavelength is increased because the effective 
value of 6 is increased. If the ferrite cylinder is quite small this alteration 
will be unim portant, bu t if the diam eter of the rod exceeds about one- 
quarter th a t of the air filled dom inant mode guide this mechanism can 
lead to the existence of higher order modes for the negative component. 
When this happens the plane wave theory obviously cannot be expected 
to apply, for the presence of multiple modes in the propagation of either 
component will introduce an additional variable not present in the plane
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wave theory. Experimentally one will observe very erratic and fre
quency-dependent behavior under these conditions.

W A V E G U ID E  T H E O R Y  —  T R A N S V E R S E  F IE L D

A waveguide, either round or rectangular, filled with ferrite and mag
netized by a field parallel to  the electric vector of the dominant mode 
will exhibit a behavior qualitatively the same as described in the plane 
wave theory of the transverse field. In  fact, it has been shown th a t in a 
rectangular guide all of the T E on modes can exist with only slight modi
fication.14 T hat this result is probable m ay be seen from the fact th a t the 
precessing magnetization vector sets up components of h  in the x  and y 
directions when the applied field is in the z direction, and both of these 
components normally exist in the T E on modes. The prim ary modification 
of the mode arises from R F  demagnetizing fields in the ferrite. Because 
of this modification it is extremely difficult to  m atch the boundary con
ditions for normal incidence a t an interface between the ferrite and air 
in the waveguide. An infinite series of modes is actually required, bu t 
in practice the mismatch due to magnetic effects is usually not very large. 
If one matches the dielectric constant by means of tapered dielectric 
horns the remaining mismatch is slight except where /uotf approaches 
zero and a t resonance.

While the completely filled waveguide magnetized by a transverse 
magnetic field parallel to the electric vector of the wave will exhibit a 
reciprocal behavior in respect to  phase change and attenuation, an  in
teresting and potentially useful modification of these effects occurs when 
a small piece of ferrite is located asymmetrically in a waveguide. Chait 
and Sakiotis10 of the N aval Research Laboratory and Turner of the 
Ilolm del laboratory of Bell Telephone Laboratories have independently 
observed a phase shift which is dependent upon the direction of propaga
tion of the wave, and a simple explanation of this effect has been made by 
T urner16 and by Kales.15 Suhl and Kales16 have shown the theoretical 
validity of this explanation. The idea can be dem onstrated by considera
tion of the field configuration shown in Fig. 9.

An observer a t the point P  will see an h field which is elliptically po
larized in a plane normal to the direction of I IA. The sense of the rotation 
of the larger circular component of the ellipse will depend upon the 
direction of propagation of the wave. Thus for one direction the m ajor

14 A. A. van Trier, Paper presented orally at meeting of Amer. Phys. Soc., 
Washington, D . C., April, 1952.

15 M. L. Kales, II. N . Chait and N . G. Sakiotis, Letter to the Editor, J. Appl. 
Phys., June, 1953.

16 E. H . Turner, Letter to the Editor, Proc. I. It. E ., 41, p. 937,1953.
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part will be a positive circular polarization with respect to  the applied 
I I A and will experience a decrease in /  and for the other direction of 
propagation the h field will be prim arily negative circularly polarized 
and the wave will experience an increase in p . Since the h field is linearly 
polarized in the transverse plane a t the center of the guide and is linear 
in the longitudinal direction a t  the edge of the guide it is evident that 
there is a point in between where the differential phase shift is maximum. 
Suhl has shown th a t this point always occurs halfway between the guide 
wall and the center regardless of the proximity of cut-off.

Obviously one has merely to  adjust the length of the sample and the 
strength of the magnetic field so th a t the differential phase shift is 180° 
and he will have a gyrator. Then it is an easy m atter to design a cir
culator, isolator, or any of the numerous devices depending upon the 
gyrator action.1'

E X P E R IM E N T A L  P R O C E D U R E S  A N D  R E S U L T S

In  order to  verify the theory and to  determine the optimum per
formance obtainable in microwave devices employing the Faraday Ro
tation an extensive measurement program has been set up. Information 
of both a fundamental and of a practical nature is obtained through a 
variety  of measurements. From  a practical point of view we are interested

Ha

Fig. 9 — Rectangular waveguide containing assymetrically located ferrite 
slab. Magnetic lines of force are shown on the top wall of the guide.

17 C. L. Hogan, The Ferromagnetic Faraday Effect at M icrowave Frequencies 
and Its Applications — The Microwave Gyrator, B .S .T .J., 31, pp. 1-31, Jan., 
1952.
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in obtaining a ferrite which gives the maximum rotation per un it loss, 
and a t  the same time we are interested in obtaining such fundamental 
information as the mechanisms of loss, the effect of composition, and the 
relationship between the various physical properties of the ferrite crystals 
and their microwave behavior. As a corollary interest we wish to relate 
the microwave behavior of ferrites to their low frequency performance. 
For convenience most of the microwave measurements have been made 
in the 9,000 me X-Band region, bu t 4,000, 24,000 and 48,000 me meas
urements have been carried out by others in Bell Laboratories and some 
of their findings will be reported here for comparison with those obtained 
a t X-Band.

In  the most common procedure the Faraday R otation and attenuation 
of a linearly polarized wave and the ellipticity of the resultant wave are 
measured as a function of the intensity of the applied longitudinal 
magnetic field. The experimental equipm ent used in these measurements 
is shown in Fig. 10(a). A variety of sample shapes ranging from cylinders 
completely filling the waveguide to  very small cylinders suspended along 
the axis have been measured. From these data the absorption of the 
positive circular component m ay be obtained if one assumes th a t the 
attenuation of the negative component remains constant as predicted in 
the plane wave theory. This is not always the case, however, due to the 
mode configurations sometimes present, and for this reason an alternate

10 DB PAD ATTEN UATO R
(a)

10 DB PAD
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F ig . 11— Absorption versus applied field for positive and negative circular 
polarizations. Ferrite cylinder diameter was 0.125".

procedure is often used. This'consists simply of exciting the circularly 
polarized components separately and measuring the phase shift and 
attenuation of each of these components with the equipment shown in 
Fig. 10(b). There is no ambiguity in these results, and the equivalent 
rotation can easily be calculated from the phase data.

Because Polder’s permeability matrix is made linear by approxima
tions it  is desirable to verify th a t the measurements made with circular 
polarization can he superposed to produce the same result as would be 
obtained using linear polarization.18 For this purpose we choose a ferrite 
sample which exhibits a fairly complicated loss curve for both circular 
components. The absorption characteristics for both circular polariza-

15 An experiment of this type was first performed by J. P. Schafer of Bell T ele
phone Laboratories in 1951 to establish the veracity of observed Faraday R ota
tions.
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F ig . 12 — E llipticity versus applied field as observed and as calculated from 
the data of Fig. 11.

tions are shown in Fig. 11. The resultant ellipticity in db is calculated 
from the relation

20 logu E+ +  2SL
E+ — J?_ (18)

where E ± are the rms values of the circular components. This result is 
shown by the solid line in Fig. 12, and the ellipticity as measured by the 
set-up of Fig. 10(a) is shown by the dashed line. The agreement between 
these two curves is quite good if we consider th a t the accuracy of meas
uring each circular component is no better than ±0.05 db so th a t in the 
regions where the two circular components are actually equal the cal
culated ellipticity can vary from infinity down to 52 db, while the signal 
to noise ratio of the equipment limits the measured ellipticity to 50 db.
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F ig . 13 —• Dependence of rotation upon ferrite cylinder diameter.

To illustrate the effect of the diameter of the ferrite specimen upon 
the Faraday R otation the following experiment was performed. A one- 
quarter inch cylinder suitably tapered on both ends was measured in 
the rotation measuring equipment and then ground down in steps of 
about 0.020" and remeasured after each cut. The particular ferrite chosen 
was one having very low dielectric loss and a dependence upon sample 
diam eter which is typical of m any ferrites. The da ta  are shown in Fig. 13. 
At the largest diam eter we observe a rotation which agrees with neither 
the plane wave theory nor the small perturbation approach. This be
havior is evidently due to  the presence of a higher order mode of propaga
tion in the section of waveguide containing the ferrite cylinder.

Higher order mode effects are undesirable from the standpoint of 
bandwidth as the rotation produced thereby is much more frequency 
sensitive than th a t obtained from the T E n  mode. This is evident from 
consideration of the fact th a t the partially fdled waveguide is much 
closer to the cutoff for the higher order modes than for the dominant 
mode, and we will show th a t frequency dependence is increased as 
waveguide approaches cut-off for a given mode.
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B A N D W ID T H  O F  T H E  FA R A D A Y  R O T A T IO N

Some consideration has been given to  means of increasing the band
width over which the Faraday Rotation is relatively constant. Two 
possible ways of broadbanding the effect can be suggested on the basis 
of measurements and theory.

In  the infinite medium-plane wave theory the Faraday R otation is 
shown to be to tally  independent of frequency everywhere far above the 
ferromagnetic resonance frequency. One way of explaining this lack of 
dependence upon frequency is to  observe th a t the rotation per un it 
wavelength decreases with increasing frequency while the number of 
wavelengths per un it length increases a t the same rate so th a t  the ro ta
tion per un it length remains constant. In  a waveguide there are two 
effects which cause the rotation to be frequency dependent. In  the first 
place the guide wavelength is not linearly related to  frequency and sec
ondly, where thin pencils of ferrite are used, the radial distribution of 
field varies with frequency in such a way as to add to  the frequency 
dependence.

By surrounding the ferrite element with a material of the same dielec
tric constant as th a t of the ferrite the guide wavelength will be reduced 
to approximately one-fifth the cut-off wavelength and will be almost 
linearly related to  the frequency in this region. Furtherm ore, the radial 
distribution will not change appreciably with frequency because, neglec
ting the difference in permeabilities, the waveguide is now filled with a 
uniform dielectric. On this same basis there should be no tendency for 
the structure to  set up higher order modes, so th a t if care is taken in the 
design of the transitions from circular to  rectangular waveguide, the 
higher order modes can be avoided.

While the above approach would give very good bandwidth a lack of 
very low-loss dielectrics having the proper values of dielectric constant 
limits its usefulness. One of the best dielectrics in this range is M icalexK, 
and it has a loss tangent of approximately 0.001 which would produce a 
total loss of several tenths of a db in a length of two or three inches.

The bandwidth can he increased in another way which requires no 
special dielectric materials. Suhl has shown th a t when the ferrite clement 
is not perfectly m atched to the waveguide the resulting multiple reflec
tions can enhance or detract from the inherent rotation. When the 
element is an  integral number of half wavelengths long the resulting 
rotation is maximum and when the element is an odd number of quarter- 
wavelengths long the rotation is minimum. Since the rotation of a per
fectly m atched cylinder increases with increasing frequency we m ust 
choose a length for the unm atched element such th a t it is an integral
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number of half-wavelengths long a t the low end of the frequency band 
in order to increase the rotation a t th a t point. The ferrite chamber m ay 
be designed as a resonant cavity very tightly coupled so th a t over the 
band the input impedance satisfies the matching requirements even 
though there are multiple reflections inside the cavity.

Some ellipticity of the resultant wave will be introduced by this 
method as the wave will be linearly polarized onty a t those frequencies 
a t which the ferrite element is an integral number of quarter-wavelengths 
long. However, if only a small correction is applied in this way the ellip
ticity  will be tolerable.

The first and second broadbanding techniques m ay be combined in a 
manner which was discovered in the course of our measurements to 
determine bandwidth. Consider a circular waveguide such th a t a t the 
low end of the band the wave is just slightly above cut-off. Then the 
wave impedance in the air-filled pipe will be high. If now the pencil of 
ferrite is supported in a polystyrene holder, the wave impedance in the 
ferrite region is much lower than th a t in the air filled region and multiple 
reflections will be set up. In  order to reduce the magnitude of the re
flections to achieve ju st the right degree of correction each end of the 
polystyrene can be tapered a t the proper angle to  give optimum cor
rection. The polystyrene alone gives some improvement in bandwidth 
according to the arguments first subm itted, and the internal reflections 
provide the rest of the compensation. The data shown in Fig. 14 show 
the variation of rotation with frequency obtained in this manner. The 
dotted extension of the low end of the curve indicates the expected ro
tation  in the absence of the correction. By means of this compensation 
we are able to restrict the variation in rotation to  ± 4  per cent over a 
band wider than  15 per cent. Over this band the ellipticity defined as the 
ratio in db of the maximum to the minimum field strength was over 50 
db which corresponds to perfectly linear polarization within our ability 
to measure it. As a further advantage of this system the rotation obtained 
a t all frequencies from the ferrite pencil is increased through the use of 
the polystyrene. This amplification of rotation follows directly from an 
extension of the plane theory.19

The rotation per un it length is given by the relation

* -  \ V . ( v t  -  v W )  (19)

where m± are the effective permeabilities seen by the circularly polarized
19 Such an amplification of rotation was first observed and studied by J. P. 

Schafer of Bell Telephone Laboratories at D eal, N . J.
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FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 14 —• Variation of rotation with frequency showing broadbanding obtained 
through compensation technique.

components of the wave. The corresponding relation for the partially 
filled waveguide will be a transcendental expression involving p± and e 
in a similar way so th a t arguments regarding the waveguide problem 
m ay be based upon equation 15 if we consider y± and e to be effective 
values averaged over the guided mode. Thus by increasing the dielectric 
constant of the region surrounding the ferrite we increase the rotation by 
increasing the average value of e. Since we also change the radial dis
tribution in such a way as to  reduce the fraction of the power contained 
in the ferrite the amplification in rotation will be less than  would be 
obtained if the waveguide diameter were reduced a t  the same time. In  
Fig. 1G we show the effect of increasing the dielectric constant of the 
region surrounding the ferrite and the effect of a subsequent reduction 
in guide size. Here again we see th a t if very high dielectric constants 
were available in low loss materials a really significant improvement in 
performance could be obtained. Nevertheless, even the effect of the poly
styrene is useful and here we suffer a loss of less than 0.1 db a t  X-Band.

In  the discussion of the loss mechanisms the second hump on absorp
tion Curve F  in Fig. 5 was described as a “cavity resonance” . While the 
exact mode of resonance cannot be detemiined except from a complete 
solution of the partially filled waveguide problem, we are able to Show 
th a t the subsidiary hum p is strongly dependent upon the diameter of
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F ig . 15 — The dependence of the rotation  characteristic upon the geometry 
and dielectric constant of the surrounding medium.

the ferrite element and upon the guide wavelength b u t th a t it is entirely 
independent of the total length of the element. In  Fig. 16 we show the 
absorption of a positive circularly polarized wave as a function of applied 
field for several cylinder diameters. We see th a t the first hump remains 
relatively fixed in position while the second hump moves rapidly in the 
direction of higher fields and becomes larger in height as the diameter 
is increased. The first resonance is the ferromagnetic resonance, and its 
movement with increasing diameter is due simply to the fact th a t  the 
demagnetizing factors of the cylinder are changed when the diameter 
is changed. The movement of the second hump can be explained if we 
assume th a t the resonance frequency of the shape resonance is given by 
an equation of the form

f  =  d V ^ e  (20)

This is an  equation typical of those encountered in dimensional reso
nances. Here A is some constant associated with the geometry of the 
sample and d is the cylinder diameter. A t a fixed frequency, we see th a t
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F ig . 16 — Absorption of a  positive circularly polarized wave for several sample 
diameters showing “cavity resonances” .
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F ig . 17 — Exaggerated scale plot of the real part of the effective perm eability 
versus effective dc magnetic field.

an increase in d m ust be accompanied by a decrease in to  m aintain 
resonance. For convenience we reproduce in Fig. 17 the behavior of the 
real part of the effective permeability as a function of field. We see tha t 
above resonance the permeability starts a t a very high value and then 
decreases as we move toward higher fields. Thus as we increase the 
diameter, d, we would expect the “cavity” resonance to move to the 
right, and since in doing so we go further from the ferromagnetic reso
nance absorption we expect the height of the peak to increase due to  the 
fact th a t the loss tangent of the permeability is smaller, and hence the 
effective Q of the “cavity resonance” is larger. Finally we observe that 
the broadening of the peak which occurs in the larger diameters is due 
simply to  the fact th a t the slope of the n+ curve decreases as we move 
to  the right so th a t a larger change in dc field is required to  take 
through a given variation.

A similar movement of the subsidiary hump can be effected through a 
change in the dielectric constant of the medium surrounding the ferrite 
element. However, altering the to tal length of the ferrite in steps of 
0.030" until the to tal change was greater than  0.250" produced no no
ticeable effect upon either the relative heights or positions of the two 
peaks.
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F E R R IT E  C O M P O S IT IO N  A N D  IR O N  S T O IC H IO M E T R Y

There is a continuous program of measurement in which a large 
number of ferrites from various sources are tested a t X -Band and other 
frequencies. In  the early days of the program the most remarkable feature 
of the results was the tremendous variation in properties even among 
m aterials of supposedly the same composition. M ore recently some 
general trends have been observed, and it  is now possible to correlate the 
microwave performance of certain types of ferrites with their chemi
cal and structural nature. The nickel-zinc ferrites in particular have 
been studied extensively, and those having the approximate formula 
NifuZno.iFeaOi are quite good for microwave applications so long as 
they have slightly less iron than  the above formula requires. A series 
of measurements illustrating the effect of slight variations in iron content 
yielded the data shown in Figs. 18 and 19. These ferrites were prepared 
by F . J. Schnettler of Bell Telephone Laboratories in such a way th a t 
their bulk properties correspond very closely to  their crystallite proper
ties. The correspondence between the bulk dc conductivity and the R F
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IRON EXCESS OR DEFICIENCY IN ATOMS PER MOLECULE

F i g .  18 —  DC conductivity versus iron content of NiZn ferrite.



dielectric loss is particularly striking, indicating th a t the primary mech- 
hanism of loss in these ferrites is simply ohmic conductivity loss. This 
series of measurements clearly shows th a t the presence of even a very 
small am ount of divalent iron is undesirable in ferrites to be used a t 
microwave frequencies.

T R A N S V E R S E  F IE L D  M E A S U R E M E N T S

Two classes of measurements are commonly made in which a transverse 
dc magnetic field is applied parallel to the electric vector of the T E 0i 
mode in rectangular waveguide. Those measurements involving a com
pletely filled or symetrically loaded waveguide yield prim arily recipro
cal effects which are useful in applications as previously mentioned. 
More useful, still, are the non-reciprocal effects observed when a piece 
of ferrite is placed asymetrically in a waveguide and transversely mag-
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IRON EXCESS OR DEFICIENCY IN ATOMS PER MOLECULE

F i g .  19 —  Factor of merit versus iron content of NiZn ferrite.
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netized. Since these latter effects are quite new two measurements of 
this type are shown to illustrate the sort of performance obtainable. In  
the first experiment a slab of ferrite 20 mils thick was placed successively 
in several positions in a rectangular waveguide, and the phase shift as a 
function of field was measured for both directions of propagation. When 
the plate of ferrite is centrally located the phase shift is the same in both 
directions bu t when the ferrite is placed half way between the center and 
the edge of the guide a large difference in phase shift is observed. Finally 
when, the slab of ferrite is located a t the edge of the guide there is only 
a  small difference between the positive and negative phase characteris
tics. This small difference will vanish as the thickness of the ferrite plate 
goes to zero. In  Fig. 21 (a) we show the phase shift versus applied field 
for three positions of the ferrite slab and in Fig. 21 (b), the differential 
phase shift a t a constant value of applied field is plotted against the posi
tion of the ferrite plate. The solid line curve taken a t 9,500 me indicates 
th a t  maximum differential phase shift is obtained when the ferrite is 
located approxim ately 0.100" from the guide wall. Suhl’s prediction is 
th a t the position a t which maximum differential phase shift is observed 
should be independent of frequency. The dotted curve in Fig. 21 (b) 
taken a t 8,200 me verifies this part of the prediction in th a t the maximum 
again occurs where the ferrite plate is 0.100" from the guide wall even 
though the point a t which h is circularly polarized has been shifted sig
nificantly by the change in frequency.

The second measurement was designed to measure the non-reciprocal 
absorption which is obtained when the strength of the dc magnetic field 
is adjusted so th a t the ferrite is a t ferromagnetic resonance. In  order to 
obtain the minimum forward loss and maximum reverse loss it is essential 
th a t the ferrite be located precisely a t the point where the transverse 
and longitudinal components of the h  field of the wave are equal, i.e., 
where the h  field is circularly polarized in a  plane perpendicular to the 
magnetic field. Since this condition exists a t only one point in the half
waveguide the ferrite slab m ust be made very thin. M easurements were 
made in the 6000-7000 me band in RG50 waveguide. A thin plate of 
“Ferramic G ” was cut so as to extend from one broad wall to  the other 
I ts  length was approximately 1 -Y i"  and its thickness was originally 
0.050" and was subsequently reduced to 0.025" and finally to  0.009". 
In  the last case the ferrite was so fragile th a t it was necessary to  support 
it  by  cementing it to a J^-inch plate of polystyrene. For convenience the 
ferrite plate was fastened securely in place a t  a point calculated to  be 
the point where the h vector is circularly polarized a t the center of the 
band, and frequency was varied about this center frequency. A t each
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frequency the de magnetic field was adjusted so th a t absorption was a 
maximum for the wave for which the absorption is the greater. The 
field was then reversed and the absorption was again measured. Since 
reversing the field is entirely equivalent to  reversing the direction of 
propagation we obtain in this way the insertion loss for both directions 
of propagation. D ata taken in this manner are shown in Fig. 22 along 
with a sketch of the geometry employed. The VSWR was measured in 
the case of the thinnest plate and was found to  be less than  1.05 to 1 
over the band. The variations in the dotted curve, however, are probably 
due to reflections from the ends of the sample.

One m ust bear in mind th a t as the frequency is changed, the field 
required for ferromagnetic resonance is changed so th a t these data do 
not give a true index of the bandwidth of the device. This m ust be 
measured a t  a constant value of field. However, if we had used a ferrite

FREQUENCY IN MEGACYCLES PER SECOND

F i g . 21 —• Absorption of forward and reverse waves a t the optimum value of 
field as functions of frequency. Two sample thickness are shown to illustrate the 
effect of sample thickness.



having a loss characteristic such as is shown in Fig. 5, Curve C, in which 
the loss differential becomes great as soon as the material is saturated, 
then the bandwidth would be as shown in Fig. 21. Of all the materials 
which have been measured in the past two years only one sample has 
shown this effect. A t the time such behavior was regarded as the an
tithesis of the ideal, and no further investigation was made. Now th a t 
there is a use for such a material, effort is being directed toward maximiz
ing the effect. Since the effect is thought quite definitely to be due to a 
very high effective anisotropy field arising either from crystalline aniso
tropy or demagnetizing effects, the problem of creating the proper m a
terial should be quite straightforward.

A t this point we should consider the relative merits of the transverse 
field non-reciprocal devices and those employing the Faraday rotation. 
We have seen th a t it is possible to  construct a  simple isolator using the 
non-reciprocal absorption in rectangular waveguide. Such an isolator 
has a minimum forward loss of more than  0.5 db for 20 db reverse loss 
where an  isolator employing the F araday R otation can be made with 
less than  0.1 db forward loss for 30 db return loss. On the other hand 
the transverse field isolator is much simpler, more compact and easier to
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10,000
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0.7 DB 2 2  DB
0.8  DB 2 2  DB

4 0 0 0  0.2 DB 2 5 - 3 0  DB

IS O LA T O R S

C IR C U L A T O R S

F i g .  22 — Comparison of two basic non-reciprocal elements of the Faraday 
effect and transverse field effect types.
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m atch impedance-wise. To illustrate the comparison between compar
able devices using each principle we have prepared a figure showing the 
relative structural complexity and performance standards of each. This 
comparison is shown in Fig. 22. In  general the transverse field devices 
which depend on differential phase shift have about the same insertion 
loss as those employing the Faraday effect, while the transverse field 
devices which depend upon differential absorption are somewhat more 
lossy bu t simpler to construct than  the corresponding Faraday Ro
tation  devices.

SU M M A R Y

This paper has reviewed the plane wave theory, extended it to  discuss 
waveguide effects, analyzed the various loss mechanisms present in fer
rites a t  microwaves, and discussed numerous measurement techniques 
and results. I t  is known th a t there are original papers in preparation in 
Bell Telephone Laboratories, and possibly elsewhere, which make this 
review incomplete a t the time of writing. However, it  is hoped tha t the 
information summarized herein will be of assistance to those who are 
seeking orientation in this new and rapidly expanding field.

In  conclusion the author wishes to thank A. G. Fox, M. T. Weiss, 
J . P. Schafer, H. Suhl, A. D. Perry and L. R. W alker for permission to 
discuss herein some of their work and ideas which have not previously 
been published. The cooperation of F. J. Schnettler and L. G. Van 
U itert in providing us with a wide variety of excellent ferrites and in 
suggesting useful variations in ferrite properties has been of tremendous 
help in the advancem ent of the art. The advice given by C. L. Hogan, 
J . K. G alt and H. Suhl in discussions has proved invaluable and finally 
the author wishes to thank .T. L. Davis for the able assistance he 
rendered.





Cold Cathode Tubes for Transmission 
of Audio Frequency Signals
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Cold cathode gas fdled tubes have been extensively applied as electronic 
switching elements in  the telephone system. In  general, these applications 
have been limited to control circuits. The usefulness of these tubes can be 
f  urther extended by making them capable of carrying voice frequency signals. 
The transmission properties that are required of the tube for this use are 
considered. I t  is shown that troublesome oscillatory noise can be eliminated 
and that the insertion loss of the tube can be reduced to a low value. Fur
thermore, by a special design of cathode a stable insertion gain of a few db 
may be realized. Other requirements on bandwidth, power and distortion are 
satisfactorily met. Thus, these tubes are potentially useful incoordinate type 
switches in  which voice frequency signals must be rapidly switched.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

Cold cathode glow discharge tubes have found increasing usefulness 
as two-valued switching elements in telephone and other autom atic con
trol systems. In  m any applications the tube functions as a simple control 
element which either does or does not pass current, depending on the 
control signals applied. The output signal is in the form of a voltage or 
a current which can be used to  trigger other tubes or operate relays.1

In  other types of circuits the glow discharge tube m ay be used as a 
switch in series with a transmission path  for audio frequency signals. 
When used for this purpose, the tube not only m ust fulfill the switching 
requirem ents bu t also m ust m eet an additional set of requirements 
which m ay be realized by controlling the dynamic properties of the dis
charge. This paper describes some of the characteristics of cold cathode 
tubes which have been developed for use as switching elements in series 
w ith voice frequency telephone transmission circuits.

T R A N S M IS S IO N  R E Q U IR E M E N T S  O F  A N  E L E C T R O N IC  S W IT C H

W hen an electronic switch is used as a substitute for a pair of metallic 
contacts, a number of requirem ents m ust be m et in order th a t voice
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frequency currents be faithfully transm itted. These are as follows:
1. Gain or Loss — The impedance level of telephone voice frequency 

circuits is usually of the order of several hundred ohms. The impedance 
of any device inserted in this circuit should be sufficiently small com
pared to this value in order to restrict the insertion loss to less than 1 
or 2 db. Of course, the impedance levels of the circuits m ay be raised 
to higher values. Aside from the extra cost of transformers, the problems 
of noise pickup and crosstalk become bothersome when this is done. 
Since no amplification of the signal from the telephone set is normally 
used in local transmission circuits, any value of loss is highly undesirable. 
In  fact, since the use of the electronic switch m ay require the introduc
tion of other circuit elements which introduce loss, it  would be desirable 
th a t the electronic switch provide a small am ount of gain.

The above discussion has considered the gain or loss of the switch in 
its “ closed” condition. Between two busy circuits, there m ay exist paths 
consisting of one or more “open” switches. Each of these paths m ay con
tribu te crosstalk into the circuits. Therefore, impedance required of an 
individual switch m ust be high. For a  large coordinate switch, there will 
be a very large number of these undesired paths. This requires th a t the 
open impedance of the individual switch be of the order of hundreds of 
megohms.

2. Bandwidth — I t  is desirable th a t the electronic switch transm it 
faithfully frequencies of 300 to 3,500 cycles per second.

3. Power Output and Distortion —  Since the impedance of the elec
tronic switch m ay vaiy  with the current passing through it, distortion 
m ay be introduced when the current swings are large. On the other hand, 
w ithout the proper current swing, insufficient power will be delivered to 
the load impedance. Telephone circuits need to  handle powers of the 
order of a few m illiwatts with a harmonic distortion less than  a few 
per cent.

4. Noise — The noise introduced into a telephone switching system 
by an electronic switch should not be noticeable to  a subscriber. This 
means it should be below 10~8 or 10-9 watts.

5. Stability — The properties th a t have been considered above m ust 
be highly stable w ith time. In  central office use, such devices might be 
used for periods of ten to forty  years.

S T A T IC  C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S

A common form of glow discharge tube comprises a pair of metal 
electrodes in a glass envelope which is carefully evacuated and filled with
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a chemically inert gas to a pressure ranging from 1 to 100 mm of mercury. 
The negative electrode, called the cathode, is given a special processing 
which permits it to  em it electrons readily when bombarded with positive 
ions of the gas. The positive electrode, the anode, serves to collect elec
trons em itted by the cathode as well as those produced in the gas by 
ionization.

A typical voltage-current characteristic is shown in Fig. 1. For discus
sion purposes we m ay divide the curve into several current ranges. In 
current range I  a small residual current flows even a t low voltages be
cause of ionization resulting from cosmic rays or radio-active material 
placed in the tube. The two curves in range I  are for different residual 
currents. A t higher voltages this residual current is amplified as a result 
of additional ions and electrons formed in the gas but it  is still extremely 
small. If the tube voltage is increased still more, the current increases 
very rapidly until in current range II , a self-sustaining discharge is es
tablished. Each electron released from the cathode gains enough energy 
on the way to the anode so th a t it produces a large num ber of positive 
ions, excited atoms, and photons in the gas. W hen these particles, arriv
ing back a t the cathode, on the average, release another electron, the

i c r 12 1 0 "’ °  i c r 8 io ~ 6 i c r *  io ~2 1.0

TUBE CU RR EN T IN AM PE R E S

Fig. 1 — Volt-ampere characteristic of cold cathode diode.



self-sustaining condition has been achieved. The value of voltage a t 
which the discharge becomes self-sustaining is usually referred to as the 
breakdown voltage. A detailed discussion of current ranges I  and I I  has 
been presented by D ruyvesteyn and Penning.3

Because the tube is a good insulator in current range I  a t low voltage 
and suddenly becomes a good conductor in range II , we often th ink  of a 
gas tube as a voltage controlled device and use it as such in switching 
circuits. Actually, however, in current range II  the tube can be con
trolled only by regulating the current. For this reason in the remainder 
of this paper, the current is considered as the independent variable.

In  current range I I I  the voltage falls rapidly with increasing current. 
A space charge of positive ions begins to develop close to  the cathode. 
By the beginning of current range IV most of the voltage drop in the 
tube appears across this space charge layer. This region of nearly constant 
voltage with increasing current is called the normal glow discharge. The 
space charge layer immediately in front of the cathode is commonly 
called the cathode dark space. Electrons em itted from the cathode as a 
result of positive ion bom bardm ent and other processes are accelerated 
through the high field of this cathode dark space and produce an adjoin
ing layer of intense ionization and excitation called the negative glow. 
In  tubes of the type considered here, this negative glow is the most 
luminous part of the tube. Beyond the negative glow toward the anode 
is the so-called Faraday dark space in which no new ionization or ex
citations are produced. Electrons from the negative glow can readily 
flow through this region to  the anode because their space charge is almost 
completely cancelled by positive ions diffusing from the negative glow.

Over current range IV the cathode current density is nearly constant. 
This means th a t the cross-sectional area of the discharge increases in 
proportion to the current. This is evidenced by the familiar spreading 
of the negative glow with increasing current until it covers the entire 
cathode area.

In  current range V the cathode is completely covered with the negative 
glow and the current density m ust increase in direct proportion to  the 
to tal current. This range of currents is called the abnormal glow dis
charge.

The current-voltage characteristic of a cold cathode for current ranges 
IV  and V m ay be modified by changing the geometry from a single plane 
cathode to a hollow cathode.3 A hollow cathode is one in which there is 
an  overlapping of the regions of cathode fall and negative glow from two 
portions of the cathode. This overlapping can occur on the inside of a 
cylindrical or spherical surface or between two plane cathodes more or
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less parallel to  each other and closely spaced. The optimum dimensions 
are a function of the density and kind of filling gas used. Electrons and 
ions generated in  the cathode fall and negative glow regions of one 
cathode can be more efficiently used in producing new electrons and ions 
if they can enter another cathode fall region instead of diffusing outward 
into the F araday dark space. This effect is particularly noticeable in the 
abnormal glow range of currents.

This is illustrated by the curves of Fig. 2 which were taken on a tube 
containing two parallel plane cathodes with an adjustable spacing be
tween them. Because Fig. 2 is plotted to  a  linear current scale, current 
ranges I  and I I  of Fig. 1 are compressed to the left-hand axis. The upper 
curve is obtained when the cathodes are far apart so th a t there is no in
teraction. The lower curve is obtained when the spacing is close enough 
to  give a hollow cathode effect.

The sustaining voltage of a normal glow discharge is dependent upon 
the anode to  cathode distance. To investigate this we can arrange a 
parallel plane cathode-anode structure with the anode attached to a piece

CURRENT IN  M IL L IA M P E R E S

Fig. 2 — Volt-ampere characteristic of parallel plane cathodes at two different 
spacing.
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ANODE CATHODE SPACING IN INCHES

Fig. 3 — Sustaining voltage as a function of anode-cathode spacing.

of magnetic m aterial which can be moved by a m agnet external to  the 
tube. Fig. 3 shows a typical set of data  obtained in this m anner with an 
operating current in the normal glow range of current. At very close 
spacings of the order of the negative glow distance, the voltage is higher 
th an  normal because some of the electrons released from the cathode are 
able to  strike the anode before dissipating their energy in producing ions 
and excited particles in the gas. This is referred to as an “obstructed 
discharge” .3 The voltage m ust, therefore, be higher because electrons 
which do produce excitation or ionization m ust be given extra energy in 
order to  m aintain the current. As the anode is moved away from the 
cathode through the Faraday dark space, the tube sustaining voltage 
stays a t a fairly constant minimum value. This is possible because a t 
close spacings more than  a sufficient number of electrons and ions are 
present in the F araday dark space to  carry the current. As the anode is 
moved away the F araday dark space is lengthened. Ions and electrons 
needed to carry the current diffuse from the cathode region. At suffi
ciently large distances, however, the ionization density decreases so th a t 
not enough ions are present to  cancel space charge near the anode. A 
space charge sheath builds up in the anode region and the sustaining 
voltage rises w ith increasing distance.

When the voltage has increased by about 10 to 18 volts depending upon 
the gas filling, it  begins to  level off with increase in distance. A t about 
this point, an  anode glow m ay appear in front of the anode. This is due
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to  the fact th a t some of the electrons have gained sufficient energy for 
excitation. A slight further increase in  anode-cathode distance usually 
results in the anode glow changing from a uniform layer to a “ball” of 
glow. When this occurs, oscillations of several volts am plitude appear 
across the tube terminals. These oscillations result from a  sequence of 
events which is initiated when the electrons gain enough energy in passing 
through the anode fall region so th a t they m ay ionize. A small num ber of 
ions generated in this region will, because of their relatively low velocity, 
enable a large electron current to flow w ithout developing space charge. 
This then will reduce the voltage appearing across the anode fall and 
greatly reduce the num ber of ionizations taking place. As soon as the 
recently produced ions leave this region the voltage drop across this 
region increases causing the ionization to build up again. This alternate 
building up and decaying of ion density results in the observed oscilla
tion which is ordinarily in the frequency range from 0.5 to 20 kilocycles 
per second.

This oscillation usually cannot be prevented by external circuit means. 
However, by proper choice of anode-cathode spacing, type and density 
of the gas filling, and to lesser extent the geometry of the anode, a tube 
can be made which is free from anode oscillations. The main restriction 
th a t this puts on tube design is the lim itation of breakdown voltage.

IM P E D A N C E

From  the previous discussion of transmission requirem ents it is clear 
th a t one of the most im portant properties of a gas tube is the impedance 
presented to  small ac signal currents superimposed on the steady dc op
erating current. At low frequencies, these signals cause the voltage across 
the tube to vary in accordance with the static characteristic. The im
pedance of the tube to these signals is almost entirely resistive and is 
equal to the slope of the static characteristic. A t higher frequencies, how
ever, there is a lag in the adjustm ent of the voltage across the discharge 
to the changes in current. Hence, a t these frequencies, the impedance of 
the tube m ay have both resistive and reactive components. This is illus
trated  in Fig. 4.

The small superimposed signals result in current-voltage loci which are 
ellipses. In  current range II I  a t 200 cps, the position of the ellipse corre
sponds to a negative resistance in series with an inductance. The negative 
resistance changes rapidly with frequency and as shown a t 2,000 cps, it 
m ay be positive. Because of the rapid variation of impedance, both with 
frequency and current, this range of currents is not generally useful for 
dependable transmission of voice frequency signals.



In  the higher current range IV and V the impedance can be represented 
by a positive resistance in series with an inductive reactance. The re
sistance increases slowly with frequency as indicated by the elliptical 
current-voltage loci a t 200 and 2,000 cps.

The impedance of a  cold cathode tube also varies tvith anode-to- 
cathode spacing. This m ay be studied by means of the same movable- 
anode parallel-plane tube used to obtain the d ata  of Fig. 3. We again 
operate the tube in the current range of the normal glow (IV) and, for 
illustrative purposes, choose a measuring frequency of 1,000 cycles per 
second. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The resistive and reactive com
ponents of tube impedance are independent of anode spacing throughout 
the F araday dark  space and well into the obstructed discharge region. 
A t large distances where the electron space charge sheath begins to build 
up in front of the anode, the impedance increases rapidly w ith distance.

Some useful conclusions about the design of transmission tubes can be 
drawn from the da ta  of Fig. 5. We can consider the to tal tube impedance 
as being made up of the sum of the impedances introduced by the various 
regions of the discharge. Since large variations in the length of the 
Faraday dark space do not affect tube impedance, it is concluded th a t 
this region has negligible impedance. This means th a t, so long as the 
anode-to-cathode distance is short enough to avoid a space charge sheath 
a t the anode, we can concentrate our attention on the cathode fall region. 
The following detailed discussions of impedance are consequently re
stricted to the cathode portions of the glow discharge.
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CURRENT IN M ILLIAM PERES

Fig. 4 — Static and dynamic volt-ampere characteristics.
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ANODE CATHODE SPACING IN INCHES

Fig. 5 — R esistive and inductive components of impedance as a function of 
anode-cathode spacing.

IM P E D A N C E  O P  P L A N E  C A T H O D E  T U B E S

Let us consider first the impedance of a tube w ith a plane cathode or of 
a cathode with a radius of curvature large compared to the combined 
thicknesses of the cathode dark space and the negative glow. An example 
is the W estern Electric 313-C which has a gas filling of 99 per cent neon, 
1 per cent argon and a cathode surface of barium  and strontium  oxides. 
A t a fixed steady current of 25 ma flowing through the sta rte r gap, it is 
found th a t the resistive component of the impedance varies with fre
quency as shown in Fig. 6. In  the middle of the voice band it has a value 
of about 200 ohms. There is also an inductive reactance of about 65 
ohms a t this frequency. At a fixed frequency, it is found th a t the resistive 
component of this type of tube decreases with current approximately 
inversely as the square root of the current. This is shown in Fig. 7. The
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FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. C — R esistive and inductive components of 313-C starter gap impedance 
as a function of frequency. / dc =  25 mm.

inductive reactance is related to the current approxim ately as follows:

coL =  B  +  ~ . (1)
Idc

B  and C are functions of frequency.
If we wish to use tubes of this type in central office switching circuits 

which pass voice frequency currents, we find th a t even one tube con
nected between a 600-ohm source and a 600-ohm load gives a prohibi
tively high insertion loss. The impedance level of the voice frequency 
circuit may, of course, be raised up to 4,000 or 5,000 ohms. B ut practical 
switching circuits m ight require as m any as four tubes in series. Hence, 
we see th a t the impedance of tubes of this type severely limits their 
usefulness.

From  Fig. 7 we m ight argue th a t  to  get low resistive components we 
m ight continue to increase the direct current flowing through the tube. 
However, in this range of currents, the life of the tube varies approxi
mately as 1/1 dc while the resistive component varies as I / / * 2.

Over the range of currents plotted in Fig. 6, the cathode is fully covered 
with glow. As noted above, the resistive component is
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If instead of passing a  given direct current through a single tube we 
pass the same current through a parallel combination of n  tubes, the 
resistive component of the combination would be

1 ■4 _
1/2 ,

(3)

The resistive component of the combination is —-  times th a t of a
71

single tube passing the same to tal current. This assumes, of course, th a t 
the cathodes of the tubes are covered with glow. Obviously this is not a 
practical method of attaining a low impedance because of the instability  
of paralleled individual tubes. I t  does suggest, however, th a t  by increas
ing the cathode area of a single tube until the glow just covers the full 
area, a  lower impedance is obtained. This has been done experimentally.

it como. =  —
n (  lac

71

Z  300

W 2 5 0

< 200

150

00

VÏdc

CüL = 22 +
DC

<450 

*DC

0  5  10 15 2 0  2 5  3 0  3 5  4 0

DC CU RR EN T IN  M IL L IA M P E R E S

Fig. 7 — R esistive and inductive components of 313-C starter gap impedance 
as a function of direct current.
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Fig. 8 shows the data  for a tube of this type which has a cathode area 
about six times th a t of the 313-C. This change in cathode area along 
with the necessary change in anode geometry led to  an impedance reduc
tion of about five times. This type of design, of course, gives a large 
increase in life of the tube but it is undesirable from the standpoint of 
tube size.

As pointed out above, low impedance can be attained by an increase 
of the tube current and within limits by an increase of the cathode area. 
A third param eter which m ay be varied is the density of the gas filling. 
At a  constant current and with a given cathode area, the resistive com
ponent of the impedance decreases with increase in density or the pres
sure, p, a t  a  fixed tem perature approxim ately in accordance with the 
relation

R“  i  ■ (4)p i

The curve in Fig. 9 was obtained over a limited range of argon fillings 
with a  barium  strontium  oxide cathode. Since the current density in
creases approxim ately in proportion to p \  the effective cathode area 
will tend to  be reduced unless the total current is kept high enough to 
cover the cathode fully. Therefore, with a fixed to tal current there is a 
limit to  either increase in pressure or in cathode area.

In  further search for low impedance, a number of different gas fillings 
have been tried. They have included all the rare gases as well as several 
m ixtures of them. No significant advantages were obtained by the use 
of other than the more common neon or argon gas fillings.

We therefore see th a t the ability to  control impedance properties of

O 4 0 0  8 0 0  1 2 0 0  1600 2 0 0 0  2 4 0 0  2 8 0 0

FR EQ U EN C Y  IN  CYCLES P E R  SECOND

Fig. 8 — Itosistive and inductive components of impedance for a large area 
cathode tube as a function of frequency. l ie  =  25 mm.
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Fig. 9 — R esistive component of impedance as a. function of density (pressure 
at 25°C) of gas filling.

the plane cathode through changes in tube current, cathode area, density 
and type of gas filling is limited. A reduction by a factor of five or ten 
times over the values present in commercial tubes is certainly possible. 
B ut the possibility of obtaining values of less than + 1 0  ohms or negative 
values seemed remote. Consequently, development effort was concen
trated  on the hollow cathode tube described below.

H O L L O W  C A T H O D E  T U B E S

The static voltage-current characteristic of a hollow cathode was 
shown in Fig. 2 to be below th a t of a plane cathode of the same area when 
operating a t  currents in the abnormal glow region. I t  has been found th a t 
by proper choice of the cathode dimensions and the kind and density of 
the filling gas, desirable transmission characteristics can be achieved. 
The following discussion illustrates the m anner in which some of the 
variables are interrelated.

We will consider a “U ” shaped cathode which has been formed by 
folding a piece of molybdenum sheet in the form illustrated in Fig. 10. 
The choice of dimensions of the hollow portion will be discussed later. 
The anode is a  cylindrical rod placed in front of the cathode. The anode- 
to-cathode spacing is selected so th a t  the anode is always within the 
F araday dark space and hence does not influence the impedance ap
preciably. I t  is assumed th a t the structure of Fig. 10 is sealed in a bulb
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which has been carefully evacuated and filled to a fraction of an atm os
phere with a rare gas such as neon.

A typical static volt-ampere characteristic of the structure of Fig. 10 
is shown in Fig. 11. This curve was taken w ith a cathode having a hollow 
portion long and deep with a cathode gap of 0.023". A neon 
filling pressure of 58 mm of mercury was used. I t  can be seen th a t there 
is the usual low-current negative slope associated with the transition 
from breakdown (current range I I I  of Fig. 1). A new characteristic of 
interest is the second region of negative slope in the abnormal glow range 
of currents. I t  has been found th a t this second region can be made stable 
w ith time in a given tube and reproducible from tube to  tube. I t  is also

found th a t the tube impedance has a negative resistance component over 
the voice frequency range. Thus, this second region of negative resistance 
offers attractive possibilities as a transmission element.

The impedance of this tube a t 300 and 3,000 cps is shown in Fig. 12 
for the same range of operating current as Fig. 11. The optimum current 
for negative resistance and the value of negative resistance are functions 
of the cathode gap, but so long as the other cathode dimensions are 
constant the optimum current is relatively independent of the density 
of the filling gas.

A useful way of studying the interrelation of cathode gap and filling 
pressure is shown by Figs. 13 and 14. For these da ta  the length and 
depth of the hollow portion were kept constant a t  the values of and 
y iQ" respectively. Fig. 13 shows the resistive component of impedance 
as a function of frequency for different filling pressures with a fixed 
cathode gap.

DEPTH OF H O LLO W

A—Í - » / < ■ — f ' l * /

AN O D E-CATHO DE
SPACING

L____/

LE N G TH  OF

CATHODE GAP HOLLOW

CATHODE ANODE

Fig. 10 — Electrode geometry of a hollow cathode tube.
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DIRECT OPERATING CURRENT IN MILLIAMPERES

Fig. 11 — Static volt-ampere characteristic of hollow cathode tube.

DIRECT OPERATING CURRENT IN M ILLIAM PERES

Fig. 12 — R esistive and inductive components of impedance of a hollow cathode 
tube.
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Fig. 13 — R esistive component of impedance as a function of frequency for 
different neon filling pressures. Cathode gap =  0.024 in.

Fig. 14 shows the variation of the resistive component of tube im 
pedance as a function of frequency for several cathode gaps and a t a 
fixed density of filling gas. For both Figs. 13 and 14, the current was 
adjusted for optimum negative resistance.

I t  can be seen from Fig. 13 th a t the choice of a neon filling gas a t a 
pressure near 60 mm and from Fig. 14 th a t a cathode gap near 0.024 inch 
could be expected to yield a negative resistive component of impedance 
which is reasonably insensitive to  filling pressure and which is also 
constant in value over the voice frequency range. This justifies the choice 
of cathode gap and filling pressure used in the tube on which the data 
of Figs. 11 and 12 were taken.

One other param eter of interest is the limit of anode-to-cathode dis
tance. This too is a function of cathode gap and gas density. A typical 
curve taken for the same cathode geometry and gas filling as used for 
Figs. 11 and 12 is shown in Fig. 15. I t  is seen th a t the negative resistive 
component is essentially independent of anode distance for a distance 
of approxim ately 0.050 inch. This means th a t the breakdown voltage of
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Fig. 14 — R esistive component of impedance as a function of frequency for 
different values of cathode gap. Neon filling pressure =  50 mm of Iig.
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Fig. 15 — R esistive component of impedance as a function of anode-to-cathode 
distance.
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a switching tube can be adjusted by changing this spacing so long as the 
upper limit is not exceeded.

Although the above discussion is limited to only one adjustable cathode 
dimension, the cathode gap, other variations are of course possible. The 
length and depth of the hollow should be a t least a few times the width 
of the cathode gap in order th a t an efficient hollow be formed. Increasing 
the hollow length or depth requires larger currents and, if carried too far, 
the glow m ay not completely fill the hollow a t the optimum  current for 
negative resistance. This is undesirable because the unused portion of 
the cathode m ay change its properties with time and produce unstable 
characteristics. The entire geometry m ay be scaled to a larger size if 
the density of the filling gas is reduced by approximately the same 
factor.

The choice of cathode material is restricted by the high current 
densities of hollow cathodes. Coatings of alkaline earth  oxides or similar 
m aterials have too short a life. Pure molybdenum has found to give a 
satisfactorily low sustaining voltage together with long life and stable 
operating characteristics. Life tests have shown th a t tubes can be made 
which will operate satisfactorily for the equivalent of 20 to 40 years in 
central office service.

I t  is seen from the above th a t by changing the cathode geometry and
density of the filling gas a variety  of impedance properties can be ob
tained. The final choice m ust be determined by the overall transmission 
requirements. As an  example, the transmission performance of a  typical 
tube will now be discussed.

T R A N S M IS S IO N  P E R F O R M A N C E  O F  A  T Y P IC A L  N E G A T IV E  R E S IS T A N C E  D IO D E

The circuit of Fig. 16(a) shows a cold cathode switching tube in series 
with a transmission path. The voltage across the load resistor R,. under 
conditions of Fig. 16(a), divided by the voltage across R,. with no tube 
in the circuit, Fig. 16(b), is one measure of the transmission performance. 
This ratio, called the insertion voltage gain, is given by

T V G  = ______.%_"t ______  (A'i
R s  +  R l + R t +  ju L ,  ‘ W

The derivation of this expression assumes th a t the transform ers are ideal 
and th a t the reactance of the condenser C is negligible. M aximum gain 
occurs a t low frequency where the reactive component of tube impedance, 
jw Lt , can be neglected. If the resistive component of tube impedance, 
R t , is negative, the gain will be greater than  unity. The gain approaches 
an infinite value as the unstable condition is approached where the
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negative resistance of the tube equals the sum of the source and load 
resistance. Large values of gain are not practical because this imposes 
undesirable restrictions on the constancy of the circuit and tube im
pedances.

Additional restrictions on gain arise from bandw idth and distortion 
considerations. If i t  is assumed th a t both R t and L t are independent of 
frequency over the voice band, it is possible to use the above equation 
for an  approximate calculation of bandwidth. The half-power point 
occurs a t the frequency f c a t  which the reactive term  equals the sum of 
the other three term s in the denominator, or

fc
R s  +  R l  ~ b  R t 

2irLt (6)

Since the gain does not fall off a t low frequency, the upper cut-off 
frequency f c is a measure of the bandw idth. Substituting R s and R L 
from equation (5) into equation (6) gives

f c (1 — Low frequency I.V.G.) R t

2irLt (7)

Thus for a  given tube an increase in gain is accompanied by a decrease 
in bandwidth.

As shown in Fig. 12 the impedance of a negative resistance tube is 
dependent on the current passing through it. This will cause some dis
tortion as the signal current swings above and below the average direct 
current value. The distortion is small so long as the non-linear tube 
resistance is small compared to  the total circuit impedance.

I t  can be seen from the above discussion th a t for a given tube the 
gain, bandwidth, and distortion are all dependent on the source and load 
impedances. Fig. 17 shows the experimental performance of a typical 
tube for the special case where source and load impedances were equal. 
Insertion gain has been converted to  power gain in db. The distortion

(b)
Fig. 10 — Transmission circuits with and without tube.
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Performance curves for experimental cold cathode negative resistance

has been related to the power handling capacity by measuring a t  each 
value of source and load impedance, the maximum power output a t 
which the to tal harmonic distortion is 30 db below the signal.

The noise introduced by a tube affects its usefulness as a transmission 
element. By designing the tube so th a t the anode is in the Faraday dark 
space, anode oscillations are avoided. The remaining noise is a t a low 
level, typical values being 10 decibels above the noise reference level of 
10~12 watts.

C O N C L U S IO N S

Cold cathode glow discharge tubes can be made with stable and re
producible impedance characteristics. By proper choice of anode-cathode 
spacing and pressure of filling gas, it is possible to  eliminate oscillation 
noise associated with the anode region. By properly choosing the density 
of filling gas and the area of a plane cathode, it is possible to obtain a 
low positive resistance component of impedance. By proper correlation 
of cathode geometry and filling gas density, hollow cathodes can be used 
to obtain a negative resistance component of impedance. Bandwidth, 
power, distortion, and noise requirements of voice frequency transmis-
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sion circuits can be satisfied without sacrificing switching characteristics. 
Cold cathode glow discharge tubes are, therefore, a potentially useful 
electronic switch for use in series with voice frequency transmission 
circuits.
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Balanced Polar Mercury Contact Relay
By J. T. L. BROW N and C. E . POLLARD

(Manuscript received Juno 19, 1953)

A new type of relay making use of solid contacts maintained continuously 
wet with mercury has been developed. I t  has a symmetrical polar structure, 
resulting in  improved sensitivity and speed compared with the existing neu
tral structure with similar contacts. I t is also particularly well adapted to 
switching of high frequency circuits. Two magnets are used for polarization, 
and the relay is adjusted after assembly to desired values of sensitivity for 
operation in  both forward and reverse directions by selective adjustment of 
the magnet strengths.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

In  a previous paper1 a mercury contact relay is described in which the 
contact elements are m aintained wet with m ercury through a capillary 
path  to mercury reservoir below the contacts. The present paper de
scribes a new design making use of this same m ercury contact principle, 
b u t with a symmetrical polar structure which gives improvement in 
sensitivity and speed capabilities over the previous neutral structure.

V E R T IC A L  R E L A Y

Fig. 1 shows one design of the relay, adapted for general use in a 
vertical position. I t  provides a  single pole double throw magnetic switch 
in a sealed glass tube, enclosed along with an  operating coil and polariz
ing m agnets in a steel can with a medium octal plug base similar to the 
previous type relay (275 type).

Fig. 2 shows the glass enclosed magnetic switch element. The arm ature 
is a  tapered reed welded to a tubular stem which is sealed in the glass a t 
the lower end. M ercury, and gas under pressure are introduced through 
this tube, which is then welded closed. The magnetic working gaps are 
formed between the arm ature and fixed pole-pieces which are sealed in

1 J. T . L. Brown and C. E. Pollard, Mercury Contact R elays, Elec. Eng., 66, 
N ov., 1947.

1393
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Fig. 1 — (a) Switch clement, (b) Magnets, spool, and side plates added, (c) 
Coil added, (d) The complete relay.
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the glass a t the upper end. The fixed contacts are made from small 
platinum  alloy balls which are welded to the pole-pieces. The arm ature 
strikes the fixed contacts a t a point which is close to a node for one of 
its  principal modes of vibration. This limits the bounce on im pact to an 
am plitude which does not open the mercury bridge which is formed.

M ercury in a  pool a t the bottom  of the switch is fed to the contact area 
through grooves rolled in the arm ature surface. Except for the platinum  
alloy contacts, the surfaces of the pole-pieces inside the switch have an 
oxide coating which prevents them  from being wet by the mercury. This 
limits the mercury bridge which is formed between the arm ature and 
pole-piece to the area of the platinum  alloy contact. A ceramic detail is 
inserted between the pole-pieces a t  the top of the switch. The ceramic is 
specially resistant to wetting by the m ercury and thus prevents m ercury 
from collecting between the pole-pieces.

The polarizing magnets are soldered to the pole-piece term inals out
side the switch. Permalloy plates are soldered to  the outer poles of the 
magnets and extend down on the outside of the coil, forming a return  
path  to  the lower end of the arm ature. The coupling a t the lower end is 
made relatively loose in order to lim it magnetic soak effects. The steel 
can provides a magnetic shield.

S T A T IC  M E R C U R Y  C O N F IG U R A T IO N

The static configuration of the mercury surfaces in the switch depends 
upon the shape and contact angle to  m ercury of the solid surfaces with 
which it comes in contact, and the curvature of the free mercury surfaces. 
This curvature depends 011 the surface tension of the mercury surface 
T  and the pressure difference Ap between the inside and outside of the 
m ercury a t the point under consideration. T h at is,

where R 1 and R> are principal radii of curvature of the surface (radii 
taken in planes cutting the surface a t right angles to each other).

In  this switch the pressure difference is a function of the height of the 
point under consideration above the surface of the reservoir:

(1 )

A p =  pgh. (2 )

Substituting the values

p =  13.6 g/cc for mercury, 
g = 980 cm /sec2, and 
T  =  450 dynes/cm  for mercury,
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we obtain

h =  0.0338 cm. (3)

Fig. 3 shows a cross section of the arm ature and pole-piece a t the 
contact, indicating the configuration of the m ercury in the grooves and 
around a closed contact, as determined from equation (3). In  the grooves, 
it  will be noted, the surface is concave cylindrical, w ith a radius of 
— 0.0163 cm, providing a path  from the reservoir a t this height with 
nearly the full capacity of the groove. The contact angles to  the arm atuie

(2 .0 7  CM ABOVE 
RESERVOIR)

Fig. 3 — Cross-scction showing configunition of mercury surface in grooves 
and around closed contact.

and platinum  alloy contact surfaces are all zero, as these show complete 
wetting. The m ercury fillet around the contact has positive curvature 
in the plane of the arm ature (R i =  +0.0178 cm) and negative curvature 
(R> =  —0.0085 cm) in planes through the axis of the contact.

The depth of wear indicated in Fig. 3 is brought to a stable value by 
an aging process in production.

D Y N A M IC  M E R C U R Y  C O N F IG U R A T IO N

Fig. 4 shows flash photographs of the contacts a t various instants 
during operation a t 60 cps. I t  will be noted that, as the arm ature moves 
away from the fixed contact on the right, Figs. 4(a), (b) and (c), a bridge 
is drawn out which breaks in two places, leaving a free drop which falls

DEPTH OF WEAR MERCURY

out, Fig. 4(c).
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Fig. 4 — D ynam ics of mercury contact, (a) Armature against contact on right. 
Note, spherical shape of mercury on left contact, (b) Armature moves to left, 
drawing out mercury bridge, (c) Armature further to left; bridge about to break, 
(d) Armature reaches contact on left. Mercury bridge has broken in two places, 
leaving a tiny ball which later drops away.
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When the ball falls out as the result of an operation, the loss of mer
cury results in a small, tem porary constriction of the fillets in the grooves 
near the contact th a t was ju st opened. T h at is, the curvature of the 
surfaces of these fillets becomes more negative. As shown by equation 
(1), this produces a  local decrease in liquid pressure. M ercury therefore 
flows up the arm ature from the reservoir to  restore the normal static 
balance between surface tension and negative head. This is the fun
dam ental behavior of an ordinary wick. The ball drops into the reser
voir unless it happens to h it the arm ature on the way down. Thus, for 
repeated operations, there is a continuous circulation of mercury.

As indicated in Fig. 3, the fixed contact is a ball, with a flat surface 
where contact is made to  the arm ature. In  Fig. 4(c), taken directly after 
the breaking of the m ercury bridge, the m ercury remaining a t the fixed 
contact on the right has been thrown back on the contact by surface 
tension forces, laying bare the flat surface. After several flow oscillations 
th a t are not shown, it comes to rest with the spherical contour shown 
by the contact a t the left in Fig. 4(a). T h a t is, being disconnected from 
the reservoir and having a limited wet surface to spread over, it assumes 
a positive head corresponding to  a positive spherical radius about equal 
to  th a t  of the contact. This provides a m ercury “ cushion” in the form 
of a segment of a  sphere, to  which contact is made when the relay 
operates.

A D JU S T M E N T  O F  S E N S IT IV IT Y

For various combinations of M M F ’s (magnetomotive forces) in the 
two magnets, various corresponding pairs of sensitivity values exist for 
operation in the two directions. A theoretical analysis of this relationship 
is given in  the attached appendix. The adjustm ent of m agnet strengths 
to  obtain a  specified pair of sensitivity values is made on the completed 
relay, using two electromagnets placed outside the can opposite the 
relay magnets. An autom atic circuit is provided for this purpose th a t 
m akes a  complete adjustm ent in about 15 seconds, the time being de
pendent upon the precision required and the uniform ity of the product 
being adjusted. The procedure used and the basis for it  are discussed in 
the Appendix.

All of the adjustm ents used are of the type for which the arm ature 
moves all the way from one contact to the other when an operate current 
is applied. This represents the condition for the minimum differential 
ampere turns obtainable between the two operate values because it 
makes use of arm ature momentum.
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OPERATE FROM B A C K -A M P E R E -T U R N S

Fig. 5 — Minimum differential ampere turns as function of magnetic bias. 

B IA S  A D JU S T M E N T S

As bias adjustm ents are made magnetically, ra ther than  with the 
spring used in some polar designs, the arm ature flux tends to  approach 
the  same value a t the operating points as it  has in a balanced ad just
m ent w ith the same differential ampere tu rn  value. Such difference as 
does enter with increase of bias is due to differences in arm ature flux 
distribution between M M F  introduced by the coil and th a t introduced 
by the magnets.

The effect of bias is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the minimum 
differential ampere tu rn  value obtainable in a relay as a function of the 
higher operate value. The minimum differential value of 3.6 N I with a 
balanced adjustm ent is about the same as is obtainable w ith other polar 
relay designs. For operate values of about 100 ampere tu rns a “ release 
to operate ra tio” of about 90 per cent is obtained.

Larger differential ampere tu rn  values, both  with and without bias, 
are of course possible. The am ount of bias obtainable in combination 
with larger differentials is somewhat reduced because of the greater 
m agnet strength required.

E F F E C T  O F  M A G N E T IC  S O A K  O N  S E N S IT IV IT Y

The effect of “soak” on sensitivity is illustrated in Fig. 6. I t  shows 
the change which takes place when the ampere turns to operate are
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measured after applying a  given ampere tu rn  soak in each of two polari
ties.

S P E E D  O F  O P E R A T IO N

Fig. 7 shows typical operate times of the relay for one balanced ad just
m ent and one biased adjustm ent. The ordinates correspond to  tim e to 
effect closure a t  the opposite contact after input is applied to  the coil. 
The abscissae are shown both in terms of power in the full relay winding 
and the  corresponding number of ampere turns. Two circuit conditions 
are indicated, one in which the voltage was applied directly to  the full 
winding and the other in  which the voltage was applied through a re
sistance equal to  the coil resistance.

The winding used in this case is one which is specially designed for 
speed rather than  sensitivity, being shorter in length, with the working 
gap near the middle. Its  time constant (inductance-resistance ratio) is 
about 0.0006 second.

Fig. 8 shows “release” time measurements, where the relay, with 
various biased adjustm ents, was operated by opening the circuit. The 
curve is shown plotted against the “operate” setting of the relay. In  this 
form it  is relatively independent of the differential ampere tu rn  ad just
ment.

The tim e required to open the contact from which the arm ature moves 
is typically about 0.0002 second longer than  the closure time, as the

N.I. SOAK VALUES PLUS AND M IN U S

Fig. 6 —• Change in NT. To operate versus plus and minus N I soak.
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AM P E R E -T U R N S  
2 0 .4  2 0 4

Fig. 7 — Time to close opposite contact after voltage is applied to coil. (A) 
± 5  N i adjustment, voltage directly on coil. (B) Same as (A), except with resist
ance equal to coil in series. (C) Operate +20.4 X I, release + 9 .0  N I voltage directly  
on coil. (D) Same as (C), except with resistance equal to coil in series.

m ercury bridge does not ordinarily break until after contact is m ade on 
the opposite side.

The natural frequency of the free arm ature, wet w ith mercury, is 
about 220 cps. The relays have been used a t frequencies up to about 350 
cps where the drive conditions were individually selected with respect 
to the phase of im pact transients. Fairly well controlled operation w ith
out such selection can be obtained up to  about 100 cps.

C O N T A C T S

The relay has been designed w ith telephone, rather than  power appli
cations in mind. The contacts are smaller th an  those in the previous 
neutral design, and this appears to  be associated with less capability 
for closure of very high current circuits. The capacity required across 
the contact to  prevent noticeable arcing appears to be about the same 
as th a t required in the earlier type:

f
C =  —  microfarads, 

bu t in most cases, larger values than  this will be needed to hold peak
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voltages to safe values. A small resistance in series w ith the condenser 
to  lim it the closure current is usually necessary. A considerable am ount 
of very satisfactory experience has been had w ith inductive loads of 0.5 
ampere a t 50 volts, with 0.5 mf in series with 10 ohms across the con
tacts.

The contact closure shows no chatter for time intervals of 0.1 micro
second or more.

LIFE

Tests of relays w ith protected contacts indicate th a t the only change 
is a  sensitivity change due to wear. Under conditions producing fairly 
high velocity of contact im pact this change is of the order of 5 ampere 
turns increase in differential ampere turns for a billion operations, the 
change being roughly proportional to  the logarithm  of the num ber of 
operations.

HORIZONTAL TYPE RELAY

M ost of the apparatus in the telephone p lan t is m ounted on vertical 
panels. The substantially vertical m ounting requirem ent for the  relay 
shown in Fig. 1 tends therefore to be Uneconomical from the space stand
point. Fig. 9 shows a  modification of the glass enclosed switch which 
avoids this lim itation by being designed to  operate with its axis hori
zontal.

The switch modification consists in adding to  the switch a special

O P E R A T E  A M P E R E - T U R N S

Fig. 8 — Release time versus operate ampere turn adjustment.



Fig. 9 —• Horizontal switch.
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capillary reservoir which establishes a  negative head in  the m ercury 
equal to th a t obtained by the height of the contacts above the mercury 
reservoir in the switch shown in Fig. 2. To provide for the return of free 
m ercury to the reservoir, a wet strip of metal is placed along the glass 
wall underneath the contacts.

The capillary reservoir is essentially a bundle of tubes with walls wet 
by the mercury. The am ount of mercury in the switch is such th a t the 
tubes are about half full. The mercury meniscii in these tubes are tangent 
to  the walls and therefore have a spherical surface with a radius equal to 
th a t of the tubes. The proper tube radius (Ri = 11« = 0.033 cm) for

Fig. 10 — Horizontal relay.

the desired negative head (h =  2.07 cm) is obtained from equation (3). 
As the tubes have a uniform bore, the negative head which they estab
lish is not critically dependent on the am ount of mercury in them.

The capillary reservoir is made from thin strip, formed and t-hen rolled 
into a cylinder. I t  surrounds the m etal tube and is welded to the base of 
the arm ature. The drain element is sealed into the glass a t one end, and, 
a t the other end, is held in contact with the capillary element by the 
surface tension and negative head of the mercury.

The horizontal switch is an experimental design and has not been p u t 
into production. I t  can be assembled in the housing shown in Fig. 1 for 
plug connection to a vertical panel. Fig. 10 shows a prelim inary model 
with the new type terminals for wrapped connections.2 I t  is adapted for

2 Soklerless Wrapped Connections, B .S .T .J., M ay, 1953.



m ounting on a vertical panel interchangeably with existing polar types. 
The terminals, which m ay be up to eight in number, are also brought out 
a t the rear for test purposes.

HIGH-FREQUENCY SWITCHING

The small size, symmetry, and simplicity of the vertical switch struc
ture has been found to  be particularly well adapted for incorporation 
into coaxial structures for high-frequency switching and it  is being used 
for a variety of applications of this kind.

USES

Small scale production of the relays has been started  for a few special 
uses. Designs for larger scale uses are still in a preliminary stage. In  gen
eral, i t  is expected th a t the relay will be well adapted for applications 
where a  transfer contact in combination w ith low inductance, high speed, 
high sensitivity, low contact resistance, freedom from chatter, good high 
frequency switching characteristics, stability, long life, or any combina
tion of these, is required.

A p p e n d i x

MAGNET STRENGTH VERSUS SENSITIVITY

A simplified representation of the magnetic system of a relay of this 
general type is shown in Fig. 11. Here the arm ature is shown working 
between two magnetic poles N  and S, each of which has an area A . The 
arm ature position is indicated as a deviation I  toward N  from the mid 
position, and is limited in its motion by stops a t I  — ± 4  from moving 
through the full magnetic gap range, defined by the positions I  =  d=4 .

M , and M n are M M F ’s in ampere turns, introduced by the magnets 
on either side, with positive values as indicated by the arrow's. Similarly, 
M c represents the M M F introduced by the operating coil. These values 
are not those of the m agnets and coil in the actual relay. Instead they 
are assumed to  be “Thevenin” equivalent open circuit values of M M F 
looking away from the working gaps on either side. The gaps are assumed 
to have the simple geometric dimensions of length 4  — t  and 4  +  4  and 
area A .  The reluctances looking away from the working gaps are as
sumed to  be represented by the fixed gaps of area A  and length 4  — 4  on 
either side.

140(4 THE BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL, NOVEMBER 1 9 5 3
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The magnetic pull on the arm ature in a gap of this kind is

(d i)2 Ä
( 1 )(124.9) g2

where /  is the force in grams g is the gap length and M  is the M M F in 
practical ampere turns across the gap.

In  the structure shown, therefore, the net force on the arm ature from 
the gaps on both  sides is

fm =
A

(124.9)2
{M n +  M cf  (M , -  M cf

L  (Í2 -  I)2 ( 4  +  I)2 (2)

where the values of M  are expressed in ampere turns. 
If M n =  M„ this can be converted to

where f mi =

fm_
fml

M n
124.9

1 + Me
M ,

1 M,
Min )

1 - Í
i 2 1 +

(3)

A
a  '

fn, MeFig. 12 shows curves of ~  versus — for various values of TIT _ Only 
Jml  I 2 M  n

one quadrant is shown as the system is symmetrical. I t  provides a con
venient means for analysis of this type of relay.

Fig. 11 — Simplified representation of relay.
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Also shown on the figure is a typical spring characteristic

k  =  M .  (4)
u  a  w

If the stops A and A are placed a t points of intersection of the spring 
characteristic w ith the magnetic characteristic for M  = 0, (in this case 
a t  4 /A  =  0.48), we have a  condition th a t corresponds to a hypothetical 
relay of infinite sensitivity. T h at is, the arm ature can be released from 
contact with either side with an infinitesmal coil input, and, if there are 
no magnetic or mechanical losses in its travel, it will ju st swing to the 
opposite side w ithout any change in the total energy of the system. Let 
us define the m agnet strength for this condition as ilA> and let us assume 
th a t M c =  0 for operation in either direction with this m agnet strength.

Assume now th a t the m agnet strengths on each side are increased 
equally to the values

M n\ =  M s i =  il/o +  A. (5)

For values of 4 /A  near 1 this change can be balanced out by a coil input
of about the same amount, as practically all of the pull on the arm ature 
would be from the nearer pole. For values of A/A near 0 the effect of a 
coil input will be equal and aiding in both gaps. The coil inputs required 
to  just operate from the Ar and S  poles, defined as M c,a and M csi , re
spectively for this particular case, will be

Me, 1 =  — Men 1 =  pA = p (il/n 1 — Mo) =  ?{M , 1 — il/o), (6)

where p is a value between 1 and 0.5. Values for individual cases can be
worked out with reference to the curves for various values of M c/ M n in 
Fig. 12. For the case shown, where A/A — 0.48, p is about 0.8.

An adjustm ent in accordance with (6) is thus a balanced one with a 
spread of 2pA between the two sensitivity values, the am ount of spread 
increasing with increase in the strength of the two equal magnets il/„i 
and il/si above the value i l /o .

A general type of adjustm ent, including all possible combinations of
the two sensitivity values, can be obtained by adding a suitable value B
to a balanced pair of sensitivity values in accordance with equation (6). 
These general sensitivity values would then be

Me. — Meal +  B,
M cn =  M c,n +  B.

This is the type of change th a t would be produced by a bias of —B



ampere tu rns in an auxiliary coil. The equivalent of such a bias would 
be obtained by decreasing the strength of the N  m agnet and increasing
the strength of the S  magnet, each by the value B. The general m agnet
strength values would then be

d-f r. d /71] B,
M, = M,i +  B. w

Combining equations (5), (6), (7) and (8) to  eliminate M c,x , M cnX, 
i l i„ i , i l f i  and B, we obtain the general relations between sensitivity 
and m agnet strength as

i r  n T  d/ 5 i  r  \  i ^ a d / 7l
=  v  (  g  -  0) --------- 2------ ’

nr ( Mn “1“ '1/s i f \  . d / s d / 7i /IANdi„n =  — p  I ------ - -  d /0 I H--------------- n---- • (10)
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. Fig.13 — Sequence of sensitivity  values obtained in adjustment.
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A D JU S T M E N T  O F  S E N S IT IV IT Y ’

The procedure used to adjust the relay to any desired pair of sensi
tiv ity  values is as follows:

1. M agnetize the two m agnets fully by a flux directly across them.
2. W ith the arm ature starting from one side, progressively decrease 

the magnetization on th a t side in small steps until the arm ature just 
operates to  the other side on the final current value desired for this direc
tion of operation.

3. W ith the arm ature starting on the other side, progressively decrease
the magnetization on th a t side in small steps until the arm ature ju st op
erates from th a t side on the final current value desired for this second 
direction of operation.

4. R epeat 2 and 3 alternately until the relay just operates in both 
directions on the two current values desired.

W ithin limitations such as the size of demagnetizing increments used 
per step, this procedure results in an adjustm ent to the two test values 
used. L et us consider why this result is obtained.

If we should substitute p — 1 in equations 9 and 10 we would obtain

M e n  —  il — d /  () ,
Men — Ml M n .

T h at is, in such a ease, the two adjustm ents would be independent of 
each other and the above process would require only one adjustm ent of 
each m agnet. In  the more general case, where the force on the arm ature 
is affected by both poles, each adjustm ent on one side results in a greater 
m agnet strength a t  the pole being adjusted than  is required for the final 
adjustm ent, because of the pull from the opposite pole, the am ount of 
which is greater than  normal because th a t pole has not been reduced to 
its final m agnet strength. Thus the final adjustm ent is normally reached 
through a num ber of alternations between the two sides, which progres
sively approach the final pair of sensitivity values.

The sequence of sensitivity values obtained in a typical adjustm ent of 
this kind is shown in Fig. 13.
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Electromagnetic Devices
By M. A. LOGAN

(Manuscript received July 6, 1953)

A  sampling switch with adjustable make and fixed break times can be 
used to obtain dynamic measurements of reciprocating phenomena. A  test 
set has been developed using this principle to measure the Jiux-time, current- 
time, displacement-time, and velocity-time response of electromagnets and 
similar devices. The tested device is steadily cycled. A  dc instrument is 
switched in  by the synchronous control at any preselected instant in  the 
cycle, and out when a steady reference condition has been reached. The 
steady reading of the instrument is proportional to the value, at the closure 
instant, of the variable being measured. The instrument switching is con
trolled by an electronic timing system. This system operates mercury contact 
relays, which do the actual switching. For the displacement-time and velocity
time measurements, an optical transducer with associated dc amplifiers is 
added. The design of these devices is described. The results of an investiga
tion of dynamic flux rise and decay in  solid core electromagnets are reported. 
Modified first approximation equations are developed to give a better repre
sentation of eddy current effects.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

The application of common control methods to telephone switching 
systems has led to the widespread use of high-speed relays. The actua
tion time of these relays is affected by m any param eters such as the 
power supplied, how far the arm ature has to  move, the mechanical work 
the arm ature has to  perform during its motion, the winding design, the 
magnetic structure, and eddy currents introduced in the magnetic mem
bers caused by the application of current to  the winding. The eddy cur
rents act to  oppose a magnetic flux change and hence retard a building 
or decay of flux. This causes the actuation time to be increased compared 
to  a relay without such effects. An analytical determination of the de
velopment and effects of eddy currents can be made for simple sym

1 4 1 3
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m etrical magnetic structures having an infinitely long or torus shaped 
round or rectangular cross-section, assuming linear m agnetization char
acteristics. However, for relay-like structures having air gaps, leakage 
flux which only partly  completes its  circuit through the magnetic m ate
rial, varying cross-section so th a t boundary conditions become compli
cated, and non-linear magnetic properties, an analytical approach be
comes unmanageable.

For a  fundam ental study and direct measurement of eddy current 
effects, a test set has been developed to  measure the dynamic flux rise and 
decay characteristics of relays, and similar structures. This test set is 
electronically operated on a synchronous switching principle. I t  displays 
on an  ordinary dc instrum ent, as a steady reading, the instantaneous flux 
obtaining a t any selected time after energization or de-energization of 
the magnet.

The application of the test set is restricted to  devices which operate 
under conditions of suddenly applied or removed dc voltage and which 
can be cycled between these two conditions until the dc instrum ent 
reaches its  steady state  reading.

This article will present the theory of the basic synchronous switching 
circuit and the relation applying between the dc instrum ent reading and 
the instantaneous flux linkages, a description of the electronic control 
circuits, and measurements of dynamic flux rise and decay using solid 
core electromagnets.

Supplem entary additions to  the basic circuit are available using the 
same principles, to  measure current-time, displacement-time, and ve
locity-time curves of reciprocating devices. The first fundam ental meas
uring set using the switching principle, was built by E . L. N orton1 in 
1938. The earlier set used a synchronous, m otor driven, phase adjustable 
commutator, to  perform the switching. A lim itation of the earlier set in 
how fast i t  could be operated, combined with brush wear and chatter 
troubles led to  the development of the new electronically controlled set 
employing sealed mercury contact relays to  perform the switching.
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P art I  D escription of F luxm eter System
B A S IC  M E A S U R IN G  C IR C U IT

A schematic of the basic measuring circuit is shown in Fig. 1. A battery  
switching contact indicated as A , applies and removes voltage to  the 
magnetizing winding of the electromagnetic device under test w ith a 50 
per cent du ty  cycle. The time of one complete cycle is indicated as T. 
The electromagnetic device is equipped with a search coil of N  turns, 
having dc resistance, including wiring, of R c ohms. A B  contact, syn
chronously switched a t instants to  be described later, connects a  dc 
microammeter to the search coil. A damping contact C connects the 
instrum ent to  a resistance, preset to the same value as the search coil, 
when the instrum ent is not connected to the latter, thus providing the 
same instrum ent damping a t all times.

The A  tim ing cycle is shown schematically for one interval T. Next 
below is shown the cycle for the B  contact, followed by th a t for the C 
contact. The B  contact always opens and the C contact closes just before 
the A  contact closes. The point of closure of the B  contact, indicated as 
ii m ay be adjusted to  occur a t any tim e during the cycle T. The cycle 
time T  is chosen sufficiently long so th a t the flux in the electromagnet 
has sufficient tim e to  reach a substantially steady state during both 
the closed and the open intervals.

The flux rise and decay have the general characteristics shown as the 
<p curve, while below it is the induced voltage in the search coil, exactly 
given by Lenz’s Law

. -  (1)

The first property of this last curve to  observe is th a t the positive 
and negative areas are exactly equal. Otherwise a dc instrum ent con
nected perm anently to the search coil would show a dc current flow. The 
second property is th a t the area of the curve up to some tim e is 
proportional to  the instantaneous flux a t the time fl. Finally, this un
shaded area is numerically equal b u t opposite in sign to the shaded re
m ainder of the area, taking into account the signs of the two components 
of the remainder. The operation of the test set depends upon measuring 
this shaded area.

Let the flux linking the search coil of N  turns a t  any tim e be <p. As
sume th a t the microammeter has a resistance R m and inductance L,„. 
The current flowing in the m eter mesh while the B  contact is closed is

N ~  +  L m ~}t Jr  (A- +  Re)i = 0. (2)at at



h
E
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( b )

(c)

( d )

(e)

(f)

r
t ;(Rc+Rm) (g)

e q u iv a l e n t  l i n e a r i z e d  c ir c u it  

Fig. 1 — Fundamental operation of dynamic measuring set.
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The dc instrum ent will read the average value of current for the cycle. 
As the period of the cycle is T, and t\ is the chosen delay for closure of 
the B  contact measured from the time of the A  closure, the direct cur
rent indicated by the instrum ent will be:

j  <171 j  n T  (ĵ

h  = rr  i  dt =  - (Rm +  R ' )T  (AV +  L J )  dt
(3)

_  (AT<p +  L mi) / ,  — (AT<p +  Lmi)r

Now the product L mi  a t h when the B  contact is closed m ust be zero. 
Furtherm ore, if the period T  is long in comparison with the time of rise 
and decay of the flux, and w ith the tim e constant L /R  of the measuring 
circuit, the product L mi  is also negligible a t t = T. We then have:

R T T
h i, — 4’r  =  y  ° X 10s Maxwells, (4)

■where R  is now the total resistance of the measuring circuit. The factor 
10s has been added to  convert from practical units to c.g.s. units. The 
flux 4>r is the residual flux, so th a t if this is taken as a reference value, 
the value of the flux a t the time of closing the B  contact is simply

7? V  T
<f> =  —— ■ X 10s Maxwells. (5)

I t  m ay be objected th a t  the flux in equation (2) is made up not only of 
the flux to be measured bu t also of a component due to  the current in 
the measuring circuit. This is true, and the flux linking the search coil 
changes differently during the tim e the B  contact is closed compared to 
th a t w ithout the instrum ent circuit. Note, however, th a t we are not 
concerned with how the flux varies between the times t\ and T  bu t only 
w ith its value a t the limits. Since the flux a t k  is th a t which has been 
established with the search coil circuit open, the one requirement is th a t 
the constants be such th a t the current in the measuring circuit be sub
stantially zero just before T. This can be verified through the meas
urements themselves by noting whether there is any change in measured 
flux in this interval. If there is, then the cycle time T  can be increased 
until this requirem ent is met.

I t  will be convenient later to regard the switched m eter as a linearized 
circuit composed of an equivalent dc voltage

E  = ~  X 1(TS volts (6)

in series with the resistor R, causing a dc current I a to  flow, Fig. 1 (g).
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M E A S U R E M E N T  O F  C U R R E N T

The instantaneous value of current in a  circuit being cycled by the 
A  contact is measured by inserting the prim ary of a toroidal air core 
transformer in series w ith the circuit as shown in Fig. 2. The secondary 
is connected to  the m eter through the B  contact. The best design consists 
of a secondary occupying half the winding volume and wound to  the 
same resistance as the meter. The prim ary can be wound in two sections, 
half inside and half outside of the secondary to  provide maximum m utual 
inductance, of a wire coarse enough to  provide the number of tu rns for a 
convenient m eter deflection. In  an air core transformer, the magnetic 
circuit is linear and the flux exactly proportional to  the current, a  situa
tion th a t does not exist when magnetic materials are present. Because 
of this linearity, the analysis can be made in terms of inductances and 
currents rather than  flux linkages and currents.

By definition, the voltage induced in the secondary of a  linear trans
former is related to  the prim ary current, through the m utual inductance 
M  by  the relation:

which corresponds exactly to  (1) with M  substituted for N , and i  for ip- 
Hence, the instantaneous current a t time t\ is given by the relation

where the other symbols have the same significance as before. This rela
tionship makes the calibration of the m utual inductance easy by setting 
up a battery  and resistor for the prim ary circuit and measuring the 
steady state  current w ith an ammeter. Then when the A  contact is 
being switched and the instrum ent current To is read, corresponding to 
the  known final prim ary current i, relation (8) can be solved for M .

M E A S U R E M E N T  O F  F L U X  U S IN G  A  B R ID G E  C IR C U IT

The search coil method of measurement just described is preferred 
because of the absence of any dc voltage in the m eter circuit. However,

(?)

0 , MICRO
AMM ETER

M
F ig. 2 — Circuit for the measurement of current.
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sometimes the use of a search coil is inconvenient, or for other reasons 
it is desired to  measure the flux linkages in the magnetizing winding itself. 
The test set includes a bridge circuit shown in Fig. 3 for such measure
ments. W ith the contacts A and B  closed and the bridge in the flux rise 
arrangement, the bridge is first balanced for no current in the instrument, 
by adjustm ent of Rd. The same instrum ent is used for setting the balance 
as later used for the flux measurement. The damping resistance is next 
set to  the value facing the instrum ent, namely,

Ro = { (/fo +  Rd). (9)

If then the contacts are operated w ith the period T, the instrum ent 
will read a current / 0, and the flux-turns a t time h during rise will be

m  X KTS =  RmUT i+ni+t+t L\i, (10)

where N  is the number of turns of the winding, <I> is the average flux per 
turn, and the other quantities are indicated on the drawing. The term 
L \i is a correction term , usually negligible, involving the self inductance 
of the prim ary of the air core current transform er and i  the instantaneous

k r 0

K-n4 . 
T  '

K(Ro+Rm) 
— WV----

K R r

x ,0 -8  +

T
( d )

Fig. 3 — Bridge circuit for the measurement of flux— (a) and (b), rise; (c) 
and (d), decay.
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current a t the  tim e k; i  is determined by a separate measurement de
scribed above. If its value is not needed, the air core coil can be omitted 
from the circuit.

For flux decay measurements made after the A  contact has opened, 
the bridge circuit has to  be modified to  remove the resistance R 0 and KRn 
from being across the electromagnet and affecting its flux decay. They 
are transferred to  the battery  side of the A  contact as shown in Fig. 
3(c), to  m aintain the same battery  drain. This avoids any error due to 
the internal resistance of the battery, which would otherwise cause the 
final flux a t  the end of a rise test to differ from the initial flux a t the 
beginning of a decay test. The added resistor K(Ro +  R m) is connected 
in series w ith the m eter to  make the expression for the flux-turn linkages 
the same as before. For decay measurements the damping resistor is set 
a t the value

R c = K(Ro +  R m +  Ra). (11)

In  Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) are shown the linearized equivalent circuits for 
rise and decay respectively, from which equation (10) above can be 
derived conveniently.

M E A S U R E M E N T  O F  D IS P L A C E M E N T  AN D  V E L O C IT Y

An optical probe is provided, in which the am ount of light falling on a 
photocell is controlled by the relative position of two flags, one cemented 
on each of the relatively moving parts to be studied, such as an electro
magnet. The change in output current from the photocell thus is pro
portional to  the displacement of the arm ature with respect to the core, 
one flag being on each. A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 4. 
Amplifiers effective from dc up to a frequency determined by the resolu
tion required, with substantially no phase shift, deliver a current into 
the prim ary of an air core transformer proportional to  the instantaneous 
displacement of the arm ature. By virtue of the linearity of this trans
former, the flux developed is proportional to the displacement. Thus by 
operating the electromagnet with the A  contact and connecting the 
secondary of the transformer to the B  contact, the instrum ent gives a 
dc reading proportional to  the arm ature displacement a t the time the B  
contact closes. The to tal displacement can be measured statically. The 
instrum ent reading a t a tim e after complete operation corresponds to 
this known displacement, perm itting the scale to be converted to  a dis
placement scale.

By changing one amplifier input resistor to  a capacitor, the amplifier
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becomes a differentiator, in which the output current is proportional to 
rate of change of input voltage. W ith this one change, the instrum ent 
reads the instantaneous velocity of the arm ature. Under these conditions, 
the second amplifier differentiates the input voltage once, the output 
transform er differentiates a second time, and the dc instrum ent integrates 
once, leaving a net result of one differentiation.

D e s c r i p t i o n  o f  S y s t e m  C o m p o n e n t s

F L U X M E T E R

General

In  the following descriptions of the several components of the system, 
the general characteristics required are considered, the specific devia
tions from ideal are determined, and an evaluation of the measurement 
errors is made. The description starts with the dc instrum ent followed 
by the associated vacuum tube filter. Then the heart of the system, the 
contact switching circuit itself is considered. Following this is the timing 
impulse generating circuit, the counting rings, the time selector, coinci
dence circuits, memory, and relay control circuits. These elements make 
up the fluxmeter proper.

The auxiliary circuits for displacement-time and velocity-time meas
urements are the concern of the next p art of the paper. The components 
are the optical system, the photocell amplifier, the amplifier-differentiator 
and finally the output amplifier.

The last section first shows typical measurements on a telephone type 
relay. Then a description of a more fundamental study of dynamic flux 
rise and decay in solid core electromagnets is given. This study has led 
to two new first approximation equations for dynamic flux rise and decay, 
as will be seen.

Dc Instrument and Effect of Damping Resistance

The dc instrum ent used for a m ajority of the measurements is a 
heavily damped 50.0-ohm, 200-microampere full scale instrum ent, with 
a Yi per cent of full scale accuracy. The open circuit decay time constant 
is about 2 seconds, and with a shorted winding about 4 seconds. On Fig. 
5 is shown a plot of the decay time constant referred to  a short circuit, 
versus the damping resistance referred to  the m eter resistance.

An evaluation of the small error introduced by not providing the 
damping resistor is as follows. Consider a square wave flux pattern pro
duced by an ideal electromagnet, with zero winding time constant or
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Fig. 5 — D ecay time constant of DC instrument.

eddy currents. The induced voltage in the search coil then consists of two 
equal and opposite impulses occurring respectively a t 0 and T /2 . To 
measure the constant flux, the switching epoch can be anywhere between 
these two values. The switching omits (lie impulse at zero time. For lim it
ing cases ¿1 can approach either 0 or T /2 . The instrum ent reading of 
course should be independent of the choice, as the flux remains a t the 
constant maximum throughout this interval. The instrum ent receives 
only the decay impulse, and thus there will be an average dc component.

For the case of h approaching zero, the instrum ent is always connected 
to the search coil, which usually is of negligible resistance and the short 
circuit m eter decay time constant applies. Just before a succeeding im
pulse, the m eter will have decayed to a relative value of:

where T  is the cycle tim e as before and ] \  is the short circuit decay time 
constant. The pointer next abruptly  rises to  its original maximum value, 
followed again by another equal decay in a cyclic manner.

For the case of h approaching T /2 , the instrum ent is connected to  the 
the search coil only half the time, being open circuited for the remainder 
of the time, if no damping resistor is provided. I t  thus decays a t two 
different rates following the impulse. The first half is the same as before 
bu t the second half is under the condition of open circuit. For small 
errors the relative decay will be:

e- T l T l ( 12)

(1 3 )

where 7h is the open circuit decay time constant.
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The search coil impulse is the same in each case, and for small errors, 
the instrum ent will rise the same am ount for either condition followed 
by equal decays. The two maximum values M i and M 2 are not equal but 
arc related by:

The ratio of the two instrum ent readings thus is a function of the ratio  
of the two instrum ent decay time constants. For the case of 1 \  =  4 
sec., T 2 = 2 sec., the limiting error is 33 per cent. This shows th a t 
w ithout a damping resistor, the error can be m any times the per 
cent instrum ent error, bu t th a t the tim ing for switching the m eter 
damping is not critical. T hat is, small time gaps with the damper off 
will introduce an insignificant error. In a sense, the omission of the 
dam per is equivalent to  using an electronic integrator with finite in
ternal gain.

Vacuum Tube Filter Circuit?

The above discussion brings out the fact th a t visible m otion of th  
instrum ent pointer w ithout a filter occurs, increasing as the cycle time ie 
lengthened. From equation (12) and using T  =  0.1 sec., and 'J\ =  4 sec.s 
the amplitude would be about 2 ^  per cent of full scale. Reading the’ 
center of the  vibration is easy for cycle times T  less than  0.1 second 
and for such measurements the filter is not used. M any measurements, 
however, require a slow pulse rate and even a sluggish instrum ent will 
follow the pulses to such an extent th a t an accurate reading is impossible.

Fig. 6 is a schematic of a vacuum  tube circuit which serves as a very 
efficient low pass filter. This filter m ust fulfill a variety  of very stringent 
requirements, chief of which m ay be listed:

(a) Low loss to  direct current.
(b) High loss, probably exceeding 30 db to  frequencies above one cycle 

per second.
(c) A constant resistance input.
(d) Ability to  suppress peaks of relatively high voltage of the order of 

several hundred or thousand times the dc voltage being measured.

(14)

(15)
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(e) No effect other than one which m ay be accurately calculated on 
the dc reading.

(f) The circuit should not greatly increase the time required for the 
instrum ent to reach a steady reading.

Requirement (c) m ay call for some comment. I t  was pointed out earlier 
th a t the method requires the time constant of the measuring circuit to  
be small in comparison w ith the period of the pulses. A filter built in the 
ordinary way to  have high suppression to  pulses of period T  would not 
have a  time constant small in comparison with this figure. The require-

F ig. 6 — Vacuum tube low pass filter circuit.

m ent of constant resistance input is a convenient way of expressing the 
necessity of fulfilling this condition.

The original work on the system used was done by R . F . Wick, and 
the features to  be described are due to  him and E. L. Norton. From left 
to  right in Fig. 6, the elements are as follows: a balanced impedance 
bridge containing the ammeter in one arm, a blocking condenser, a con
stan t current high impedance power supply for the power tube, and a 
two stage amplifier with an interstage phase adjusting circuit. The three- 
point double-pole key when in the normal position removes the m eter 
(50 ohms) and substitutes a 50-ohm resistor. When off-normal, the m eter 
is connected in either polarity.

The operation of the circuit is best understood by assuming the re
actance elements to  be om itted from the bridge and the contact on the 
potentiom eter forming one diagonal to  be a t the lower left. The input to  
the amplifier is then directly across the line and any feedback is elimi
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nated, since the bridge is balanced. Any alternating component applied 
will be amplified and sent back through the m eter in  the opposite polarity 
to th a t coming directly from the line. If then the gain in the amplifier is 
correct and its phase shift nearly zero, the alternating component through 
the m eter will be greatly reduced.

The bridge provides the constant resistance feature a t the input, since 
the ou tput of the amplifier can have 110 effect on the input impedance. 
I t  does however necessitate a loss from both line and amplifier to  the 
measuring instrum ent.

Practically, the difficulty in design is in securing an amplifier with 
enough peak output capacity and negligible phase shift a t frequencies 
from one cycle up. This has been accomplished by several methods. M ost 
of the phase shift is introduced by the plate condenser in the last stage. 
The effect of this is reduced by the constant current power supply.

The gain of the amplifier is controlled by feedback secured by the 
potentiom eter in the diagonal arm of the bridge. The gain is sufficient 
so th a t a substantial am ount of feedback m ay be used with a consequent 
further reduction in phase shift.

The final phase compensation is secured by the interstage potentiom e
ter. The effect of this is illustrated in Fig. 7. The lower curve is the net 
phase shift of the amplifier w ithout the interstage circuit. The upper 
curve is the phase shift which may be introduced a t  the grid of the sec
ond stage. By proper adjustm ent, these m ay be made to compensate 
each other down to a frequency of one or two cycles. The circuit constants 
are such th a t the final adjustm ent of low frequency phase m ay be made 
with a negligible effect on high-frequency gain. I t  m ay be of interest 
th a t if the bridge is unbalanced by shorting the lower 50-ohm resistance, 
an error of 20 per cent or more is introduced in the dc reading due to the 
extremely large effective reactance of the feedback amplifier. If the 
bridge is unbalanced by shorting the instrum ent the amplifier is quite 
likely to  “m otor-boat” and blow the fuse used for protection. I t  is for 
this reason th a t the instrum ent key may be set to  replace the instrum ent 
by a 50-ohm resistor. When in this position the fuse is also shorted to  
avoid needlessly blowing it due to  the high surges which frequently 
occur when the amplifier is turned 011 and the condensers s ta rt to  charge.

The filter as described, om itting the reactance elements from the bridge, 
would be entirely satisfactory within the power capacity of the amplifier. 
W ith certain measurements, notably those of velocity, the peaks of the 
wave as applied to  the filter, which in this case would be proportional to 
acceleration, are so high th a t 110 reasonable amplifier would be able to 
handle them. These knifelike peaks however are so sharp th a t they m ay
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easily be removed by reactance elements added to the bridge as shown. 
I t  will be noted th a t the bridge is still of constant resistance, and is still 
balanced a t all frequencies.

Three adjustm ents are provided on the amplifier: one controls the 
feedback, a second the phase correction, and the third the plate current. 
The am ount of suppression is controlled by a three position key which 
may be used to cut down the sizes of the capacitors in the circuit in a 
ratio of two and four to one. In cases where one of the higher pulse rates 
is used, adequate suppression and somewhat faster readings may be 
secured by using smaller capacitors. W ith the maximum suppression, 
two cycles may be reduced to  such an  extent th a t it has no detectable

FREQUENCY — *-

Fig. 7 — Illustration of method for phase compensation of amplifier.

effect on the m eter pointer. Accurate measurements a t one cycle m ay be 
made, although there is a slight motion of the pointer.

Analytical studies have indicated th a t the transient response of the 
circuit depends to a large extent 011 the ratio of the interstage coupling 
capacitor to the output capacitor and moreover th a t there is an optimum 
ratio of the phase compensating capacitor to the other two. In altering 
the am ount of suppression therefore, the ratios of the three capacitors 
are held constant.

The Switching Circuit

Requirements. The basic feature of this measuring system is the switch
ing circuit, consisting of the A, B  and C contacts. The requirements for 
these contacts are: (a) Negligible dc resistance, (b) No contact chatter,
(c) Contact potential less than  10 microvolts, and (d) S tability of opera
tion of 20 microseconds. Consideration of these facters led to  the selec
tion of mercury contact relays as the basic switching elements. The choice
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of relays leads to  additional requirements: (e) Substantially equal op
erate and release times, (f) A make and a  break contact, and (g) Sub
stantially  zero transfer or bridging time when operated or released.

The first requirement is to  avoid correction terms in the test set 
equations. The second is to  m ake the test set operation conform to the 
differential equation applying. The third depends upon the fact th a t 
m eters having dc resistances of the order of 50 ohms are used, and no 
error deflection due to  contact potential effects should be present. The 
stability requirem ent results from an objective of studying flux phenom
ena in intervals as small as 25 microseconds. The added relay require
ments will be developed during the switching circuit description. All 
except the last can be m et by individual relays. The last one has not 
been m et by individual relays, bu t by using contacts of two relays actu
ated simultaneously, and adjusting their relative timing by winding 
shunts, the contact switching interval can be reduced to  a few micro
seconds.

Contact Operation. The switching functions required were shown in 
Figs. 1 (b), (c) and (d) where the interval 4 can be as low as 25 microseconds 
or almost as long as T. The A  switch in unaffected in duty cycle, bu t the 
B  and C switches vary from 0 to 100 per cent duty cycle. The operate and 
release times of relays are affected by their duty cycle and for low or high 
values become very erratic. To avoid this effect all relays are operated 
w ith a  50 per cent duty  cycle, and the switching is accomplished by com
binations of relay contacts. The epoch of the B  relay cycle can be adjusted 
by manual selection, anywhere between 0 and T /2 . This is shown sche
matically in Fig. 8 for the make contacts. The break contacts of course 
show exactly the reverse behavior. The C make contact is fixed in phase 
and is set to  open just before the A  contact closes.

To produce a B  cycle for flux rise shown in Fig. 1 (c) where 4 is less than  
T /2 , a  parallel connection of the B  and C make contacts is used. To pro-

A

o 50 100

B
i 5 0 - 9 80 - 4 8

C

98 4 8 98

I*. - T

F ig. 8 — The operation of the switching make contacts.
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duce a B  cycle for flux decay where k  is greater th an  T /2 , a break contact 
on the B  relay is used in series with the C make contact. N ote th a t in all 
conditions the m eter circuit closure is performed by a B  contact and the 
m eter circuit open is performed b}r the C contact, in fixed phase relation
ship to  the A  contact. The addition of the switched m eter damping 
resistor is accomplished by other contacts on the same relays.

A minimum contact circuit2 to  perform all these switchings is shown 
in Fig. 9 bu t was found to  be unsatisfactory because of failure to  m eet 
requirement (g) above. Only a single transfer switch is necessary to  change 
from flux rise to  decay, by transferring the wire marked “x” from the 
search coil to  the damping resistance.

The relays are shown in the released position with the break contacts 
closed. For the flux rise circuit, contact B  can have a m om entary open 
interval when it operates. However, it m ust not bridge or the damping 
resistor will mom entarily be across the instrum ent a t the initial connec
tion, causing an error. B ut after contact C operates and then B  releases 
a t ( T / 2  +  t/), an open interval a t B  will momentarily disconnect the 
instrum ent. This would cut out p art of the current which m ust be in te
grated, causing an error. Thus there are conflicting requirements for flux 
rise measurements, and transfer contacts of a single relay cannot m eet 
both simultaneously. For flux decay, the B  contact cannot bridge because 
when it releases to  connect the instrum ent, a bridging would momen
tarily  connect the damping resistor across the instrum ent a t  the instant 
of greatest interest, causing an error. The requirements for the C contact 
are of the same type but less stringent, as the flux is never changing 
rapidly whenever it is switched.

The foregoing discussion was directed toward establishing the basis 
for the requirements (f) and (g) above. The former is because of the 
need for phase reversals in contact operation to  perform the necessary

R ISE DECAY

Fig. 9 —• U nsatisfactory minimum contact circuit because of transit time 
requirements.
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instrum ent and damping resistor switching. The latter is to eliminate 
errors due to  m om entary circuit configurations not in accordance with 
the basic equation (3).

The final circuit developed is shown in Fig. 10, which uses two 5  
relays, called B 1 and B2, a single C relay, and compatible timing require
ments for the two B  relays whose windings are connected in series. In  all 
cases B 1 shall be faster than B2. The former controls the damping re
sistor while the latter switches the instrum ent. A composite circuit is 
drawn, w ith the cross m arks indicating a  closed contact for the function 
being measured, open otherwise. The change from rise to  decay in this 
circuit requires four switch contacts compared to two for the minimum 
contact circuit. As before, the relay contacts are all shown in the un
operated position. A preliminary sorting of the B l  and B2 relays is 
required and is based on operate and release time measurements. The 
faster relay is assigned as 5 1 , the  other as 5 2 . 5 2  is further slowed down 
selectively to m atch the A  relay as to operate and release time by the 
shunts and diode shown in Fig. 10.

5 2  can be lined up with the A  contact both for simultaneous closure 
of the make contacts when h =  0 and for simultaneous closure of the

(b)
F ig. 10 — Final schem atic of basic contact circuit.
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break contact of 51 with the opening of the make contact of A . The 
A relay winding has a somewhat similar bu t fixed set of shunts across 
it, to  slow it down with respect to 5 2  and to equalize operate and release 
time. The adjustm ent of the two potentiometers proceeds as follows. 
The time is set a t 0, flux decay is chosen, and potentiom eter 1 is ad
justed to  the point where the m eter just starts to  drop from the full 
reading. Then flux rise is chosen and the potentiometer 2 is adjusted to 
the point where the meter just starts to  rise from zero. A fine check on 
these settings is to record the m eter readings for a few equal small time 
steps and observe th a t the successive differences are consistent.

For applying an on and off battery  condition as shown in Fig. 9 for 
the A  contact, only one contact on one relay is used. The A  contact 
circuit actually is made of two pairs of relays operated in a push-pull 
arrangement. The circuit m ay be changed to  connect the four sets of 
transfer contacts into a lattice configuration to  supply battery  reversals 
to the apparatus under test. This is used in testing core m aterials to 
eliminate residual effects and for polar relays and similar structures.

The electronic control circuits which apply or stop the relay winding 
currents will be described later.

Timing Control System

The timing control system consists of a frequency source, a pulse 
forming circuit, three binary-quinary ring counters in tandem , a time 
selection circuit, coincidence circuits, memory circuits, and three control 
circuits, one for each of the A , 5 1 -5 2  and C relay circuits. A block 
diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 11.

Oscillator. The frequency source is a bridge stabilized oscillator. This 
is compared to  the Bell System standard frequency for calibration. The 
accuracy of measurement, both for magnitude and the time scale depends 
directly upon this oscillator. The m agnitude error enters through equa
tion (5) where the cycle tim e T  is exactly the interval for 1000 cycles of 
the oscillator frequency by virtue of the 1000 discrete steps in the three 
decades. The tim e scale is determined by these same steps. Hence the 
accuracy and stability of the oscillator enters directly; 0.1 per cent can 
be realized easily. This is as good as necessary as it exceeds the dc instru
m ent accuracy.

Pulse Shaper—The pulse shaper is shown in Fig. 12. I t  consists of an 
initial cathode coupled amplifier followed by three more direct coupled 
stages. The square wave output of the th ird  stage is differentiated by a 
small condenser for voltage spire production. I t  is a Schmidt3 type circuit 
designed by I. E . Wood.
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Fig. 11 — Block diagram of tim ing control system .
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The differentiated output appears as a positive voltage impulse across 
the cathode resistor of a coupling tube, impressed on top of its normal 
dc bias due to  current from the following quinary ring. The coupling 
circuit has the appearance of a cathode follower, bu t except during the 
short intervals of impulse transmission, the plate does not conduct. 
This lends itself to supplementary use of the rings as counter circuits. 
An on-off gate can be connected, as shown, to  enable 01* disable the grid 
bias of this tube, w ithout introducing any false starting or stopping 
counts.

Quinary-Binary Counters. The unit decade counter is shown in Fig. 13. 
I t  is a modification of Weissman’s quinary-binary circuit4 and was chosen 
because it provides simple two wire selection for the coincidence circuits. 
The principal modification consists of applying the shift pulses to  the 
odd cathode lead rather than to  a grid multiple, and using a direct 
coupled positive impulse for shifting.

The shaded tubes are non-conducting a t 0 time and can be set in this 
condition by momentarily opening and then closing the reset key. The 
plate current from the right half of the zero tube passes through the 
cathode resistor of the output tube in the pulse shaper described above, 
and biases both tubes, the la tte r beyond cutoff. The plate currents from 
the  other four tubes pass through the second cathode resistor having 

the resistance, developing the same bias.
A positive cathode impulse applied by the pulse shaper shifts the (0) 

tube from right to  left half conduction. In  shifting, the negative pulse 
from the prior non-conducting half of the zero tube cuts off the conduct
ing half of the (1) tube, causing it  also to  shift. The shift of the (1) tube 
puts an aiding backward pulse into the (0) tube and a forward pulse 
into the (2) tube to  keep it unchanged. Successive cathode impulses 
continue the ring stepping, the ring closing on itself after the fifth count. 
Thus the ability to  shift properly depends solely upon the impulse wave
form from the pulse shaper, which can be controlled independently of 
the ring circuit.

A t the beginning of the fifth impulse, a square negative impulse is 
passed by the conducting half of the twin coupling diode to the (5) binary 
tube, causing it to  shift. On the next round, the other half of the diode 
conducts, restoring the (5) tube. The twin diode behaves as an infinite 
capacitance in a circuit having zero time constant.

For each of ten  successive impulses there is a different configuration 
of conducting tubes, and two wires, one to  the quinary ring and the other 
to  the binary tube, can identify when a selected state  is reached by a 
coincidence circuit noting th a t a low voltage is present on each wire.
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For the other nine configurations, one or the other of the wires will 
carry nearly the full battery  voltage. The leads to  the time selector 
switches are indicated by the arrows marked from 0 to 4, 5It and 5L, 
inclusive.

W hen the (5) tube reverts after the tenth  impulse, its step plate voltage 
rise is differentiated by a small capacitor. This drives another pseudo 
cathode follower to shift the tens counter exactly as has been described 
for the units counter. For this tens ring, the take.off leads to  the time 
selector are identified as 00 to  50.

In  a similar manner the hundreds counter leads are identified as 000 
to  500.

Thus by exactly six wires, two for each decade, any cycle in 1000 can 
be selected, N ote th a t for 0 and 500, needed for the .4 relay the (500) 
tube itself provides complete information. This eliminates the need for 
a coincidence and memory circuit for the A  relay drive tube. Also by 
choosing 480 and 980 for the C relay, an abbreviated coincidence circuit 
can be used, as access to the units counter is not needed.

Neon lamps are provided as indicators for each ring to  aid in circuit 
checking, trouble shooting, and as the counter indicator when used w ith 
the gate circuit.

The separation between successive time intervals which can be selected 
is one/one thousandths of one complete closure and open cycle, being 
25 microseconds for a cycle time of 25 milliseconds, 100 microseconds for 
a cycle time of 100 milliseconds, etc. This is controlled by the discrete 
states of the counting rings used to generate the switching signals. This 
relation between the cycle time and the successive available tim e in ter
vals is not a handicap because if the device is slow and a long cycle time 
has to be employed, it is slow because the flux buildup or decay is slow 
and hence closely spaced measurements are superfluous.

The maximum speed is 40 on-off cycles a second obtained with a 40-ke 
oscillator. The lowest speed is limited only by the ability of the vacuum 
tube filter to  suppress instrum ent pointer vibration.

The counting ring system with its discrete steps precludes an au to
matically recording device as would be possible with a m otor driven 
com m utator and a gear driven take-off brush. However, the elimination 
of brush troubles is considered to Ire worth this sacrifice.

Time Selector. The time selection is controlled by two two-gang decade 
switches for the units and tens selections and one five position switch 
for the hundreds selection. The schematic is shown in Fig. 14. The dial 
positions are marked directly in time for a 10-kc oscillator, tha t is the 
units selector indicates one-tenth milliseconds, the tens milliseconds, and



the hundreds tens of milliseconds. For other oscillator frequencies the 
times indicated are scaled in proportion. Thus for a  40-kc oscillator, the 
indicated times are divided by 4 and the fine steps become 25 micro
seconds.

The sta rt of the A  cycle is marked by L500 and the stop by R500, the 
500 tube itself serving as the memory circuit, and no coincidence circuit 
is needed.

The C cycle is wired perm anently w ith a phase to  close just before 
500 and open just before 0. By choosing 480 and 980, access to  the units 
decade is unnecessary and only four coincidence circuits are provided.

The s ta rt of the B  cycle is marked by six coincidences, the end by five 
of these and the alternate connection to  the 500 tube. The hundreds 
switch is simplified because the B  relay always operates between 0 and 
500 and releases between 500 and 1000. Therefore, the s ta rt and stop 
coincidence circuits can be wired permanently to  the 500 tube and only
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F ig . 13 — In terva l
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five switched wires are necessary. The change from flux rise to  flux de
cay by another switch as shown in Fig. 10, converts the contact switch
ing to provide the proper instrum ent closing time, w ith the tim e dials 
now reading time from the beginning of the open of the A  circuit.

Coincidence Circuits. Each coincidence circuit consists of triodes, one 
for each marked wire. The circuit for the B  cycle is shown in Fig. 15. Each 
selector switch wire connects to  a grid, b u t all the cathodes of a set of 
coincidence tubes use a common cathode resistor. Except for the instant 
chosen, a t least one coincidence tube has a high potential on its grid and 
the  plate current through th a t tube holds the cathode resistor a t a high 
potential. Only a t the chosen tim e are all plates of the counter tubes con
ducting and therefore a t a low potential. This abruptly  drops the cathode 
potential of the coincidence circuit for one cycle of the oscillator, recur
ring every 1000 cycles. 500 cycles after each s ta rt pulse a  similar stop

timer schem atic.
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pulse occurs in a duplicate set of coincidence tubes. Tliese alternate 
pulses control the state of the memory circuit.

The C cycle coincidence circuits are similar except only four triodes 
are used for the start, and four for the stop pulses.

Memory and Relay Control Circuits. The memory and control circuits 
are shown in Fig. 16. The function of the bi-stable memory circuits is to 
accept the alternate s ta rt and stop pulses from the coincidence circuits, 
switch to  the state representing the imposed condition, and hold, it until 
the next successive imposed condition.

The function of the relay control circuits is to  operate or release the 
relays under control of the memory circuits. The relay control circuits 
are direct coupled to the memory circuits and one or the other plate is 
cut-off by the grid bias condition imposed. The relays are in the plate 
circuits of the control tubes and either have full or no current applied. 
The operate and release times of the relays add a delay in the contact
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actuation compared to  the state of the memory tube. By making these 
small and equal, through selection of the relay design, the constant time 
lags do not alter the relative preset switching instants.

The relays are special mercury contact, single transfer, W estern Elec
tric 291-type. They have 38 gauge 1500 ohms, 14,600 turns windings and 
are adjusted to  operate with 3.5 miiliamperes and release with 2.0 
milliamperes. The 5687 tubes switch from 0 current to 10 miiliamperes 
through the relays. The release and operate times of the relays are about 
1.3 milliseconds bu t as described earlier, are selectively adjusted to  1.5 
milliseconds where necessary, by shunts such as those shown in Fig. 10.

The bi-stable memory circuits are switched a t the grids through the 
twin diodes coupling the coincidence and memory circuits. While waiting 
for a shift pulse, the grid potential of the memory tube is lower than  the 
cathode potential of the coincidence circuit, and the diode circuit there
fore does no t conduct. This is necessary because small voltage variations 
occur in  the coincidence circuit cathode potential as the several tubes 
follow the decade counters. These small variations would shift the 
memory circuit falsely if directly connected. When the shift coincidence 
occurs, the cathode voltage drop is to a potential lower than  th a t of the 
memory circuit grid and the conduction of the diode connects the two 
circuits. This negative impulse shifts the memory circuit. This drives 
the s ta rt grid to  a new potential lower than  th a t of the coincidence tubes 
cathodes, again cutting off the connection through the diode. When the 
coincidence cathode rises a t the end of the shift pulse, the diode is even 
further cut off. The stop diode behaves in an exactly similar manner due 
to the symmetry of the circuits. The diodes thus afford a means of only 
m omentarily making connections a t the required instants, a t all other 
times isolating the memory circuit from the remainder of the counting 
system.

Summary of Dynamic Fluxmeter Description

Up to this point, the circuit description has been concerned only with 
the dynamic fluxmeter. This circuit was designed and built first, and put 
into operation for dynamic current and flux studies of which one will be 
described later. About fifty standard type tubes in all are used, with good 
segregation of the circuit functions. This aids in localizing circuit troubles. 
Particularly useful is the neon indicator lamp display, also employed 
when the decade system, with the gate circuit, is adapted as a counter or 
time interval circuit.
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P art II D isplacem ent and Velocity 
M easuring System

The Optical System1

A block diagram of the displacement and velocity measuring system 
was shown as Fig. 4. As p art of this figure, a geometric schematic of the 
optical p art of the system is shown. M ost of the features of the optical 
system are due to  the advice and assistance of associates in these lab
oratories who were connected w ith the sound motion picture develop
ment. The fundamental design is similar to  the film reproducing system 
with certain necessary changes in dimensions.

Referring to  Fig. 4, the elements are the lamp, condensing lens, a slit, 
objective lenses, a vane on the p art whose motion is to  be studied, and 
a photocell. The lamp and the condensing lens are the same as are used 
in the  film reproducer. The slit is the same except th a t its width has been 
increased to  0.005" and a feature added perm itting its length to  be ad
justed from zero to about 0.1". The objective lenses are inexpensive 
Bausch and Lomb achromatic lenses. The second objective lens is in ter
changeable for different focal lengths, and may be moved back and forth 
in the supporting tube for precisely focusing the image of the slit on the 
moving vane.

The three lenses and slit are m ounted in a tube fastened to  the lamp 
housing which in tu rn  is supported by adjustable supports m ounted on 
a vertical stand. To the lamp housing support is also fastened the photo
cell container with its first amplifier tube.

A permalloy shield surrounds the photocell except for an opening for 
access of light which passes by the moving vane. The shield is provided 
to prevent the changing stray  magnetic field from the nearby electro
magnet under tes t from affecting the photocell current. This system can 
be moved in any of three directions for lining up with the vanes of the 
device being tested. The relay or structure being measured is not fastened 
to  the optical system support, bu t is secured to  another appropriate 
stand resting on the same laboratory bench.

This system m ay seem more complicated than necessary a t first sight, 
bu t its advantage is th a t it provides a  rectangular beam of light of con
stan t width and adjustable length a t the point being measured. The 
necessity of numerous light shields and screens is done away with, al
though it is advisable to  throw a black cloth over the whole apparatus 
when once adjusted to  keep out the overhead illumination.

The reason for this last is of interest. The fluxmeter timing is controlled 
by a stable oscillator. The 60-cycle power for the overhead lights is also
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well controlled. The two systems therefore operate in substantially a 
synchronized fashion when convenient cycle times are chosen, such as 10 
cycles per second. The overhead fluorescent lamps fluctuate in light 
intensity  a t 120 cycles per second, so th a t the contacts in the fluxmeter 
operate in synchronism with the fluctuations in light intensity. Any 
measurements made with overhead illumination getting into the photo
cell will therefore have a superimposed 120-cycle ripple. For the same 
reason extreme care has to be taken to avoid any 60-cycle pickup in the 
apparatus. The lamp and the heaters on the first amplifier tubes are 
supplied with well filtered dc and cannot be operated by ae. Noise not 
in synchronism with the contacts is of little importance, as the averaging 
of the m eter cancels it. A comment on the linearity of the photocell 
should be made a t this point. This system operates on a variable width, 
rather than  a variable density basis. Consequently the linearity of the 
system depends upon the uniformity of emission of the photocell surface. 
This can be verified by moving a vane with a micrometer and record
ing the output of the amplifier with a precision dc voltmeter. If the rela
tionship is not linear other photocells can be substituted until sufficient 
linearity is achieved.

Amplifier System

General. Fig. 4 showed the three dc amplifiers in block diagram form. 
These amplifiers have each been designed to  operate w ith full internal 
gain from dc to  10,000 cycles. The external transfer characteristic of 
each is controlled by its input and feedback networks. The design of 
these networks provides ideal transfer characteristics from dc up to
10,000 cycles. At 10 kc, the frequency response deviates by less than  3 
db from the ideal. This same frequency corresponds to  a time constant of 
16 microseconds. On a small signal basis, the fidelity of measurement 
therefore will extend to  events occurring in times of the order of 16 
microseconds.

A more serious limitation to the accuracy is the finite plate voltage 
available for the output amplifier which results in amplifier over loading 
on large peaks. As will be shown, this can delay the response of the meter 
to  sudden velocity discontinuities.

The amplifiers have been designed to operate from two voltage sup
plies, plus and minus 250 volts. The —250 v o l t s  is a series regulated three 
stage circuit with an output impedance of less than 0.8 ohm a t all fre
quencies. I t  also serves as the reference voltage for a three stage shunt 
regulated -f-250-volt supply. Keeping the magnitudes equal minimizes 
errors due to  power supply voltage variations.



The photocell amplifier converts the current from the high impedance 
photocell into a  proportional voltage, having an internal impedance of 
10 ohms.

The following amplifier-differentiator has an internal gain of 80 db 
from dc to  10 kc. When used as a differentiator the rising external gain 
characteristic reaches 67 db a t 10 kc.

The output amplifier also has an internal gain of 80 db from dc to  10 
kc. The feedback network includes an equalizer to  produce current, and 
hence flux, in the air core output transform er proportional to  input volt
age from dc to 10 kc. The inductance of the transformer, w ith constant 
applied ac voltage, would cause a 6 db per octave decrease in current 
above the frequency where its Q is unity. This is counteracted by design
ing the external amplifier gain to  increase a t 6 db per octave, starting  at 
the same frequency. The output amplifier thus has the same characteris
tics as a differentiator a t high frequencies and its  external gain is 64 db 
a t  10 kc.

The overall gain of the system, then, is 131 db a t 10 kc. S tability has 
been obtained, even with this much overall amplification w ithout resort 
to compartmentation. Each tube stage utilizes shielded tu rre t construc
tion, exposed interstage leads are very short and only the input grid 
leads are shielded because they connect to  controls on the front panel. 
A box shield surrounds the gain selector and the  displacement-velocity 
switch of the middle amplifier, the lowest level point on the main panel.

This system uses an electronic differentiator. Ordinarily in analogue 
computers, these are avoided because of the high-frequency noise in tro
duced as a  result of the a ttendan t large amplification. In  the present 
system, the averaging of the succession of impulses by the dc instrum ent 
minimizes this effect. W ith each cycle a discontinuous section of the 
noise is sampled, containing a dc component, bu t as these are random 
in sign, their average gives rise to no error.

The system is dc coupled up to the ou tput transformer. Slow drifts, 
due to grid currents or other reasons, do not result in instrum ent current 
errors because of the differentiating action of the transformer. No actual 
dc source appears in the m eter circuit itself. The only concern here is to  
m aintain the amplifiers somewhere near their best operating point. Actu
ally the main source of dc drift is the tem perature coefficient of the photo
cell and the voltage stability  of the lamp power supply.

Calibration. The calibration of the system starts with a  static measure
m ent of the to tal displacement of the reciprocating motion to  be studied. 
This can be done using thickness gauges or a tool m aker’s microscope. 
Then the device is brought into alignment w ith the fight beam and cycled
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by the A  contact. The cycle tune is chosen for complete operation and 
the tim e selector is set for a time near the end of the operate interval. 
A t this tim e the tested device is known to be a t its maximum displace
ment, and the instrum ent reading, using the displacement connection, 
corresponds. A convenient instrum ent indication is obtained by ad just
m ent of the amplifier gain controls. For instance if the displacement 
were 0.040", an instrum ent reading of 200 microamperes could be used. 
A t any other time, when the parts are in relative motion, the instantane
ous displacement is read directly from the instrum ent using the same 
scale conversion factor.

The calibration for velocity measurements depends upon the displace
m ent calibration and relationship between the input differentiating ca
pacitor and the resistor it replaces. Once a displacement gain setting has 
been chosen, it m ust not be altered during the associated velocity meas
urements except by calibrated steps. The differentiating capacitor has 
been chosen so th a t an instrum ent displacement deflection, correspond
ing to  a  given num ber of thousandths of an inch, represents the same 
number in inches per second. For the example given above, a 200-micro
ampere instrum ent reading would represent an instantaneous velocity of 
40 inches per second, w ith a linear calibration for interm ediate readings.

A plot of measured displacement and velocity for a fast wire spring 
relay shown in Fig. 21, will be described when system errors are con
sidered.

Photocell and Impedance Transformer Amplifier. A schematic of the 
photocell and dc impendance transformer is shown in Fig. 17. The high 
vacuum photocell has an impedance of thousands of megohms and acts 
essentially as a constant current device, the current depending upon the 
instantaneous illumination. This current is connected to the grid of a 
series stabilized5 twin triode amplifier tube, to which grid also is con
nected the current through the feedback resistor and a balancing current 
from the -25 0 -v o lt power supply. The zero adjustm ent is made under 
quiescent conditions for the desired dc output voltage, there being, of 
course, essentially no dc current in the grid.

The W estern Electric low grid current 420A input tube is stabilized 
both for heater voltage and plate potential. I t  provides a voltage ampli
fication of exactly n/2  or 35, by virtue of the upper tube having an im
pedance exactly equal to  th a t of the plate of the lower tube. This input 
tube is mounted immediately behind the photocell in the same shield.

The output from the first amplifier tube is connected through a double 
shielded cable to  the output tube mounted on the main chassis. The 
5687 tw in triode output tube uses both halves as cathode followers, one
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to  provide the output voltage and the other as a driver for the insulated 
inner shield to reduce the effective capacity to  ground of the interstage 
cable connection. The cathode potential of the output tube is operated 
a t exactly + 125 volts, set by means of the zero adjustm ent previously 
described.

The input networks of the succeeding amplifier-di fferentiator are 
shown as p art of this circuit as they provide the path for the output tube 
current and enter directly ip to the frequency response and loop gain 
cutoff design of this feedback amplifier. The dc grid voltage of the suc
ceeding amplifier is 0, and this potential is found one-third the way down 
the cathode resistor which connects to the —250 volts. This point then ' 
provides the input to the following grid for displacement measurements 
and the input resistance for gain computations of the following amplifier 
is only this one-third part of the to tal cathode resistance or 10,000 ohms.

For velocity measurements, the succeeding grid is switched to the 
polystyrene differentiating capacitor whose grid side also is kept in 
readiness a t 0 voltage by a grounded 1-megohm resistor.

For a change in current from the photocell due to a change in light, 
the feedback acts to supply an equal bu t opposing current from the 
ou tput to keep the input grid nearly a t its virtual ground potential. 
Thus the ou tput voltage change E, is given to a good approximation by 
the simple relation

E . = —I ' R f , (16)
1 — MP

where I s =  change in photocell current, It/ — feedback resistance, and 
a/3 =  loop gain.

A word about the differentiator connection is in order here. For this 
use, the cathode load approaches 160 ohms a t high frequencies because 
the input grid of the next amplifier is a virtual ground point, and the 
load becomes equal to the phase shift controlling resistor in series with 
the 0.1 mf capacitor, the value of which will be discussed later. The 
impedance of the cathode follower w ithout feedback is 250 ohms but 
this does not mean th a t it can be connected to a 250 ohm load and op
erated a t the normal power output rating. The basic limitation for any 
tube is (he allowable plate current change, regardless of the external 
load, consistent with never drawing grid current or being cutoff. For 
instance, in a cathode follower, if a load equal to 1/Gm is used, the small 
signal ou tput voltage is only half of the applied grid voltage, a 6 db loss. 
Lower load resistances result in corresponding greater losses. In the 
present circuit, about an 8 db reduction in loop gain occurs a t 10 kc
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leaving a  net gain of about 22 db, including the 3 db effect of the input 
grid capacity.

Of equal concern is the reduced power handling capacity, bu t fortu
nately the energy in the frequency spectrum of the input signal dimin
ishes rapidly with increasing frequency. A measure of this can be arrived 
a t by the following analysis. The output voltage change for a m otion of
0.040" is about 0.1 volt. This to tal motion ordinarily never takes place 
in less than  about 0.001 second, or a maximum rate of change of 100 
volts per second. Now for a capacitive circuit

i  = C ~  = 0.1 X 10-G X 100 =  10 microamperes, (17) 
at

which is extremely small compared to  the 12.5 milliamperes quiescent 
cathode current. Thus in choosing a vacuum tube to  provide the desired 
amplifier ou tput impedance characteristics, all other considerations have 
been cared for.

Amplifier-Differentiator. A schematic of the amplifier-differentiator is 
shown as Fig. 18. I t  has three stages, is direct coupled, and the quiescent 
ou tput voltage is zero, set by the zero adjustm ent which controls the 
p late voltage of the inner tube of the input stage. The first stage is a 
conventional parallel stabilized circuit. I t  uses a high common cathode 
resistor to  return  the tw in plate currents to  the — 250-volt supply. The 
first stage ou tput is fractionated by an L  pad to provide the proper dc 
bias for the second pentode stage. The output of the second stage is 
likewise fractionated for the dc bias of the final stage.

The third stage is a twin triode designed with an inside positive feed
back loop. The two tubes have a common cathode resistor. After arbi
trarily  choosing one of the three grid resistors of the inside tube, the other 
two can be determined so th a t the proper quiescent bias and voltage 
changes result to  make the plate current of the inner tube complement 
the plate current of the output triode itself. This maintains the total 
cathode current constant and establishes the cathodes as a  virtual zero 
impedance to  ground point. This realizes full gain from the output stage 
w ithout another power supply. I t  also protects the triode from destruc
tion if an accidental ground connection is made to  the output.

The feedback circuit permits a  choice of three values of resistances. 
The external amplification can be set a t 10, 20, or 50. The maximum 
value of feedback resistance which can be used is determined by the 
value of the differentiating capacitor. I t  is set by the requirement th a t 
a t least 10 db of loop gain remain a t 10 kc.

I t  is now appropriate to  discuss the scale factor for the differentiator
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and to arrive a t  the value of capacitance to select. First we wish to  
measure reciprocating motions of the order of 0.050" and actuating times 
of the order of 0.005 second. However, the motion takes place in the 
order of half the actuating time. Hence the average velocity will be of 
the order of 20 inches per second. An average numerical ratio of velocity 
to  displacement then is 20 divided by 0.05, or 400. Remembering this is 
average and some part of the velocity will be higher the nearest decimal 
factor is 1000.

In  this system, as a device being tested is a part of it, the instrum ent 
time scale necessarily is identical with real time, th a t is it cannot be 
“slowed down” for more accurate time settings, as can analogue com
puters.

Now once a convenient gain setting for displacement measurements 
has been determined, if a capacitor were substituted for the amplifier 
input resister, related by the equation RC  = 1 second, C would be 100 
mf, as R — 10,000 ohms. This would be a substitution where the scale 
reading for a given number of mil-inches would represent the same num 
ber of mil-inches per second. Fortunately, however, we wish rather to 
represent a much higher velocity of inches per second. This results if the 
capacitor is reduced by the same factor of 1000. The desired capacitance 
thus has a value of 0.10 mf. The type used is a stable, low soak poly
styrene dielectric one having Yi per cent accuracy. In  this amplifier the 
feedback and input resistors also m ust be of Y  per cent accuracy as 
upon these depend the calibration. The 10,000 ohms input resistor neces
sarily is a non-inductive wire wound type with a 10 w att rating, for stable 
performance with the actual 1.5 w atts. The feedback resistors are of the 
deposited carbon type.

The remainder of the design now follows. To limit the differentiation 
action to a 10-kc range, a resistor in series with the 0.1-m/ capacitor of 
160 ohms is used. A transfer gain of 70 db, which is 10 db less than the 
internal gain of 80 db, is a voltage ratio of 3,160. M ultiplying this by the 
input resistor value of 160 ohms yields 500,000 ohms as the maximum 
feedback resistance. Then as an amplifier with an input resistor of 10,000 
ohms, the gain is 50. Resistances for lesser gains of 20 and 10 are scaled 
in proportion.

The linear output voltage range for this amplifier is ±  40 volts. This is 
much more than needed. For displacement measurements the maximum 
swing is about 5 volts. In the discussion, we found a maximum capacitor 
current of about 10 microamperes which also results in an output swing 
of 5 volts, during velocity measurements.

Output Amplifier. The schematic of the output amplifier is shown in 
Fig. 19. This amplifier also has three stages, the first two of which are
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like those of the amplifier just described. Similar considerations for the 
overall design were used here and the loop gain cutoff control uses the 
same principles, modified to take account of the inductor load and its 
constant current feedback equilization.

The output tube is a GLO with an 874 voltage regulator tube in the 
cathode return to the —250 volts. The 6L6 is operated a t 40 milliam- 
peres, which is within the current rating of the 874. This stage was 
designed for the widest possible output voltage swing and for plate cur
ren t cutoff independent of plate voltage, both characteristic of pentodes.

The transformer has a 900-cycle self resonance with its equivalent 
shunt capacitance. At higher frequencies it behaves as a capacitor as far 
as the tube and loop gain are concerned. Its  Q is un ity  a t 56 cycles.

The function of the ou tput amplifier is to convert the input voltage 
signal into proportional current in the inductor. C onstant voltage gain 
would not do this. For frequencies above 56 cycles, the current would 
drop a t a 6 db per octave rate with increasing frequency, because of the 
reactance.

N ote th a t if the voltage across the inductor rises w ith increasing fre
quency, then the current through the winding will be proportional to a 
constant input voltage regardless of the equivalent shunt capacitor. The 
capacitor will draw greatly increased current bu t as long as it is uni
formly distributed, it will not affect the winding current itself. If series 
ou tput feedback were used, the two currents could not be separated and 
a more complex equalizer would be necessary to provide the necessary 
frequency response. The choice of the value of inductance for the output 
transform er will be discussed after errors in the system have been con
sidered.

The rising gain is produced by shaping the feedback, starting an inser
tion gain rise a t 56 cycles with the 0.057-m f capacitor, and continuing to  
10 kc. At this frequency the rising characteristic is discontinued by the 
280-ohm series resistor, and the capacitors shunting the feedback re
sistors. Over the rising characteristic range the equilization introduces 
90° adverse loop phase shift and above 900 cycles the output trans
former adds another 90° phase shift. Thus from 900 cycles to 10 kc the 
amplifier just skirts being N yquist stable.6

The internal gain of this amplifier is 80 db. At dc the external gain is 
21 db. I t  rises to  67 db a t 10 kc because of the feedback equilization.

Output Amplifier Square Wave Response

The square wave response of the output amplifier is shown in Fig. 20. 
Two effects are evident (1) a finite time for the m ajor change to  occur,
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Fig. 19 — Output amplifier schem atic.
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TIM E IN MILLISECONDS

Fig. 20 — Output amplifier square wave response.

followed by (2) an oscillation caused by the frequency response of the 
amplifier deviating from the ideal for frequencies above 10 kc. The for
mer effect is caused by the finite power supply voltages available in the 
final stage of the output amplifier.

The current in the prim ary of the output transform er represents the 
function being measured. If a step discontinuity occurs, as during ve
locity measurements, then the current suddenly has to  be changed to  a 
different value. The rate of change of an increase in current which can 
be developed is proportional to  the power supply voltage, and hence is 
finite. For a decrease, the distributed capacitance of the winding and 
the shunting resistors delay the current decay. These result in a delayed 
transition from one condition to  the other, occuring, from Fig. 20, in 
about 0.1 millisecond.

A discussion of the operating conditions of the system leads to  a method 
of evaluating these forms of error and determining what limitations are 
imposed upon the use of the measured data. I t  will be shown th a t only 
immediately following velocity discontinuities are the data  not usable. 
Displacement data  are never in difficulty from an overload standpoint 
and fortunately we ordinarily are not too interested in velocities after 
impacts.

Discontinuity Errors Due to Overbading

The arb itrary  gain setting for the ou tput amplifier is chosen to  provide 
about the full scale of 200 microamperes to represent the full displace-
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m ent. The output transform er obeys equation (8), and its characteristics 
are tabulated on Figure 19. From this equation and a cycle time of 0.1 
second we find th a t the change in plate current for a 0.705 henry m utual 
inductance amounts to 2.83 ma. The dc p late voltage change therefore 
is 11.32 volts and the corresponding input dc voltage is 1.0. These values 
are extremely small compared to the voltage swings available, b u t never
theless the fact th a t the instantaneous voltage swings are finite imposes 
a limit to measurement of step discontinuities.

One direction of transform er current change is where we wish to  de
crease the current suddenly. The signal blocks the output tube and the 
transform er current decays through the equivalent of a 50,000-ohm 
shunt. The prim ary inductance is 11.5 henries and the time constant 
therefore is 0.23 millisecond. The quiescent current is 40 microamperes, 
so a  drop of 2.8 microamperes, assuming the 6L6 blocks completely, 
would require a t least 0.02 millisecond. This means th a t if there is a 
m easurement discontinuity, the best the circuit can do is to  respond as 
the first part of an  exponential over a t least th is tim e interval, ra ther 
than  abruptly. This is shown in Fig. 20, rvhere the indicated time actu
ally approaches 0.1 millisecond. This extension evidently is contributed 
to  by the distributed capacitance of the winding.

The current rise case is about as favorable. The current rise ra te  is 
limited by Lenz’s law to a maximum value of

di E  2657  OQ , ,1Q,.
i t  -  z“  r o B  ' 2 3  m a / m s - ( 1 S )

A change of 2.83 microamperes therefore requires a t least 0.12 milli 
second. This is also shown in Fig. 20.

The foregoing discussion has been directed tow ard establishing th a t 
the initial delays of Fig. 20 are entirely overload effects and not a fre
quency response effect. Thus if required rates of change during a test 
do not exceed the available rate, then no error of this type will occur.

Fig. 21 is a measurement of a fast relay. One curve designated x, is 
the displacement versus time. The other curve marked x, is the velocity. 
In  neither the displacement curve nor the velocity curve before impact, 
do the rates approach the overload condition.

The impacts are shown on the velocity curve to  have the extreme rate 
of change. Such abrupt curves cannot be taken as being literally true. 
Following such abrup t changes the 10-kc oscillations also are found, bu t 
have not been drawn as they have to  be discarded.



Discontinuity Errors Due to Averaging

Another effect acts to  limit the sharpness of measurement when dis
continuities occur. This is due to  variations in successive operations of 
the device being tested. Obviously, if the actuation time varies over a 
range of =fc 0.1 milliseconds, then any device such as the present one 
which measures by averaging m any measurements, will not measure 
accurately in the close vicinity of such a discontinuity.

For a displacement measurement made a t the average time of arm ature 
impact, p art of the measurements will be before impact, the others after. 
The m eter therefore will register too small a displacement. For another 
measurement a short time earlier or later than the im pact p art will be 
before and p art after the average instantaneous displacement bu t the 
instrum ent average will still be good because the function now is smooth. 
The only displacement error then is just a t im pact and when the data  
are plotted, appears as a rounding of the curve. A good correction can 
be made merely by continuing the adjacent slopes to  a sharp intersection.

A more striking effect is observed for velocity. A t the moment of 
arm ature im pact against core, the velocity drops suddenly from maxi
mum to zero. The indication shown by the instrum ent then for this 
averaging type error is ju st half the final velocity. Another measurement 
made a short time earlier is good and the slope from th a t region can be 
extrapolated to the instan t of the half velocity indication as the plot 
for the true velocity.

Ciwice of Output Transformer Inductance

The output transform er prim ary inductance is a compromise between 
output amplifier gain lim itation due to  equivalent shunt capacity of the 
inductor and the lowest desired cycle time. I t  was shown above th a t a t 
a t 0.1 second cycle time only 1 volt is needed for a  full scale deflection 
whereas 5 volts is available. As the instrum ent current is inversely pro
portional to the cycle time, 1.0-second cycle time will provide about half 
scale. The 11.5H chosen then, just barely covers the tim ing range of 
present interest. The impedance of the equivalent shunt capacitor a t 10 
kc is approximately equal in magnitude to the transform er dc resistance, 
and full internal gain is available over the operating frequency band.

The delay tim e is no t altered by a  change in inductance. For instance, 
if the inductance were halved the ra te of current rise would be doubled 
b u t twice the change would be necessary for the same instrum ent de
flection. The same result can be had merely by reducing the gain by 
one-half.
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If longer cycle times were needed w ithout the short times of present 
interest, the inductance could be appropriately increased, and the ampli
fier bandw idths correspondingly decreased, w ithout loss of accuracy.

Summary of Amplifier Discussion

The foregoing discussion of the amplifiers covers the design considera
tions, the required frequency responses, and errors because of divergence 
from the ideal. For displacement measurements, all events occur in 
intervals greater than  the minimum which the amplifiers can follow. 
This is also true of velocity measurements as regards the photocell 
amplifier and differentiator. The output amplifier does overload mo
m entarily a t jum p discontinuities of velocity, and in the tim e vicinity 
following such events is in error.

Another type of error caused by variations in successive operations of 
the device being tested can be corrected by use of the measured rates 
ju st before and after the discontinuity.
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TIM E IN  M IL L IS E C O N D S

Fig. 22 —• Winding current and flux measurements of an A F-type relay.
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P art III  —  A pplications
N E E D  F O R  D Y N A M IC  F L U X  M E A S U R E M E N T S

The results of an experimental determ ination of dynamic flux rise 
and decay in solid core electromagnets are of general interest. Analytical 
solutions have been obtained for linear infinitely long rods or toroidal 
shaped structures where geometric simplicity exists. These solutions 
are in infinite series form. These solutions show th a t an elementary 
perfect representation can not be expected, even for these simple cases. 
Furtherm ore, an electromagnet has other factors which make any a t
tem pt a t an analytic solution impractical. Some of these are:

(a) The magnetic m aterial is non-linear.
(b) The flux density is non-uniform because of leakage flux.
(c) The varying geometry of the magnetic parts, including the neces

sary gaps, make the boundary value problems unmanageable.
(d) M otion of the arm ature during operate and release.

These all lead to the conclusion th a t a quick and accurate m ethod of 
measuring dynamic flux changes is necessary for fundamental studies 
of the dynamic behavior of electromagnets.

As an example, Fig. 22 shows dynamic flux and current rise and decay 
measurements made on the same relay used for the  dynamic motion 
studies. These data  are plotted on semi-log graph paper as on such a 
plot an exponential curve becomes a straight line. The current rise curve 
shows the dip due to  arm ature motion, ending abru ptly when the motion 
is completed. The flux rise curve starts off nearly as an exponential but 
rises more rapidly after arm ature motion starts.

Two decay curves are shown, one with an open circuit and one w ith a 
contact protection network. Associated w ith the la tter is the winding 
current which flows through the network. In  the open circuit case, even 
w ithout the effect of arm ature motion, the flux decay is not exponential. 
The flux decay with the network has a somewhat oscillatory shape about 
the open circuit curve. The current itself does complete one heavily 
damped cycle. The reversed current flow is shown as a dashed curve.

The decrease in flux after a short interval compared to  the open circuit 
case, dem onstrates th a t such a network can decrease the release time as 
well as afford contact protection.

For more fundamental studies, it is better to study flux behavior with 
the arm ature held fixed and avoid the motional effects.

D Y N A M IC  F L U X  D E C A Y  A N D  D E F IN IT IO N  O F  E Q U IV A L E N T  C O R E  C O N D U C TA N C E

Fig. 23 shows another measured flux decay curve w ith the arm ature 
locked in the operated position. Also shown are two one-term exponential



equations for comparison. For such an open circuit decay curve, the flux 
does not abruptly  drop to zero because of induced core eddy currents. 
The analysis of these da ta  thus partly  resolves into the determ ination of 
some method for conveniently representing the eddy current effects.

NEW  APPROXIMATE FLUX DECAY EQUATION

For a first approximation, use can be made of linear circuit theory. 
Assuming the core behaves as a coupled single tu rn  of conductance Gc. 
and inductance L i , and defining the core time constant as:

te =  Li G„  (18)
the flux decay equation is the well known solution:

|  =  e~ll‘c t ^  0. (19)

I t  is clear th a t the dynamic flux decay cannot be represented by the 
above exponential equation, which has been draw n on Fig. 23 as the 
upper straight line.
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Fig. 23 — Comparison of measured open-circuit flux decay with one-term  
exponential equations.
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The true decay curve has an initial steep slope followed by continuous 
curvature. A better approximation is to  stipulate an initial jum p dis
continuity. A good fit to the flux range in which release of electromagnets 
occurs, shown by the lower straight line, is

£  =  .601e~'/,e I $  0. (20)(I>

This discontinuity of flux in the first approximation is just the reverse 
of the continuity of flux concept usually used. Of course, no actual dis
continuity occurs, as shown by the true  decay curve. The failure of any 
single exponential equation to represent the true curve merely makes 
clear the fact th a t the behavior of the core is not th a t of a single coupled 
turn , bu t rather is th a t of an infinite line. Bozorth7 gives the intercept 
as 0.691 for the linear case, which does not represent the continuously 
curving decay which actually occurs.

The chosen intercept of the first approximation curve a t t =  0 is ad 
m ittedly somewhat arbitrary . I t  was arrived a t in a broader study in
cluding flux rise curves. Accepting this equation, a convenient determ ina
tion of te can be made similar to th a t for exponentials. If t is set equal to 
le, then

= 0.2 2 1 . (2 1 )

Thus, after measuring a dynamic flux decay curve, the time can be 
determined for which the above ratio obtains. This directly is te. From 
linear circuit theory and Lenz’s Law, the inductance for one tu rn  is:

L^ w r  (22)

whence Ge can be determined.
Now because of magnetic saturation and the shape of the hysteresis 

loop, the values will depend upon the particular final ampere turns (N I) 
used in the experiment. For uniqueness and uniformity in rating electro
m agnets for comparison purposes, the particular set chosen is th a t for 
which L\ is a maximum. For comprehensive operating studies, measure
m ents of course have to be made under the actual conditions of interest. 
Except for rating purposes, te is not ordinarily split up into components.

Thus, while the rated value of Ge for a particular electromagnet has 
the dimensions of conductance, it includes other factors as well. Some are: 
(a) Core m aterial conductivity, (b) M agnetic non-linearity, (c) Shape of 
the hysteresis loop, (d) Non-uniform flux distribution, (e) Effect of pole



face and other air gaps, and (f) Decay of leakage field. It, therefore, also 
has the nature of a  mop-up factor in which is included other effects not 
explicitly covered in the elem entary analysis.

The above discussion has been directed toward establishing an easily 
determined core time constant having characteristics useful for rating 
purposes, and dem onstrating th a t the distributed nature of the core eddy 
currents precludes an accurate representation of the core as a single 
coupled turn.

Open circuit flux decay measurements of round and rectangular solid 
core electromagnets of magnetic iron, 1 per cent silicon iron, and 45 per 
cent permalloy all are accurately represented by the measured flux decay 
curve of Fig. 23, after establishing appropriate values for Ge and L, in 
each case.

D Y N A M IC  F L U X  R IS E

Dynamic flux rise curves, measured with the relay arm atures blocked 
open, are shown in Fig. 24. A family of curves, is needed because of the 
added variable of the winding. The value of te is determined by the 
method just described, except th a t the arm ature is held open, resulting 
primarily in a new and lower value of L\. The winding m ay be charac
terized by its coil constant:

Gc =  N 2/ R ,

where N  — num ber of turns, and R  =  dc resistance of winding circuit. 
These curves are a composite of measurements on m any structures and 
fit all da ta  to  within a few per cent.

An empirical closed form expression has been determined which fits 
these data, and in fact was used to  compute these curves. However, 
once the curves have been plotted there is no further need for the rather 
complicated expression. Any particular rise curve desired can be in ter
polated from the drawing.

These curves again show, with windings of relatively low coil constants, 
a divergence of the dynamic flux rise from being a straight line. The 
particular curve Gc/G e = 0 actually is a decay curve because such a rise 
measurement would involve the use of both an infinite voltage battery  
and an infinite resistance winding. Now for this case, as well as for all 
the others, the rise and decay curves differ because of the shape of the 
hysteresis loop, the decay curve persisting longer. This effect is m ost 
evident for the last few per cent of the flux change. However, the differ
ences are small on a full range basis. The curves shown near Gc — 0 are
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a compromise for this effect. Actually the rise curves do not cross, bu t 
they do approach each other.

Coil to  core constant ratios now in use range from 2 upwards, the case 
of 2 being the best condition for 25 w atts power. An examination of this 
particular curve shows some curvature for small times. This effect of an 
initial increased ra te  of rise reduces the operate time of an electromag
net, and is autom atically taken advantage of in the experimental design 
of windings.

W ith a winding as p art of the system, an  elem entary consideration 
shows why this curvature exists. This follows from

where: N  =  number of winding turns, E  =  applied battery  voltage, 
R  =  resistance of winding, i  =  instantaneous current, and <p = in 
stantaneous flux. This equation is exact and holds whether or no t there 
are eddy currents. A t the instan t of circuit closure there are no winding 
or eddy currents (because of leakage inductances if for no other reason) 
and the initial ra te of flux rise is dependent only upon the number of 
turns and the  applied voltage. After a  transition interval, the eddy cur
rents become effective and slow down the ra te  of flux rise. For any given 
to tal flux, the tim e required, therefore, is less than  th a t  given by the well 
known equation:

However, for large coil constants where Gc predominates the effect 
diminishes and the above equation is an excellent representation and 
desirable for its simplicity.

N E W  F IR S T  A P P R O X IM A T IO N  F L U X  R IS E  E Q U A T IO N

Returning to  Fig. 24, while the effect we have been discussing is all 
im portant for open circuit flux decay, practical coil constants a t present 
do no t have ratios to the core constant much below 2. These curves do 
not diverge greatly from straight lines on this plot. Can a minor correc
tion term  be made a part of the simple equation heretofore used which 
will retain its simplicity and extend its accuracy to  windings now used?

One such equation is

(23)

(24)

~ t l i 1( O c+ O ee ~ a ‘ l a ^ (25)
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Fig. 24 — Flux rise curves.

where <I> is the final flux. This m ay also be w ritten in integral form as

t =  (Gc +  Gee,-oe/c
f"P

0 /  Jo

The change is the introduction of the exponential modifying the core 
constant Gc.

Fig. 25 shows comparisons of curves for four different coil to  core 
constant ratios. In  each case, the actual flux rise, the older equation, 
and the new first approximation are shown.

For large coils (as an example on Fig. 25, Gc/G e =  10) the actual flux 
rise is well represented by either expression, their accuracy being within 
1 per cent.

For very small coils (on Fig. 25, Gc/G c = 0.5) it is clear th a t the older 
representation is never a good approximation of actual flux rise. The new 
approximation represents the s ta rt of the dynamic flux rise quite well, 
bu t is not accurate for the second half. However no single exponential
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equation can represent the actual rise when the plot is as curved as this 
one is. The best th a t can be done is to  approximate the more im portant 
initial p art with a straight line, and in this sense the new approximation 
shows a good fit.

A typical speed relay will have a value of Gc/G c around 2 and the range 
from 1 to  10 covers all relays in this class. For a ratio of 2, the new 
representation of flux rise is within 2 per cent of the actual rise, as 
opposed to about 5 per cent with the earlier equation. For the ratio of 1, 
the accuracies are 4 per cent and 11 per cent respectively.

------------------  A C T U A L  F L U X  RISE

------------------ N E W  F IR S T A P P R O X IM A TIO N  EQ UATIO N

-------------------CORE CONSIDERED AS  A C O M P LE T E  TU R N

T I M E , t / t e

Fig. 25 — Comparisons of equations for flux rise.
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Fig. 27 — The optical probe and associated dc amplifier system .

Fig. 26 — The dynamic fluxmeter.
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Thus we have shown the new expression more accurately represents the 
eddy current effect on the initial flux rise for speed coils, and for most 
relays the overall accuracy will be within 2 per cent, and all relays should 
be within 4 per cent, an error reduction of about two-thirds compared to 
the older approximation.

E Q U IP M E N T

The dynamic fluxmeter is shown in Fig. 26. Two panels, each with a 
subchassis attached, comprise the set. The dc instrum ent and a supple
m entary  voltm eter and ammeter are on the bench beside the cabinet. 
The upper panel contains the timing system , w ith the time selection con
trols. The lower panel includes the power supply and the test relay circuit 
controls, including the m ercury contact relays. The control keys arrange 
the test relay circuit for any test condition.

The optical probe, a test relay, and the dc amplifier system are shown 
from left to right in Fig. 27. The photocell is in the shielded container 
above the relay, with the lamp and lens system below. A right angle 
prism turns the light beam into the vertical, to  pass between the vanes 
on the relay.

The upper panel of the bench rack is the -2 5 0 -v o lt supply. The lower 
panel includes the 4-250-volt supply, (he three dc amplifiers and the 
magnetically shielded air-core output transformer. Its  secondary is con
nected to the fluxmeter through a shielded cable. The controls are for 
zero setting the dc amplifiers, for selecting the amplifier gain and whether 
a displacement or velocity measurement is to  be made.
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Selenium Rectifiers— Factors in Their
Application
By J. GHAMELS

(Manuscript received July 1, 1953)

Selection of the proper selenium rectifier slacks for best results in  the de
sign of dc power supplies involves consideration of characteristics not ordi
narily found in  published data. This paper describes the data required for 
the selection of selenium cell sizes and cell combinations, shoivs typical 
voltage-current characteristics, and gives the results of extensive life test data 
necessary for evaluating the life expectancy of the product. The life lest data 
indicate that there are substantial differences in  the life expectancy of 
selenium slacks as manufactured by various companies in  this country. 
Shorter life can be anticipated as the rms cell voltage ratings are increased. 
In  addition, the life is affected by the current density and the temperature 
at which the selenium cells are operated.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

Since their introduction in this country about 1939, selenium rectifier 
stacks have proved to  be a useful means of converting ac power to  dc 
power for Bell System applications. These applications vary  from 2 to 
2,500 volts and in power sizes from a  few w atts to  10 kilowatts. Properly 
designed, the  selenium rectifier has a relatively long-life expectancy and 
requires a minimum am ount of maintenance. For these reasons, selenium 
rectifier stacks are widely used in telephone plants for battery  charging, 
relay operation, plate and filament supply for vacuum -tube amplifiers, 
bias supplies, telegraph and teletypewriter circuits.

Up to 1952, about 245,000 rectifiers of all types have been m anufac
tured for the Bell System. These include tungar, copper-oxide, vacuum 
tubes, thyratrons and selenium types. Of this total, about 25 per cent 
are of the selenium type.

Although Bell Laboratories studies of selenium rectifier stacks date 
from 1939, rectifiers using such stacks did not enter the telephone plant 
until 1945. From  1940 to 1945, however, selenium stacks were designed

1469
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widely into communication systems for W orld W ar I I  m ilitary projects. 
Since 1945, selenium rectifier power supplies have increased rapidly. For 
example, in 1945, out of a to ta l of 9,000 rectifiers of all types, about
1,000 or I I  per cent used selenium. In  1951, about 30,000 out of 45,000 
rectifiers, or 67 per cent, were of the selenium type.

There are m any companies in this country who m anufacture selenium 
stacks b u t the quality and behavior of the various m anufacturers’ 
products show considerable variation, particularly in regard to life ex
pectancy. For m any years the Laboratories has carried on an extensive 
testing program to evaluate properly the various suppliers’ rectifiers. 
As a  result of these continuing investigations, the Laboratories is in a 
position to select cell sizes and combinations of selenium rectifier stacks 
for use in new power applications. Specifications then are w ritten on one 
or more suppliers. These specifications have a three fold purpose: (1) 
They are used as a purchasing and inspection document, (2) they cover 
the electrical and mechanical requirements necessary for proper elec
trical design and equipm ent layout, and (3) they are useful in m aintain 
mg records of the electrical and mechanical characteristics.

C E L L  M A N U F A C T U R E  A N D  S T A C K  A S S E M B L Y

A selenium rectifier cell is an elem entary rectifying device having one 
positive electrode, one negative electrode and one rectifying junction. 
Cells are m ade by coating a chemically treated  base plate, usually alum 
inum, w ith a  thin layer of purified selenium to which a halogen element 
(chlorine, iodine or bromine) has been added. This m ixture is applied to 
the base plate by one of the following m ethods:

1. Sprinkled or dusted on and subjected to heat and pressure.
2. Deposited by an evaporation process in an evacuated chamber.
3. D ipped in molten selenium and spun.
The selenium then is converted to  the desired crystalline structure by 

heat treatm ents. During the heat treatm ent, a blocking or barrier layer 
is formed on the exposed surface of the selenium. This layer is further 
developed by various chemical means, which are “ trade secrets” w ith 
each m anufacturer. A thin layer of low m elting point alloy, the front 
electrode, is then sprayed on the selenium.

The m anufacturing process is completed by electrically “forming” the 
cells by applying a pulsating dc voltage in the non-rectifying direction for 
a specified time interval.

Selenium cells are assembled on an insulated bolt or stud, with in
dividual cells separated by metal spacer washers to allow free passage of 
air for cooling the assembly. Contact terminals are brought out in various
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arrangements for series, parallel or series-parallel connection of the cells 
as required.

The completed assembly is designated as a rectifier stack. A rectifier 
stack is a  single structure of one or more rectifier cells.

Small size cells (less than  I") have no center hole for mounting. These 
cells are assembled without spacer washers in glass, m etal, phenol fibre 
or bakelite tubing. Terminal leads extend outside these enclosures.

S Y M B O L IC  N O T A T IO N

The combination of cells on a  stack is described by a sequence of four 
symbols w ritten a-b-c-d with the following significances:* (a) number 
of rectifying elements; (b) num ber of cells in series in each rectifying ele
m ent; (c) number of cells in parallel in each rectifying element; and (d) 
symbol designating circuit or stack connections.

The symbols for the more common types of stack assemblies are shown 
schematically in Fig. 1.

A basic selenium stack is defined as a stack having a single selenium 
cell in each rectifying element. For instance, a 4-1-IB  stack is a basic 
full-wave single-phase bridge rectifier stack with one selenium cell in 
each of the four rectifying elements.

The to tal num ber of selenium cells on any stack is the product of the 
three numbers indicated. For example, a single-phase full-wave bridge 
stack with three cells in series and two cells in parallel per rectifying ele
m ent would be designated as a 4-3-2B stack assembled with 4 X 3 X 2  
or 24 cells.

"H "  H A L F -W A V E  STAC K

ONE RECTIFYING ELEMENT
1 -1 - IH

"D "  DO U BLER  STACK

TWO RECTIFYING ELEMENTS 
2 - I - I D

"C ”  CENTER  TAP STACK

TWO RECTIFYING ELEMENTS
2 -1  -1C

" B "  S IN G L E -P H A S E  F U L L -W A V E  STACK

FOUR RECTIFYING ELEMENTS 
4 - 1 - I B

” B "  3 <P F U L L -W A V E  STACK

SIX RECTIFYING ELEMENTS 
6 - I - I B

Pig. 1 — Stack assembly symbols. Color coding of terminals (AIEE and 
NEM A Standard): yellow for ac, red for plus dc output, and black for negative dc 
output.

* This method of specifying stack assemblies has been standardized by both 
the National Electric M anufacturer’s Association and the American Institute  
of Electrical Engineers.
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D E S IG N  C O N S ID E R A T IO N S

The proper selection of selenium stacks for use in dc power supplies 
involves a  num ber of im portant factors th a t  m ust be carefully consid
ered.

(1) Circuit requirem ents m ust be carefully analyzed so th a t alllowance 
m ay be made for the normal variations in the voltage-current charac
teristics of each m anufacturer’s product as well as variations th a t exist 
for the same stacks processed by different m anufacturers. For a  fixed ac 
input voltage, differences in the forward voltage drop m ay vary  the dc 
ou tput voltage a t least ±  3 per cent from the mean value. If  this cannot 
be tolerated, selenium cells have to  be carefully graded and selected to 
obtain uniform ity or other circuit adjustm ents have to be provided. 
Special selection of cells, obviously, will increase the cost of the product.

(2) ■ The engineer m ust take into account the magnitude of the changes 
in the voltage-current characteristics of the rectifier stacks over the 
specified tem perature range of his project. A t very low tem peratures, 
ou tput voltages m ay be 5 to  10 per cent lower than  a t normal room tem 
peratures. For high tem perature operation, the stacks m ust be properly 
derated for both current and voltage to prevent overheating and rapid 
failure.

(3) Selenium rectifiers age with time. Compensation for this aging 
should be provided if load requirem ents w arrant. The project engineer 
should determine w hat life he expects or requires of the application. For 
m ilitary applications life requirem ents m ay vary  from minutes to thou
sands of hours. On other applications, such as telephone and elevator in
stallations, it is desirable to  design selenium rectifiers for life expectancies 
of ten to tw enty years or more.

(4) The equipm ent engineer m ust anticipate the differences in m e
chanical details of the same stack assembled by different suppliers. There 
is no standardization in the selenium industry regarding cell sizes or 
mechanical details such as the overall length and height of the stack 
and particularly the type of mounting. However, a committee for the 
N ational Electrical M anufacturers’ Association is attem pting  to  s tand
ardize these mechanical details so th a t stacks assembled by different 
suppliers will be mechanically interchangeable.

(5) Unless otherwise specified, rectifying stacks are coated with vari
ous types of paints and varnishes for protection against m oisture in 
normal conditions of hum idity. For m ilitary projects and other applica
tions where selenium rectifiers m ay be exposed to high humidities, fun
gus, salt or other corrosive atmospheres, the rectifier stacks m ust be
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provided with a more suitable type of protective coating or finish. These 
finishes are available from most m anufacturers.

(6) When selenium stacks are m ounted in cabinets or housing with 
other heat-generating devices, they  should be arranged in such a m anner 
th a t heat from the other components does not reach the rectifier stacks. 
The stacks should be m ounted below the other components, and in such 
position th a t the free flow of air through the rectifier stack is not impeded. 
The stack should be m ounted with the assembly stud in the horizontal, 
not vertical, position. W hen two or more stacks are m ounted in the same 
housing, they should be in a horizontal plane with each other, or properly 
staggered. Cabinets should be provided with louvers to dissipate the heat 
within the enclosure.

E L E C T R IC A L  R A T IN G S

The electrical ratings of selenium rectifier stacks are based 011 their 
voltage, current and therm al characteristics. All three m ust be consid
ered carefully for initial design purposes, as any one can affect life, ex
pectancy.

Voltage Ratings

The voltage rating usually is expressed as the “reverse voltage ra t
ing.” I t  is the maximum rm s sinewave voltage above which an excessive 
reverse current would flow and overheat the cell, causing breakdown. 
However, the im portant consideration establishing the rating is the peak 
voltage applied to the cell. If the applied voltage differs significantly 
from a  sine-wave, it  is im portant th a t the applied peak voltage shall not 
exceed 1.41 times the rated rms voltage.

When selenium cells originally were m anufactured in this country, 
their rms reverse voltage ratings ranged from 14 to  18 volts. Ratings 
later increased to 26 volts. One m anufacturer already has successfully 
produced 33-volt cells for several years; and another supplier announced 
recently a 40-volt cell. Cells rated a t higher voltage have been produced 
in  the laboratory. For non-critical applications, such as low-cost radio 
and television sets, some selenium m anufacturers make cells rated a t 45 
volts rms. Generally, in such applications, a  high reliability product is 
not required and the units m ay have a relatively short life.

The nominal do output voltages obtained from various common basic 
rectifier stacks assembled with cells rated  a t 18-, 26- and 33-volt rms are 
listed in Table I. These ratings apply for stacks operating a t rated  dc 
ou tput current into a  resistance load.
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Current Ratings

The current rating of selenium cells is based upon a normal current 
density of 0.32 ampere for each square inch of active rectifying surface 
for a single-phase full-wave bridge rectifier stack (4-1-1B) operating into 
a resistance load. The rating applies to stacks in which the cells are sep
arated  by  spacer washers so th a t the cells are cooled by convection air 
currents. Small size cells m ounted w ithout spacer washers are rated a t a 
lower current density.

The dc output current ratings for various selenium cell sizes are listed 
in Table II .

These ratings are based upon continuous operation in am bient tem pera
tures up to  +  35°C with unrestricted ventilation for convection cooling 
of the stacks. For battery or condenser loads on single phase circuits, the 
above current ratings usually are derated to 80 per cent of the above 
values.

Thermal Ratings

Voltage and current ratings usually are based upon operation of the 
rectifier stack in  a normal am bient tem perature of +35°C . I t  is im
portan t to  note, however, th a t for selenium cell application, am bient 
tem perature is defined as the tem perature immediately surrounding the 
stack within the equipm ent enclosure, not the tem perature area where 
equipm ent is installed. Stacks operating a t rated current and voltage 
into a resistance load have tem perature rises ranging from 15 to 30°C 
when measured with a thermocouple in direct contact with the cell. 
The tem perature rise depends upon the m anufacturing techniques used 
by the various companies as well as the spacing of the selenium cells on 
the assembled stack. For long life expectancy, the actual cell tem pera
ture should not exceed +75°C .

T a b l e  I — N o m i n a l  DC O u t p u t  V o l t a g e s  o f  R e c t i f i e r  S t a c k s

Basic Stack DC Output Volts

Cell Rating, Volts rms............................................................................ 18 26 33

Single Phase
H alf-w ave....................................................... 1-1-1H G 9 12
Full-wave

Center ta p .................................................. 2-1-1C G 9 12
B rid ge .......................................................... 4-1-1B 12 18 24

Three-Phase
Full-wave bridge......................................... G-1-1B 19 30 38



For operation in am bient tem peratures above +35°C , the voltage or 
current ratings, or both m ust be reduced to limit the cell tem perature 
(ambient plus heat rise) to +75°C . The de-rating factors for voltage and 
current vary  somewhat from supplier to supplier, b u t Fig. 2 shows typical 
de-rating curves for operation of selenium stacks above a +35°C  am 
bient.

Selenium rectifiers can be operated a t cell tem peratures above 75°C, 
b u t aging accelerates with tem perature and excessive tem peratures will 
result in rapid failure.

A special problem today is the application of selenium rectifiers for 
high tem perature m ilitary uses. M any m ilitary projects are requesting 
designs to  operate a t am bient tem peratures of + 7 0  to +90°C . Unfor
tunately  very little da ta  about rectifier operation and life expectancy 
under these conditions have been obtained up to now.

V O L T A G E  —  C U R R E N T  C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S

To dem onstrate the non-linear characteristics of selenium rectifier 
cells, Fig. 3 illustrates representative dynamic voltage-current curves 
showing the open circuit and short circuit characteristics of bridge con
nected stacks composed of various cell sizes rated a t  26 volts, rms. This 
rating was chosen since all m anufacturers presently are producing cells 
of th is type.

Cells w ith higher voltage ratings generally have a slightly greater for
ward voltage drop.
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T a b l e  I I  —-DC O u t p u t  R a t i n g s

Continuous DC Amps at -j-35°C

Cell Size Area 
Square Inches*

Singlc-Phase Three-
Phase

Half wave Bridge &: 
C.T. Bridge

3 4 " D ia ........................................................ 0.049 0.006 0.012 0.018
y 2" D ia. ................................. 0.196 0.025 0.050 0.075
1" x I ” ......................................................... 0.56 0.090 0.18 0.270
IK* x IK " ........................................................ 1,1 0.175 0.35 0.525
1W  x i j ......................................... 1.7 0.270 0.54 0.810
2" X 2"............................................................ 3.1 0.500 1.0 1.50
3 tt 3/r 7.0 1.10 2 .2 3.30
4V s"  D ia ......................................................
5" x 5" .................................................................
•IK" X r." ............................................................
5" x 6 " .................................................................

12.5
21.2
21 .2
26.2

2.00
3.40
3.40 
4.20

4 .0
6 .8
6 .8
8.4

6 .00
10.2
10.2
12.6

* Approximate active rectifying area (varies w ith suppliers)



The da ta  shown in Fig. 3 and subsequent data  are plotted for basic 
4-1-1B stacks. Tests were made w ith 60-cycle sinusoidal supply voltage. 
The “forward voltage drop” is expressed as the rms volts required to 
produce a specified current in a moving coil dc am m eter connected di
rectly to  (short circuiting) the output term inals of the rectifier stack. 
For stacks with more than  one cell per element, the voltage drop is ob
tained by multiplying the observed drop in Fig. 3 by the num ber of cells 
in series per rectifying element.

The reverse current is measured by applying a specified rms voltage 
to the ac term inals with the dc term inals open circuited and noting the 
rms input current after the current has stabilized. When selenium stacks 
have been “ off voltage” for some time, a relatively high reverse current 
is obtained for the first few seconds. The current then decays approxi
m ately exponentially. Usually, the current will stabilize after voltage 
has been applied for 5 to 10 minutes.

I t  should be emphasized th a t these curves are only typical characteris
tics. Selenium cell m anufacture requires individual testing of each cell 
before assembling into a stack. Cells are graded by their electrical char
acteristics. Large variations exist between the lowest and highest grade. 
Each m anufacturer sets up his own standards regarding the variations
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AM B IE N T  TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE

Fig. 2 — Temperature de-rating curves for long-life expectancy.
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of characteristics in a given grade. M ore than  one grade of cell m ay be 
assembled in a rectifier stack. The a r t  of m anufacturing selenium cells 
is such that, considering production over a yearly period, differences in 
the forward voltage drop a t rated current m ay vary  as much as ± 3 0  to 
50 per cent from the mean value. In  the reverse direction, a larger per 
cent spread exists in the reverse current, particularly in cells or stacks 
made by  different suppliers.

Fig. 4 shows dynamic characteristics plotted on a  linear scale to illus
tra te  variations of the forward voltage and reverse current character
istics of selenium rectifier stacks th a t are processed by two different 
suppliers. Variation of this magnitude exist, not only from supplier to 
supplier, bu t also m ay occur in a  particular suppliers’ product.

Selenium rectifier stacks in common with other semi-conductor recti
fiers, have a negative tem perature coefficient of resistance in the forward 
direction. The forward voltage drop a t a specified current decreases as 
the am bient tem perature increases (see Fig. 5). In  the reverse direction, 
the reverse current decreases as the tem perature is lowered to approxi
m ately —20°C. Below this tem perature, there is no apparent change in 
the current except a t the higher voltages. A t the higher voltages, the 
current again tends to  increase.

S T A C K  D E S IG N

The dc ou tput voltage-current characteristics for various ac input 
voltages of basic rectifier stacks (one cell per rectifying element) are 
represented in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. The d ata  were obtained by m aintaining 
a constant 60-cycle rms voltage a t the stack input term inals and do not 
take into account transform er regulation or other regulating devices th a t 
m ay be used.

Fig. 6 shows the single phase full-wave bridge characteristics for re
sistance loads.

Fig. 7 shows the single-phase full-wave bridge characteristics for battery 
loads. I t  will be observed th a t, with single-phase circuits for a given dc 
outpu t voltage, lower ac input voltage is required fo ra  battery  load than 
for a resistance load. Capacitor loading is somewhat similar in output 
characteristics to  ba tte ry  loading, b u t the value of ou tput voltage is de
pendent upon the m agnitude of the capacity, the quality of the capacitor, 
and the current drawn by the load. For ba tte ry  loading, the ou tpu t volt
age is dependent upon the type of battery , the condition of the battery , 
the battery  voltage and the charging current ra te required.

For these reasons, i t  is difficult to  accurately predict the exact input-
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output characteristics of stacks on capacity or ba tte ry  loads. For precise 
design information, laboratory tests under the specified conditions should 
be made to determine the actual slope of these characteristics.

Fig. 8 shows the characteristics for a  three-phase full-wave bridge cir
cuit. These characteristics apply to  both resistance and battery  loads.

To design a selenium rectifier stack, the following procedure m ay be 
used :

1. Refer to Table I  for the dc ou tput voltage rating for the particular 
circuit application.

2. For the specified dc output current select the proper cell size from 
Table II . (If the current exceeds th a t of a single cell, additional cells m ay 
be connected in parallel.)

3. The ac input voltage to  the stack for the required dc ou tput voltage 
and current is then obtained from Figs. 6, 7 or 8.

The following example illustrates this m ethod of stack design.
Example: To design a single-phase full-wave bridge rectifier stack to 

supply 1.0 ampere dc a t  48 volts into a  resistance load. From  Table I, 
the  highest dc output voltage for a basic stack is 24 volts for cells rated

Fig. 4 —• Typical dynamic voltage-current characteristics of 4-1-1B stacks with 
26-volt, cells processed by two different suppliers.
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a t 33 volts, mis. Therefore, 4%.i. or 2 cells in scries in each of the four 
rectifying elements of the full wave bridge circuit will be required. From  
Table II , a  2-inch square cell is needed to carry the specified load of 1 
am pere dc. As previously described under “Symbolic N otation ,” the 
rectifier stack would be designated as 4-2-1B combination using 8 cells.

Selenium cells rated a t 18 or 26 volts rms also could be used, b u t the 
to tal num ber of cells in the stack would be increased as shown in T a 
ble II I .

Obviously, the higher the cell voltage rating, the less to tal cells and 
consequently a smaller and lighter stack is obtained. However, other fac
tors, particularly life expectancy, m ust be evaluated as described later 
in the text.

After the stack cell combination has been established, the required ac 
input voltage is obtained from Fig. 6. A t 100 per cent normal load cur
rent (1 ampere dc from Table II)  and 24 volts dc, the ac voltage for a 
basic stack is about 30 volts, rms. Since there are two cells in series in 
each rectifying element, 2 X 30 or 60 volts rm s inpu t voltage would be 
required for a new stack.

If cells rated a t 26 volts rm s are selected, three cells in series would be 
required. For the specified 48 volts dc output, or 16 volts dc per 
series cell, is obtained. Again referring to  Fig. 6, an input voltage of 20.5 
volts per cell or 61.5 volts to ta l is required. This compares to  60 volts 
for the previous illustration. The higher input voltage results from the 
added voltage drop of the additional cells in the rectifier stack.

This stack design is satisfactory for operation in am bient tem pera
tures not exceeding +35°C . For operation a t higher ambients, the stack 
should be de-rated as shown in Fig. 2. For example, if the stack is re
quired to operate in an am bient of +60°C , the dc output current rating 
would be 50 per cent of the normal rating. The 2" square cell previously
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Fig. 5 — Temperature characteristics of 4-1-1B stacks with 2" x 2" cells rated 
at 26 volts rms and 1.0 ampere dc.
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e r m s

LO AD AS PER CENT OF RATED CURRENT

Fig. 6 — Typical output voltage-current characteristics. 60-cvcle single-phase 
full-wave bridge circuit. Basic stack 4-1-1B. Resistance load.
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LOAD AS PER CENT OF RATED CURRENT

• 7 — Typical output voltage-current characteristics. 60-cycle single-phase 
ave bridge circuit. Basic stack 4-1-1B. B attery load.
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LOAD AS PER CENT OF RATED CURRENT

Fig. 8 —  Typical output voltage-current characteristics. 60-cycle three-phase 
full-wave circuit. Basic stack 6-1-IB. R esistance and battery loads.
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selected would now be rated a t 0.50 X 1 or 0.5 ampere. Therefore, for 
the specified 1.0 ampere load, two cells in  parallel are required or the 
next larger cell size, (3" square) could be selected. The 3" square cell 
would be rated a t 0.50 X 2.2 or 1.1 ampere.

A t 60°C ambient, the input voltage for new or aged stacks should not 
exceed 92 per cent of the normal rms voltage rating.

An alternative method of calculating the input voltage required for 
any stack cell combination m ay be obtained by the use of the formulas 
shown in Table IV.

Since the selenium rectifier stack is a non-linear device whose charac
teristics vary  depending upon the circuit and operating conditions, the 
values given in Table IV  are not precise b u t they are reasonably accurate 
for m ost design purposes.

To illustrate the formulas method, let us determine the input voltage 
for the previous example, th a t is, a single-phase full-wave bridge stack 
to supply 1.0 ampere dc a t 48 volts into a resistance load. As previously 
determined, the stack cell combination would be a 4-2-1B circuit. The

T a b l e  I I I  —  S t a c k  D e s i g n

Cell Rating Volts rms. Cell Combination T otal Cells

33 4-2-1B 8
2G 4-3-1B 12
18 4-4-1B 16

T a b l e  I V — - C a l c u l a t i n g  t h e  I n p u t  V o l t a g e  R e q u i r e d  f o r  A n y  

S t a c k  C e l l  C o m b i n a t i o n

Rectifier Circuit Formulae

K

Resistance Load B attery  or 
Capacity Load

Single-phase H alf-W ave........ Eac =  KEdc +  nDV 2.3 1.0
Single-phase Full-W ave, Cen

t e r  T A P *................................. Eac =  KEdc +  nDV 1.15 o.so
Single-phase Full-W ave

B ridge....................................... Eac =  KEdc +  2nDV 1.15 o.so
Three-phase Full-W ave

B ridge....................................... Eac =  KEdc +  2nDV 0.74 0.74

Eac =  Stack input volts, rms.
Edc =  Average dc output volts.
K =  Circuit form factor.
n = Number of cells in series in each rectifying elem ent.
DV =  RMS forward voltage drop at specified dc output current (sec Fig. 9). 
* For center tap circuits, Eac is the voltage to the m id-tap on the transformer.
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Fig. 9 — Dynam ic forward voltage drop per cell.

forward rms voltage drop per cell (DV) obtained from Fig. 9 is 1.10 volts 
a t 100 per cent norm al rated  current. From  the formulas in Table II I ,  
the input voltage is:

Eac — 1.1 oEdc +  2 nD V,
Eac =  1.15 X 48 +  2 X 2 X 1.1 =  59.6 volts rms.

This input voltage is required for a new or unaged stack. Since the 
stack ages under service operating conditions, additional input voltage 
will be required to  m aintain the original dc output. I t  is considered good 
practice to  design for a 100 per cent increase in the initial forward voltage 
drop (D V ) of the stack. The aged stack, then would require

Eac =  1.15 Edc +  2(2 nD V),
Eac =  1.15 X 48 +  2(2 X 2 X 1.1) =  63 volts rms.

The am ount by which an increase of 100 per cent in the forward volt
age drop or forward resistance will change the output is dependent upon 
the design of the circuit. I t  depends upon the ratio in per cent of the for
ward rectifier stack resistance to  the to ta l circuit resistance including
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the transformer, ballast, load, etc. For most practical design considera
tions, one or more aging taps on the input transform er to provide 5 to 
10 per cent additional voltage, will compensate for the forward aging.

I t  should be emphasized th a t the curves in Figs. 6, 7, S and  9 are based 
upon empirical d ata  obtained on new rectifier stacks and the charac
teristics will vary slightly depending upon normal m anufacturing varia
tions in the voltage current characteristics mentioned earlier in this 
article.

A G IN G

Selenium rectifier stacks are subject to  aging. Aging is defined as any 
persistent change (except failure) which takes place for any reason in 
either the forward or reverse resistance characteristics. The im portant 
factor in selenium rectifier aging is the increase in the forward voltage 
drop which results in a decreased dc output. For normal rectifier applica
tions aging of the reverse current is not critical.

For design purposes, a selenium stack is considered to  have reached 
the end of its useful life when the stack input voltage required to main
tain ra ted  output voltage exceeds the rm s reverse voltage rating assigned 
by the m anufacturer. Operation beyond this lim it will result in over
heating of the selenium cells and rapid failure of the stack.

The extent and ra te of aging of selenium stacks cannot be predicted 
m athem atically. Aging characteristics m ust be determined by actual test 
involving lengthy tim e consuming projects. To determine whether a 
given rectifier stack will give satisfactory performance for five years, as 
an example, tests would have to  be conducted for this period. Aging can 
be accelerated by operation a t high tem peratures or a t load currents 
above normal, b u t no accepted correlation exists between this type of 
aging and th a t obtainable under normal operating conditions.

Aging da ta  were obtained on sample rectifier stacks obtained from 
different m anufacturers in this country. The samples were set up on life 
test racks as single phase full wave rectifiers and were operated continu
ously a t  normal room am bient tem peratures. For the duration of the 
tests, the 60-cycle ac input voltage to the stacks was kept constant a t 
approxim ately 10 per cent below the maximum rms voltage rating. The 
stacks operated into a resistance load. The resistance was selected so 
th a t the rectifiers operated a t rated dc load currents. The resistance was 
not changed thereafter.

Long term  forward aging characteristics of selenium rectifier stacks
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Fig. 10 — Forward aging characteristics of 18-volt cells.

assembled w ith cells rated a t 18 volts rms are shown in Fig. 10.* After 10 
years (approximately 90,000 hours) continuous operation, the forward 
drop on one supplier’s product increased approxim ately 90 per cent. A 
second supplier’s product increased 100 per cent in 3 years under similar 
operating conditions. F urther development programs by each m anu
facturer resulted in improved aging qualities as indicated by tests made 
on stacks obtained a t a later date.

By introducing changes in their m anufacturing techniques, the in
dustry  eventually increased the voltage ratings to 26 volts rms per cell. 
This change in processing, however, raises the question — how has the 
operatinglifebeenaffected? Fig. 11* clearly illustrates th a t although m any 
m anufacturers are commercially producing 26-volt cells, the life ex
pectancy is vastly  different.

In  order to save space, weight and critical materials, m anufacturers 
are attem pting to produce cells with still higher voltage ratings. M ost 
companies have had a 33-volt cell development program under way for 
some time, b u t again the problem of aging m ust be considered. Fig. 12* 
compares the forward aging of 26- and 33-volt cells after 5,000 hours 
operation. I t  is evident th a t in all cases except one, the 33-volt cells age 
substantially faster than  the 26-volt cells. The exception is m anufacturer 
“E ” who has not produced 26-volt cells bu t has commercially processed

* The designations A, B , C, etc. shown on all aging curves are not to be in 
terpreted to represent the same manufacturer’s product on each of the figures.
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HOURS OF OPERATON

Fig. 11 — Forward aging characteristics of various suppliers 26-volt cells.

33-volt cells for several years. Again, there is a wide difference in the 
ra te  of aging in the various m anufacturers’ products.

Continued aging tests on stacks made by  m anufacturer “E ” show th a t 
after 21,000 hours of continuous operation, the forward voltage drop has 
increased only 8 per cent. Extrapolation of these data  indicate a life 
expectancy of th irty  years.

I t  should be emphasized th a t the da ta  on the 33-volt cells, w ith the 
one exception, were taken on experimental stacks obtained from various 
companies while they still were in the research and development stages 
of processing the 33-volt cell. Undoubtedly, further development pro
grams on this type of cell will result in improved aging qualities.

Fig. 13 shows clearly what happens to  the aging ra te  as m anufacturers 
attem pt to  increase still further the voltage rating. These d ata  are based 
upon 26-, 33- and 40-volt cells made by one supplier who is commercially 
producing cells with these ratings. The aging ra te is accelerated greatly 
as the voltage rating is increased.

All the foregoing aging da ta  were taken on stacks operated a t rated load 
currents. A longer operating life m ay be expected if selenium stacks are 
selected to  operate a t  lower load currents. As shown in Fig. 14, the aging
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a t 50 per cent normal current rating is about one half th a t a t rated cur
rent. Above normal rating, the aging is accelerated to  a greater degree. 
These d ata  were obtained on a particular supplier’s stacks w ith 26-volt 
cells, b u t similar behavior has been observed on other suppliers’ products, 
including stacks assembled with 33- and 40-volt cells.

The behavior of the reverse current during these aging studies indi
cates th a t the reverse current generally decreases slightly during the first 
few months of operation and then remains substantially constant there
after. A few m anufacturers’ rectifiers, however, show the opposite effect. 
The current rises slightly before leveling off. For normal dc power appli
cations, these changes are insignificant.

As previously discussed, selenium stacks are rated for operation a t 
+35°C  am bient tem peratures and should be derated a t higher am bients 
for normal life expectancy. However, the problem frequently arises — 
what life can be expected a t high am bient tem peratures and why cannot 
aging qualities be predicted over a short time interval under accelerated 
conditions, such as high am bient tem peratures? Fig. 15 shows da ta  ob
tained 011 four different suppliers’ product when operated a t a +80°C  
am bient tem perature. The tem perature of the selenium cells under 
these conditions (ambient plus tem perature rise) is about 100°C. For 
comparison purposes, d ata  are included for similar stacks aged a t normal
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Fig. 12 — Forward aging characteristics. Comparison of 26- and 33-volt cell 
ratings.
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Fig. 13 — Forward aging versus cell voltage rating.

room tem peratures. I t  is readily evident th a t  a t  + 80°C  am bient (1) the 
forward aging ra te is increased (2) the different m anufacturers’ stacks 
age a t different rates and (3) there is no definite correlation of the aging 
rate w ith normal operation a t room tem perature. As previously m en
tioned under room tem perature operation, longer life can be expected if 
stacks are operated a t reduced current loads. A t 80°C am bient however, 
three of the four m anufacturers’ stacks aged as m uch a t half load as at 
full load.

C O N C L U S IO N S

The development and use of selenium rectifier stacks in this country 
has been quite rapid in the last ten years. The voltage ratings per cell 
have increased from 14 volts rms to 26 and 33 volts on a commercial 
basis. The trend  in the selenium industry seems to  indicate th a t  cell 
voltage ratings will be further increased.

The proper selection and procurem ent of selenium rectifier stacks and 
their application to  dc power supplies for large scale industrial or m ilitary 
projects usually require considerably more information than  can be ob
tained from published d a ta  in m anufacturers’ catalogs. Considerable 
differences have been observed in the performance of similar stacks
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HOURS OF OPERATION

F ig. 14 — Effect of load current on forward aging.

HOURS OF OPERATION

Fig. 15 — Forward aging characteristics. Comparison of room and 4-80°C 
ambient temperature operation. 26-volt cells, resistance load, rated dc amps, 
input voltage — 80 per cent normal for 4-80°C ambient and 90 per cent normal 
for room ambient.
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furnished by different m anufacturers. To appraise properly the qualities 
of different m anufacturers’ stacks, the stability of the life characteristics 
should be considered more im portant than  the initial characteristics.

There is very little information published by the selenium m anufac
turers regarding the life expectancy of their product. Aging appears to 
be directly related to  the individual m anufacturing techniques used by 
each supplier. The life of selenium rectifier stacks seem to decrease as 
the cell voltage rating is increased. Longer life can be expected if stacks 
are operated a t load currents below the present ratings given in the m anu
facturers’ literature.

Selenium rectifier stacks properly designed and conservatively rated  
can be expected to give satisfactory performance for 10 to 20 years. 
Careful consideration of the ra te and extent of aging m ust be evaluated 
so th a t proper allowance m ay be made in the circuit design to  obtain 
maximum life expectancy.
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Arcing of Electrical Contacts in Telephone 
Switching Circuits

P art II— Characteristics of the  Short Arc
By M. M. ATALLA

(Manuscript received May 27, 1953)

Results are presented of an experimental study of the characteristics of 
the short arc in  air which is the major cause of contact erosion in  telephone 
switching circuits. Measurements were made of the arc initiation voltage, the 
voltage drop across the arc and the m inim um  arcing current. The following 
are the main conclusions: (1) For “normal” contacts in  air, the arc is 
initiated at a constant field strength of a few million volts/cm up to separa
tions of about 2 -3  mean free paths of an electron in  air. A t larger separa
tions the arc is initiated at the well known spark breakdown potentials of 
air. In  vacuum the linear relation holds for larger separations followed by a 
transition into a square root relation Vai = K {d)w . (2) For “clean” con
tacts in  air, no constant field strength line is obtained for separations as low 
as 1600A . Instead, the arc is initiated at the spark breakdown potentials of 
air, possibly due to adsorbed air molecules or due to breakdown along a 
longer path at the Paschen’s m inim um  potential. In  vacuum, it is specu
lated that the above square root relation will hold. (3) For “activated” con
tacts and small separations the arc is initiated at a constant field strength of 
about 0.6 X 100 volts/cm. {/) For “normal” contacts the minimum arcing 
current increases with an increase in  the maximum current during the arc 
due to surface contaminations and the arc cleaning action. (5) For arc cur
rents above 1.5 ampere and energies of the order of thousands of ergs the 
cathode determines the arc characteristics.

IN T R O D U C T IO N

The electrical erosion of contacts presents an im portant problem in 
the design of telephone switching apparatus. There are several physical 
phenomena th a t occur between contacts and contribute to  their erosion. 
The short arc,* which m ay occur on both make and break of a contact,

* The short arc is characterized by its constant voltage, independent of the 
current, which is of the order of the ionizing potential of the contact material.
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is generally considered to  be the m ajor contributor. For illustration, a 
palladium contact, 10 1 cm3 in volume, will last for more than 109 opera
tions* only if the arc energy per operation is less than 2.5 ergs. This is 
based on an erosion rate of 4 X 10 14 cm3 per erg.1 Furtherm ore, a short 
arc with a half ampere current, lasting for only one microsecond, will 
dissipate as much energy as 70 ergs. Contact erosion may also take place, 
though a t  much lower rates for the usual ranges of current and voltage 
in switching circuits, due to  molten bridges2 on contact break and due 
to glow discharge.8

In  P a rt I of this series,4 was discussed the mechanism of the initiation 
of the short arc as determined by contact and circuit conditions. Three 
characteristics of the arc were used in the presentation w ithout elabora
tion as to  their nature: (1) the arc initiation voltage, (2) the voltage drop 
across the arc, and (3) the arc initiation and the arc term ination currents. 
These characteristics have been the subject of a recent study to  which 
this p a rt of the series is mainly devoted.

In  the course of this study, it was found th a t there should be some 
repetition of previous work to  isolate effects of certain pertinent param e
ters th a t were not previously given due consideration.

No attem pt is made here to  give a complete survey of the related 
studies in the literature. Only a few publications are referred to  as typical 
references to  the subjects discussed.

N O T A T IO N

C Capacitance
E a Energy dissipated in the arc y
F  Gross field strength between the contacts: —a

I  C urrent
l i  Arc initiation current
I  max M aximum current in the  arc

Minimum arcing current or arc term ination current

* This is the actual life requirement of some contacts in existing switching
circuits.

1 L. H . Germer and F. E. Haworth, Erosion of Electrical Contacts on Make, 
J. App. Phys. 20, p. 1085, 1949.

2 See for example: J. Lander and I.. H. Germer, The Bridge Erosion of 
Electrical Contacts, J. App. Phys. 19, p. 910, 1948.

3 F . E. Haworth, Electrode Reactions in Glow Discharge, J. App. Phys. 22, 
p. 606, 1951.

4 M. M. At alia, “Arching of Electrical Contacts in Telephone Switching Cir
cuits. Part I—Theory of the Initiation of the Short A rc,” B .S .T .J ., 32, pp. 1231—
1244, Sept., 1953.
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K  C onstant in the relation Vai =  K (d)112 
R  Resistance 
V  Voltage
V ai Arc initiation voltage 
d M inimum separation between contacts
h Height of a metal bridge formed during one arc
t Time 
ta Arc duration
v Constant voltage drop across the short arc

ARC INITIATION VOLTAGE

Consider the simple contact circuit in Fig. 1 comprising a pair of con
tacts in series with a resistor R  and a variable voltage power supply. By 
fixing the separation between the contacts and gradually increasing the

voltage, an are is usually initiated when the voltage reaches a certain 
value “Vai” called the arc initiation voltage. In general F 0< is a function 
of: (1) separation between the contacts, (2) geometry of the contact 
surfaces, (3) the surrounding atmosphere, and (4) contact m aterial and 
its surface.

Our experiments were limited to  contacts in atmospheric air with 
special emphasis on separations of the order of and less than the mean 
free path  of an electron in air. For larger separations the arc initiation 
voltage follows the well known curve of the sparking potential of air.6 
For the smaller separations where the presence of air molecules would 
not be expected to affect the arc initiation voltage, it was previously re
ported th a t breakdowns occurred a t some constant field between 0.6

The setting for zero separation ivas determined by a 0.1 volt source, a

6 See for instance J. D . Cobine, Gaseous Conductors, M cGraw-Hill, N . Y ., 
p. 162, 1941.

6 G. L. Pearson, Phys. Kev. 56, p. 471, 1939.
7 L. H . Germer and J. L. Sm ith, J. App. Phys. 23, p. 553, 1952.

R R i

CONTACT'

AA/V o
VARIABLE 

POW ER SUPPLY

Fig. 1 — Contact Circuit.

X 106 and 16 X 106 volts/cm .1,6’ 7 
In  our experiments a cantilever bar, described by Pearson,6 was used.
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10,000 ohms resistor and a cathode relay oscilloscope. The zero setting 
could be repeated w ith a precision of ±  500A. All the reported results 
were obtained by fixing the contact separation, raising the voltage and 
observing the breakdown on a cathode ray oscilloscope. Contacts tested 
were given one of three different surface treatm ents:

(1) The contact surface was polished with fine emery paper, washed 
w ith methyl alcohol, then exposed to the laboratory atmosphere for a 
few hours. After about 5 arc discharges, readings of arc initiation voltage 
seemed to vary a t random. Contacts thus treated are referred to  as 
“norm al” contacts.

(2) Contacts were subjected to  arcing for about 5 minutes a t the  rate 
of 15 arcs per second. Arcing was produced by the discharge of a half 
microfarad condenser a t 500 volts through a 10-ohm resistor. M easure
m ents of the arc initiation voltage followed immediately after this trea t
ment. These contacts are referred to  as “clean” contacts. Their behaviour 
usually changed to  th a t of “norm al” contacts after a short exposure to 
the laboratory atmosphere.

(3) C ontacts were subjected to  arcing a t the ra te  of 3 arcs per second 
for about one hour in air saturated with d-limonene. The arc was pro
duced by discharging a 0.1-microfarad condenser a t 50 volts through a 
100-ohm resistor. These contacts are referred to as “activated” con
tacts.8

Fig. 2 shows the results obtained with “norm al” palladium contacts. 
Each point represents the average of five readings. The maximum spread 
was 40 per cent of the average. For separations less than  10,000A, about 
two m ean free paths of an electron in air a t normal conditions, a constant 
gross field strength line of 3 X 106 volts/cm  was obtained. A t larger 
separations the measured arc initiation voltages were essentially the well 
known sparking potentials of air. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding results 
obtained w ith “norm al” carbon contacts in air. Below a separation of 
15,000A, the arc was initiated a t a constant gross field strength of 2.4 
X 106 volts/cm . The maximum spread of the individual points was only 
15 per cent of the average.

In  the absence of air, it is expected th a t the constant field strength 
lines will hold for higher separations.* In  Table I, Column 2 are given 
the measured values of the gross field strengths a t which the  arc was 
initiated for a group of “norm al” contact m aterials.

* R ecent unpublished measurements by Dr. P. K isliuk on similar contacts in 
vacuum  have indicated that the constant field strength relation Vai =  F (d )  holds 
in itia lly  for larger separations and is followed by a gradual transition into a 
square root relation F„,- = 2 as proposed by Cranberg.9

8 L. II. Germer, Arching at Electrical Contacts on Closure—Part I, J. Appl.
Phys. 22, p. 955, 1951.
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CONTACT SEPAR ATIO N  IN A N G S T R O M S

F ig. 2 — Arc initiation voltages for “Norm al” palladium contacts.

Due to the spread of the above measurements and their observed de
pendence on surface exposure and treatm ent it was suspected th a t the 
constant field strength characteristic obtained was due to  surface con
tam ination. This was verified by testing contacts cleaned by the heavy 
arcing process explained above. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The 
familiar constant field strength line was not obtained for separations as 
low as 1500A. Instead, the arc was initiated a t voltages comparable to  
the sparking potentials of air. Since the separations were too small, the 
smallest being three times less than  the mean free path  of an electron in 
air, it  was thought th a t the effect was due to  some mechanism involving 
the adsorbed air molecules or due to  breakdown along a longer path  a t 
the Paschen’s minimum potential. In  the absence of air, it is, therefore, 
expected th a t higher voltages and higher field strengths in excess of 20 
X 106 volts/cm , as obtained a t 1500A, will be needed to  initiate the arc. 
I t  is possible th a t Cranberg’s relationk9 V  =  K {d)w , will hold for separa
tions as low as a few thousand angstroms. In  Fig. 4, this relation, with 
K  = 105 volt. cm_1/2, is plotted.

8 L. Cranberg, The Initiation of Electrical Breakdowns in Vacuum, J. Appl.
Phys. 23, p. 518, 1952.
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CONTACT SEPARATION IN ANGSTROMS

Fig. 3 — Arc initiation voltages for carbon contacts.

For contacts activated in organic vapors, constant field strength lines 
were obtained. In  Fig. 5 results are shown for palladium contacts acti
vated by d-limonene. The average field strength for arc initiation is only 
0.6 X 101' volts/cm  with a spread of as much as 100 per cent of the 
average. A t separations greater than  50,000A the arc was initiated by 
the familiar spark breakdown of air. In  vacuum the constant field 
strength line should hold for larger separations possibly until i t  intersects 
Cranberg’s line.9

Breakdowns a t  low fields were also observed for metals w ith  inorganic 
films. For instance Gleichauf10 obtained a constant field strength line of 
0.24 X 10° volts/cm  for copper electrodes in vacuum a t separations of 
the order of millimeters. Our measurements on copper contacts a t sepa
rations less than  10,000A have shown breakdowns a t fields as low as 0.7 
X 10s volts/cm . I t  is concluded th a t the presence of organic or inorganic 
films on a contact usually leads to  a reduced gross field strength a t which 
the breakdown will occur. The reduction can be by as much as two orders 
of magnitude. I t  is possible th a t this reduction was only apparent and 
the electrons actually came from the underlying metal by extraction in 
an intense field set up by the positive ions lying on the surface of the 
film.11

10 P. II. Gleichauf, E lectrical Breakdown Over Insulators in High Vacuum, 
J. Appl. Phys. 22, p. 766, 1051.

11 F . L. Jones, E lectrical Discharges in Gases, Nature, 170, p. 601, 1052.
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T a b l e  I. —  A r c i n g  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  C o n t a c t  M a t e r i a l s

(1)

Contact Material

(2)
Field strength to 

in itia te  the arc for 
normal contacts. 

10« Volts/cm.

(2)

Short arc Voltage

(4)
Minimum arcing 

current for 
‘‘clean”* 

contacts. Amps

C arbon............................................... 2.4 20-43 0.03
N ick el................................................. 4 .2 12-13 0.4
Palladium .......................................... 3 .0 14-15 1.1
S ilver ................................................... 2.0 11-13 0.8
T u ngsten ........................................... 4.9 12-13 0.7

* For “normal” contacts, the minimum arcing current is less by 50 per cent 
or more.

The results of the above section are summarized in Fig. 6. The solid 
lines were actually measured for palladium contacts under different 
surface conditions. The broken lines are only speculative. For a certain 
separation and surface condition the arc will be initiated a t a  voltage as 
given by the lowest corresponding line in the figure.

v o l t a g e  d r o p  a c r o s s  a  s h o r t  a r c

The short arc m ay be defined as a discharge of electricity between 
electrodes with a voltage drop of the order of the minimum ionizing po
tential of the atom s of the electrodes.* Furtherm ore, due to  the small 
separation between the contacts and the local high pressure metal vapor, 
the characteristics of the established arc are independent of a surround
ing atmosphere a t normal or low pressures. The short arc is characterized 
by its constant voltage for currents above a minimum value called the 
minimum arcing current of the contact. In  contrast to  the short arc, the 
long arc between contacts a t a fixed separation has a voltage drop which 
decreases w ith an increase hi current.12 Most arcs occurring between con
tacts on both make and. break of telephone switching circuits, are short arcs. 
In  Table I, Column 3, are given our measured values of the short arc 
voltage for a few materials.

ARC  IN IT IA T IO N  A N D  T E R M IN A T IO N  C U R R E N T S

The arc term ination current or minimum arcing current is defined as 
the lowest current a t which the arc can be sustained. The arc is extin-

* The arc voltage is about 50 per cent higher except for the carbon arc which 
has a much higher voltage; see Table I, Column 3.

12 See for instance: K. Gaulrapp, Untersuehungder elaktrisehen Eigenschaften  
des Abreisbogens, Ann. Physik. 25, p. 705, 1936.
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CONTACT SEPARATION IN ANGSTROMS

Fig. 4 — Arc initiation voltages for “ Clean” metals.

guished when the circuit current drops to this value. To initiate the arc 
a minimum current m ust be furnished by the circuit called the arc 
initiation current. I t  was previously shown4 th a t the arc initiation and 
term ination currents are essentially the same numerically. The existence 
of these limiting currents as such, ra ther than current densities, is not 
understood from a fundam ental standpoint.

T he limiting currents are a function of the contact m aterial and are 
appreciably affected by the surface condition of the contacts. Surface 
contam inations generally reduce the limiting currents of the contacts. 
The results presented here were obtained by measuring the residual volt
age in an R-C circuit following an  arc. This voltage is equal to  TmR, from 
which I m was determined. Our measurements are given in Table I, 
Column 4 for “ clean” contacts. The maximum spread is 20 per cent of 
the average. For normal contacts, however, surface contam ination causes 
a wide variation in the results. Furtherm ore, the  maximum intensity of 
the arc, or the maximum current furnished by the measuring circuit, 
was found to  have an appreciable affect on the measurements. This ap
pears to  be due to  the surface cleaning action of the arc. This effect is 
dem onstrated in Fig. 7 for “norm al” palladium contacts. Each point 
represents an individual measurement of I m plotted against the cor
responding maximum current during the arc. An R-C contact circuit 
was used. While the m easurements show a  considerable spread, they 
indicate a definite trend of an increase in w ith  increasing I max.
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Fig. 5 — Arc initiation voltages for “A ctivated” palladium contacts.

Fig. 6 — Summary of results of arc initiation voltages.
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Fig. 7 — Dependence of minimum arcing current on maximum arc current.

In  the first part of this paper it was shown th a t contact activation by 
organic vapors reduces the  arc initiation voltage for a fixed separation. 
In  other words, for a pair of closing contacts the arc will be initiated a t 
a wider separation and a longer arcing time is obtained. In  addition, 
activation tends to  decrease the minimum arcing current. Germer®, meas
ured a minimum arcing current of only 0.027 to  0.037 ampere for active 
silver. Our measurements for active palladium gave a minimum arcing 
current of 0.1 ampere. This substantial decrease in the minimum arcing 
current of contacts due to surface activation usually causes a further 
increase in the arcing time. Contact activation, therefore, enhances 
arcing between closing contacts in two ways; first, by initiating the arc 
a t wider separations, and second by m aintaining the arc a t much smaller 
currents. The following results are presented to  indicate the quantitative 
significance of contact activation. A pair of “norm al” palladium contacts 
were operated in air saturated w ith d-limonene a t 3 cps. The contacts 
closed a circuit consisting of a 0.5-microfarad condenser, charged to  50 
volts, in series w ith a  100-ohm resistor. The transient on make was 
observed on a cathode ray oscilloscope to  determine the arcing time. The 
arc energy E a was calculated and the ratio E a/C v  ( 7 0 — r) was plotted 
against the number of operations, Fig. 8. The denomenator is the maxi
mum arc energy, which is only attained if the arc is m aintained until 
the current reaches zero. The results indicate a rapid increase of the arc 
energy corresponding to  an increase in surface activation. When the 
contacts become fully active, the arc energy was about two orders of
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magnitude greater than  the energy for inactive contacts. Contacts may 
also be activated by inorganic films. Experim ents on palladium  and 
silver contacts have shown* th a t glow discharge between contacts operat
ing in air produced a second type of activation. N itrides were formed on 
the contact surfaces and the minimum arcing current dropped to  about 
0.1 ampere for silver and 0.2 ampere for palladium. This effect was more 
pronounced w ith silver contacts.

In  carrying out the measurements of the minimum arcing current it 
was observed th a t the arc was generally interrupted by one of three 
causes (1) the minimum arcing current was reached, (2) physical closure 
of the contacts, and (3) shorting of the arc by a metal bridge formed 
during the arc. A study of the bridge formation has shown th a t the 
height of the bridge was a function of the arc energy. The bridge height 
was measured by setting the zero separation point before and after the 
arc. The difference gave the height of the bridge. This was plotted in 
Fig. 9 against the measured arc energy. The height of the bridge in
creased roughly w ith the cubic root of the arc energy up to energies of

Fig. 8 — Increase in arc energy due to contact “A ctivation” .

* This information was obtained from unpublished work of F . E . Haworth. 
See also Reference 8 for a discussion of the effects of insulating films on arc in iti
ation.
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about 800 ergs. This was followed by a rapid transition into metal loss 
instead oi a bridge. This loss increased with increase in energy.

D IS S IM IL A R  C O N T A C T S  E F F E C T  O F  P O L A R IT Y  ON A R C  C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S

An experiment was carried out to find the contributions of the anode 
and cathode in determining the characteristics of the arc. Use was made 
of the fact th a t carbon contacts are unique in having low minimum arcing 
current and high arc voltage compared to most metals; see Table I. 
Furtherm ore, carbon contacts always gave a constant field strength line 
for arc initiation a t small separations' even when they were cleaned by 
the heavy arcing process. Tests were carried out w ith a variety of con
tac t metals against carbon. All the results obtained were qualitatively 
the same. For illustration only the experiments with palladium-carbon 
contacts are reported here.

T est specimens were carefully prepared in the following fashion. Pal
ladium to palladium contacts, mounted on the cantilever bar set-up, 
were cleaned by the heavy arcing process. One contact was removed and 
replaced by a carbon contact with its surface polished and freed from
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T a b l e  I I  —  E f f e c t  o f  P o l a r i t y  o n  t h e  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  

A r c  —  P a l l a d i u m - C a r b o n  C o n t a c t s

(1)

Contact Configuration

(2)
Arc in itia tion , 

voltage a t 6000A 
separation

(3)

Arc voltage v
Minimum arcing 

current. Im amps.

C+, P d - ............................................... 300 13-15 0 .2 -0 .5
Pd+, P d -............................................ 320 14-1.5 1.1
C -, Pd+............................................... 130 20-30 0 .2 -0 .3
C -, C"................................................. 120 20-43 0.03

loose particles. The separation between the contacts was set a t 6000A. 
By gradually raising the voltage across the contacts and observing it on 
a cathode ray oscilloscope, the arc initiation voltage was determined. 
The same measurement was repeated several times. Preceding each mea
surement, the contacts were recleaned by the same process explained 
above. The polarity was then  reversed and a new set of measurements 
was taken. The results are shown in Table II , Column 2. They indicate 
th a t the  arc initiation voltage is determined by the cathode. This 
furnishes support to  the postulate th a t field emission is the  first step of 
the mechanism of arc initiation. By recording the voltage across the 
contacts during the arc, measurements were made of the arc voltage and 
the minimum arcing current. The results are given in Table II, Columns 
3 and 4. The arc voltage measurements indicate rather conclusively th a t 
the arc voltage is determined by the cathode. The minimum arcing cur
rent measurements, however, were only slightly, yet consistently, higher 
w ith a palladium cathode. I t  is thought th a t during a single short arc, 
particularly with the high intensity arcs used, there is a certain am ount 
of exchange of m aterials between the electrodes. This exchange is possibly 
responsible for the observed influence of the anode on the arc character
istics.

I t  is concluded th a t the arc initiation voltage as well as the arc voltage 
are characteristics of the cathode while the minimum arcing current 
seems to  be influenced by both  electrodes w ith stronger inclination 
towards the cathode characteristics.* The following reservation, how

* Early experiments by H . E. Ives13 have led to the conclusion th at the arc 
voltage is a characteristic of the anode.  In his experim ents, however, currents 
of the order of one ampere were established in the circuit while the contacts were 
closed. Arc measurements were made during the subsequent break of the contacts. 
I t  is thought, therefore, that metal bridges must have formed during the break, 
transferring metal from the anode to the cathode.? The arc produced must have 
been influenced accordingly. In our experiments this difficulty was entirely  
elim inated.

13II. E. Ives, Minimal Length Arc Characteristics, J. Franklin Inst. 198, No. 
4, 1924.



ever, has to  be made. All these measurements, although made a t a 
voltage range between 50 and 400 volts corresponding to  a contact 
separation range between 1500 and 100,000A, had high maximum cur
rents above 1.5 amperes. The energy dissipated in each arc was of the 
order of thousands of ergs. This reservation is made because recent 
studies of m etal transfer have indicated a reversal in the direction of 
transfer between the anode and the cathode depending on the ra te  of 
energy dissipation in the arc.

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

I am indebted to  L. II. Germer, P. Kisliuk and F. I i . H aworth for 
much valuable discussion and to  A. S. Tim ms for assistance w ith m any 
of the experiments reported here.
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A survey of existing lumped parameter and distributed parameter delay lines 
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width was essentially constant and independent of the particular vowel. The 
mean values for bars 1, 2, and 3 were 130, 100, and 185 cps, respectively. Ten 
per cent of the 300 band widths measured were less than 90 cps and ten per 
cent greater than 260 cps.
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High Field Mobility in Germanium W ith Impurity Scattering Domi
nant, Phys. Rev., 90, pp. 769-772, June 1, 1953.

Experimental measurements show a variation of mobility with electric field 
intensity of electrons in n type germanium which differs at 20 degrees K from 
that observed in the same specimen at 77 degrees K and higher temperatures. 
This difference can be accounted for by scattering by ionized impurities. A 
crude quantitative treatment is carried out along the lines of Shockley’s 
treatment for the case of lattice scattering. As in that case, the resulting 
theory fits the data well if the rate of energy loss is taken several times higher 
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emission of electrons in vacuum. The theory of Shockley and Prim for this 
phenomenon has been extended to the high field case using the approximation 
that the drift velocity of the carriers is v = n(EEo)il2, where m is the low field 
mobility, E  the electric field, and E o the “critical field.” For this approxima
tion the current density analogous to Child’s law for a plane parallel diode is

• /  =  (Vsmy'KnEo'iWa^/w^,
where V„ is the potential across a diode of thickness w and K  is the dielectric 
constant in mks units. Good agreement between theory and experiment for 
hole flow in germanium at liquid air temperature has been obtained, using 
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Burgers vector («1, a2, a3) is found. (The solution for a uniform distribution 
of body force along the a-vaxis appears as a by-product.) As is well known, for 
isotropy we have u3 = 0 for an edge dislocation and U\ = 0, U2 = 0 for a screw 
dislocation. This is not true in the anisotropic case unless the XiX2 plane is a 
plane of symmetry. Two cases are discussed in detail, a screw dislocation 
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Basic Theorem s of Information Theory, Ann. M ath. S tat., 24, pp. 
196-219, June, 1953 (Monograph 2124).

This paper describes briefly the current mathematical models upon which 
communication theory is based, and presents in some detail an exposition and 
partial critique of C. E. Shannon’s treatment of one such model. I t  then 
presents a general limit theorem in the theory of discrete stochastic processes, 
suggested by a result of Shannon’s.
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4 Hudson Technical Institute.
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M e r t z ,  P .1

Influence of Echoes on Television Transmission, J.S .M .P.T .E ., 
60, pp. 572-596, M ay, 1953 (Monograph 2144).

P e t e r s o n ,  G. E .1

Basic Physical Systems for Communication Between Two Individuals,
J. Speech and Hearing Disorders, 18, pp. 116-120, June, 1953 (M ono

graph 2135).

P ie r c e ,  J. R .1

Transistors, Radio-Electronics, 24, pp. 42-44, June, 1953.

P o r t i s ,  A. M .,7 A. F . K ip ,' C. K i t t e l ,7 a n d  W. H. B r a t t a i n 1

Electron Spin Resonance in a Silicon Semi-Conductor, L etter to the 
Editor, Phys. Rev., 90, pp. 988-989, June 1, 1953.

P rim , R. C., see  W. S h o c k le y .

Q u a r l e s ,  D. A.6

Progress and Problem s, Elec. Eng., 72, pp. 667-669, August, 1953. 

Q u a r l e s ,  D. A.5

Report to the M em bership, Elec. Eng., 72, pp. 477-479, June, 1953. 

R e a d , W. T., see J. D. E s h e lb y .

R y d e r ,  E. ,T.1

M obility of H oles and Electrons in High Electric Fields, Phys. Rev., 
90, pp. 766-769, June 1, 1953.

The field dependence of mobility has been determined for electrons and holes 
in both germanium and silicon. The observed critical field at 298 degrees K 
beyond which ^ varies as E~l12 is 900 volts/cm for n-type germanium, 1400 
volts/cm for p-type germanium, 2500 volts/cm for n-type silicon, and 7500 
volts/cm for p-type silicon. These values of critical field are between two to 
four times those calculated on the basis of spherical constant energy surfaces 
in the Brilloum zone. A saturation drift velocity of 6(10)6 cm/sec is observed 
in germanium which is in good agreement with predictions based on scattering
1 Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
6 Sandia Corporation.
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by the, optical modes. Data on «-type germanium at 20 degrees K show a 
range over which impurity scattering decreases and the mobility increases 
with field until lattice scattering dominates as at the higher temperatures.

S h o c k le y ,  W., see J. D. E s i- ie lb y .

S h o c k le y ,  W .1 a n d  R. C . P r im 1

Space-Charge Limited Emission in Semi-Conductors, Phys. Rev., 
90, pp. 753-758, June 1, 1953.

A situation analogous to thermionic emission into vacuum can occur in semi
conductors. A semi-conductor analog for a plane parallel vacuum diode may 
consist of two layers of n type semi-conductor bounding a plane parallel slab 
of pure semi-conductor. The current density analogous to Child’s law is 
J  = 9«<0̂ P2/Sll73, where k = dielectric constant, to = mks permittivity, n 
— mobility, V — applied voltage, and W = thickness of pure region. The 
condition prevailing at the space-charge maximum is analyzed taking into 
account diffusion due to random thermal motion. Brief discussions are given 
of the effect of fixed space charge, the dependence of mobility upon electric 
field strength and the role of space-charge limited emission in a new class of 
unipolar transistors.

S l i c i i t e r ,  W . P .1 a n d  E. D. K o l b 1

Solute Distribution in Germanium Crystals, L etter to the Editor, 
Phys. Rev., 90, pp. 987-988, June 1, 1953.

T o w n s e n d , J. R .1

A Dynamic Program  for Conversion, M etal Progress, 63, pp. 79-81, 
June, 1953.

T u r n e r ,  E. H .1

New Non-Reciprocal W aveguide M edium  Using Ferrites, Letter to 
the Editor, I.R .E ., Proc., 41, p. 937, July, 1953.

W a n n ie r ,  G. H .1

Threshold Law for Single Ionization of Atoms or Ions by Electrons,
Phys. Rev., 90, pp. 817-825, June 1, 1953.

When an electron hits an atom or ion, it may knock off an electron. This 
process is fundamental in almost all types of gas discharge. The reaction is 
endothermic; hence there is a threshold value in the electron energy below
1 Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
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which it does not occur. In this paper, the dependence of the yield on the 
energy just above this threshold is derived. The derivation is not rigorous 
because it circumvents some of the difficulties of the three-body problem by 
applying ergodicity, albeit in a weakened form. The result is that, for atoms, 
the yield rises as the 1.127th power of the energy excess. For ions the exponent 
lies between this number and unity.

W il l a r d , G. W .1

Ultrasonically Induced Cavitation in W ater: A Step-by-Step Process,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., 25, pp. 669-686, July, 1953.

A 2.5-mc, barium-titanate, spherically focusing radiator was used to produce 
cavitation in botli degassed and aerated water entirely within the restricted, 
high intensity focal region, remote from the water boundaries. The sonic 
intensity rises to 1.8 kw/cm2 and the pressure amplitude to ±70 atmospheres 
at the focus. High-intensity illumination and an unusual high speed photo
graphic technique permit observation and timing of the step-by-step process 
of cavitation development.
Feather-shaped cavitation bursts are sporadically produced, being initiated 
in the insignificant quill portion nearest the radiator, then abruptly expanding 
to form the catastrophic plume portion. The plume is believed to be formed 
by myriads of microcavities, too small and close for individual observation. 
These two fundamental steps are identically produced, and with equal ease, 
both in degassed and aerated water. The whole action is over in several milli
seconds, except that in the case of aerated water a third bubble step is pro
duced. In aerated water, non-collapsing gas bubbles are generated by and 
concurrently with, the catastrophic step. These bubbles remain after collapse 
of the burst, to be blown off down stream by the sonically induced liquid 
streaming.
The bubble step is not generated without the presence of the catastrophic 
step. The latter is generated only if the initiation step reaches a definite degree 
of development (not always attained). This requires sonic activation for 
increasing lengths of time for decreasingly smaller sonic intensities. Origina
tion of the initiation step, and hence of the whole cavitation phenomena, is 
believed to occur whenever a stray nucleus (weak spot) streams into the high 
intensity sonic field.

Y o u n g , W . R .1

Comparison of M obile Radio Transm ission at 150, 450, 900 and 3700
Me, I.R .E ., Trans., P.G.V.C. 3, pp. 71-83, June, 1953.
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